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EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
CONTINUOUS SCHOOLING OPPORTUNITIES FOR AMERICAN DEPENDENT
CHILDREN IN OVERSEAS SCHOOLS
J. NoLan Adams

PROBLEM: Many American dependent children of ml lltary and clvl llan personnel
In Europe do not receive 180 days of schooling each year due to the rotation
date of the sponsor.
This field study devises a plan whereby dependent children overs&as wl I I
be assured at least 180 days of school lng. ihe optimum number of days of
school attendance is an Integral part of the problem.
PROCEDURE: Various types of year-round sc~ool plans were studied In depth.
These plans were analyzed for their adaptabl lity to overseas schools.
A group of students were Identified at Garfield Elementary School. The
grade level achievement scores of this group was compared to the number of
days of school attendance.
FINDINGS: ihe author determined that two plans of school attendance wer& ~ost
adaptable to and fit the needs of overseas schools best, the Flexible A! !-Year
Plan tor elementary grades and Concept 8 for secondary grades.
The results on the corr"Jiatlve study of school attendance tai !ed to show
a convincing connection between attend~nce and grade achievement scores. The
author felt that the divergence in attendance was not great enough to give
convincing data.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Year-Round School P!ans offer a means whereby school districts
may Increase their educational offerings, and the author feels, although the
data was not conclusive, Increase the academic achievement of students. Various
school districts may Institute Year-Round School Plans on a partial basis and
compare the results In student achievement with their traditional attendance
plans.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1978

George A. Farrah, C'r.airperson

AN ANALYSIS OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR TEACHERS AS ONE
ASPECT OF AN INSERVICE PROGRAM
Kent A. BaLdry

THE PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to analyze the inservlce program
entitled Learning Opportunities for Teach£rs In terms of staff characteristics
and the cr It I ca I components of the program to determl ne the effectI veness of
the training.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: Teachers from the twelve-school Waslcja Special EducaT ion
Cooperat i ve were surveyed. The Instrument uti II zed to determine the effect s of
the lnservlce program was an author-developed questionnaire. It consisted c f
forty-two statements dealing with four major areas: style, content, rate, and

,.,
I'

environment. The predictor variables Incorporated into this study included
age, sex, al'ld teachIng expert ence. The survey I nstrurr.er.t was admInIstered on
April 23, 1979. P.. general analysis of means and variance was completed by
computer in July, 1979.
FINDINGS: The results of the study showed the inservice program produced minimal significant differences among the areas of content, style, rate, and
environment In comparisons made withll'l the predictor variables of age, sex, and
experience. It was also evident that a significant difference occurred In
comparing the variable of sex. It was found that the surveyed group was in
agreement In concepts and goals of LOFT, but did not provide data to show the
program changed their effectiveness in dealing with student differences In
their classroorr~. The general findings Indicated that mere females participated
In the survey than males.
RECOMMENDATIONS: It Is recommended that the Wasloja Cooperative staff and
school administrators become sensitive tc the perceptions of LOFT participants
expressed by the results of the survey, and encourage school personnel to
continue working on lnservlce programs that wl I I deal with lndlvldual differences In students. It Is also recommended that school districts continue to
tot low up and observe the long range effects of LOFT.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM11ITTEE, MA::! 1980
George A. Farrah, C'"nairperson

THE PUBLICS' v.'EW OF THE ROLE OF THE PRJNC/PAL IN
DECIS JON MAKING
Sy

Berezni

The purpose of this study was to compare opinions of the school's publics
toward the principal and his role as a decision maker. The publics were ldentlfled as students, teachers, administrators and adults (parents). Nine schools
were selected to take part In the study. The schools selected ware in the same
athletic conference and shared many slml larltles sucn as school size, life
styles, and similar economic levels. A questionnaire consisting of twenty-nine
questions deal lng with five variables was used to gather the data and Interpret
oprnrons. The questionnaire was administered by the administrators of the
participating schools in May of 1978.
Although ether factors <variables) could be Identified as effecting decision
making and educational outcomes, only the following were Included in the survey
instrument: pub! lc relations, dlsclpl lne, curriculum, Instruction, and operations. The survey Instrument consisted of three parts, namely: personal data,
ranking of educational priorities, and survey of opinions. The ranking of
educational priorities served as a very useful check on the validity of the
survey of opinions. The data collected can be used to deslgr. a model dealing
with the variable affecting decision making. Whl le no two school settings are
Identical, much can be gained by developing a sensitivity to all publics with
whom the principal must relate.
The data collected strongly suggest that the publlc<sl most closely ldentlfled with the goals or outcomes of the school tend to be more critical of
the school. Likewise, those publics that are further removed from the schools
goals or purposes tend to follow a middle of the road approach or appear to be
more indecisive than the other groups. To the surprise and enlightenment of
the author, alI publics generally support the principal and the school. This
finding may be Interpreted as a general vote of confidence.
It Is recommended that this study be expanded on a much larger basis to
Include a bigger and broader population base. The study and others I ike It can
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have a high degree of significance if It Is used as a basis for constructing a
time management model. Finally It Is recommended that the five areas Included
In the study (public relations, discipline, curriculum, Instruction, operations)
be given to in-depth research In order that the decision making process might
be enhanced.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1979

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

A STUDY TO DESCRIBE THE IMPLICATIONS OF IMPLEMENTING PRCGRAM
BUDGETING IN A LARGE SUBURBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Myron B. Bu:.rsJz.im

PROBLEM: The Increased costs of education and the recognized importance of
educational outcomes have created a need for more effective budgeting and
accounting procedures. It was the purpose of this study (f) to review the
I iterature reporting the processes and implications Involved in the program
budgeting, and (2} to Investigate the opinions of school district administrators toward the implementation of program budgeting.
PROCEDURE: In the review of the literature, the author investigated the
(1) rationale for change and the development of program budgeting, (2) processes
Involved in program budgeting, and (3) critical aspects as Implications to be
considered In program budgeting.
A questionnaire consisting of twenty items was developed and distributed to
eighty-three administrators In the Anoka-Hennepin School District. Seventy-four
questionnaires were returned to the researcher. These seventy-four samples were
analyzed In terms of the twenty Items versus the characteristics of position,
experience, and preparation. Based on the responses to the questionnaire, an
analysis of means and variances was uti lfzed to determine If significant
differences exist between the selected characteristics of the sample group for
each item In the questionnaire. In comparing mean scores between the various
sample groups, alI significant findings were based on the 5 percent confidence
level.
FINDINGS: Statistically, significant differences between the characteristics
of the administrators were found on seventeen of the twenty Items In the survey.
Forty-seven significant differences were noted in the study.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The characteristic of preparation produced the
greatest number of significant differences In mean scores. The administrators
with Specialist degrees and Doctorate degrees as groups tended to significantly
differ mere frequently on the questionnaire items than those with Bachelor's
degrees and Master's degrees.
The administrators with 1-5 years experience as a group tended to significantly differ more frequently on the questionnaire Items as compared to
administrators with more experience.
District Office administrators as a group tended to significantly differ
more frequently on the questionnaire Items as compared to administrators In
other positions.
APPROVED BY RESEARCli COMMITTEE, MAY 1978

George A. Farrah, Chairperson
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A STUDY OF ELEI>f£NTARY SCHOOL PRIXRAfdS FOR HIGH POTEIVTIAL
STUDENTS IN SELECTED HUBBARD. OTTER TAIL • TODD AND
WADENA COUNTY SCHOOLS

R. Clifford Busah

PROBLEM: To determine why high potent!~! students in element~ry schools appear
to be neglected and wh~t ~pproprlate steps could be t~ken to Improve present
progr~ms tor high potential students.
Twenty-four elementary schools In ~ +cur-county ~re~ were selected.
pertinent st~tements relating to prov isions or
services for high potential students were sent to the ~dmlnlstrative-superv l sor y
steff, the Instructional staff, and the guidance and counsellng-speclal serv ices
staff of e~ch of the schools.
PROCEDURE:

Questlonn~lres cont~lning

CONCLUSIONS: High potentia l students appear to be neglected for the following
reasons: (1) local funds not e~rmarked; (2) Inadequate screening and identification procedures; (3) ln~dequate teacher training; (4) organizational pl~n not
conducive to prov i ding for them; (5) cl~ss size too large; (6) parents not
exerting pressure tor such programs; (7) too much emphasis on helping slow
learners; and (8) loca I school boards not understanding the need for Improved
services tor them.
Lowering the teacher/student ratio, better teacher preparation and adding
specialized staff rank highest as next steps toward improving programs for the
hIgh potent l a I .
RECOMMENDAT IONS: Recommendations are Included to school boards and superintendents, elementary principals, teachers, parents, and te~cher training
institutions.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, AUGUST 1977

George A. Fa:rrah, Chairperson

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE TECHNICAL
GRADUATION POLICY

HIGH SCHOOL EARLY

John F. Ca:rZsted

The purpose of this study was to answer four questions relating to early
graduates from the Technical High School cl~sses of 1973, 1974, and 1975.
( 1) What mot ivated Technical High School students to choose the early graduation
option? <2> ~/hat were the short and long range plans of the early graduetes and
did they follow through on their plans? (3) In retrospect, did the early
graduates within the classes of 1973 and 1974 feel It wes a wise decision?
(4) As they now see It, whet kinds of educational programs would be necessary
to cause these early gradu~tes In the classes of 1973 and 1974 to decide to
spend the entire year at Technical High School? Essentially, the research was
confined toe review of the literature aval fable at St. Cloud State University
and within professional publications found at Technical High School. A nineteen
Item questionnaire was completed by 28 early graduates from the class of 1973,
54 from the class ot 1974, and 39 applicants tor eerly graduation In the class
ot 1975. This represented a 78 . 5 percent completion ~nd return of the ques t lonna Ire.
The findings of the study clearly establ !shed a prof! le ot characteristics
describing these early graduates from Technical High School. The characterist ics are ( 1) t he primary motivating factors for electing the ear ly graduation
option were non school-related such as work, advanced study, travel, and mi lltary
service, (2) the 15 percent who were Influenced to graduate earl y by school20

related factors tended to carry with them a rather negative attitude about
Technical High School, (3) those who rated the curriculum as chal lenglng _had
similar ratings tor curriculum scope and relevancy. Correspondingly, those who
rated the curriculum as having minimal challenge Indicated negative ratings tor
curriculum scope and relevancy, (4) early graduates gave higher ratings fer the
value and relevancy cf elective courses than tor required courses, (5) nonparticipation In extra-curricular activities was a rule tor these early
graduates, especially tor the girls, (6) they possessed a positive self image
and possessed positive feelings about the quality of their education and the
overai I learning environment, (7) gaining productive employment was a primary
short and long-term plan, (8) ninety-three percent believed they made the
correct decision, and, (9) Increased avallabl llty of col lege and vocational
school courses was listed as the most Important factor that might encourage
students to stay in school for the entire senior year .
The need clearly exists to adjust Technical High School programs to better
accommodate the students who would normally choose the early graduation option.
New and expanded work/study and work release programs need to be developed for
seniors. Innovative programs allowing tor study and exploration beyond the
mainstream curriculum need to be initiated at alI levels. AI I curriculum
offerings, especially the required courses, must be reviewed to determine
necessary revisions, and extra-curricular programs need to be modified to better
meet the needs and interests of seniors .
.A_FPROVED BY RESEARCH COM!-'.ITIF:E, OCTOBER 1977

James W. Anderson, ChairpBrson

A STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN IN KINDERGAKT'EN AND ITS
EFFECTS ON ACADEMIC READINESS

Ronald V. Cin
PROBLEM: This study evaluated whether an administrative change in schedule from
half day every day to ful I day alternate day tor kindergarten children would
produce a difference in their academic readiness.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: The Metropolitan Readiness Test, Form P, was administered
to four hundred fifty-nine kindergarten children during the 1977-78 and 1978-79
school years. Two hundred sixty-five of these students attended half day every
day sess ions and one hundred ninety-tour of the students attended ful I day
alternate day sessions for half as many days. The MetropoLitan Readiness Test
was administered twice to each group, once as a pre-evaluation and once as a
post-evaluation. In the treatment of data the author utilized an analyses of
means and variance and Chi-square.
FINDINGS: Since the statistica l hypotheses included both general and nul I
hypotheses, there was sufficient evidence to accept the general hypothes is;
namely that the adm i nistrati ve change wou ld produce differences between t he
control group and experimental group. Specifically, the analyses of variance
and means revealed significant differences in the mean scores of the auditory
pre-tests and auditory post-tests when the exper imental group and control
group were compared. The analyses of variance and means also indicated s ignif icant differences between the experimental group females and the control group
females on the pre-test for language and post-test tor reading. The Chi-square
Identified significant relationships between the variables group by prelanguage and group by post-auditory when comparing the control an d exper imenta l
groups.
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RECOMMEND.A.TiONS: These data should be shared with school boards and school
administrators so they are better informed abowt the effects the organlzatlcna l
design has on the development of acaderrlc readiness of kindergarten students.
Second, col leges need to develop a greater awareness of academic readiness in
their prospective teachers, and kindergarten teachers need to be given opportunities to sharpen their abilities to teach academic readiness ski lis,
particularly in auditory. Third. schocl administrators need to initiate and
~aintain close-working relationships with the parents of preschool ch i ldren
within their district in order to create a greater awareness of academic
readiness. In conclusion, the schocl administrators who can faci I !tate the
unification of the above recommendations wi I 1 greatly increase the chances of
greater academic readiness In kindergarten students.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMJ.'.ITTEE. AUGUST 1979
George A. Farrah. Chairperscn

CRITICAL FACTORS IN DETERMJN//IG STAFF REDUCTION IN MINNESOTA
SECONDARY SCHOOL EXPERIENCING DECLINING ENROLLMENTS

Roy D. DeBoer
The purpose of this study was to identify the critical factors in making
staff reductions and to discover the relationship of how staff reductions
shou~ be made to how staff reductions are made.
An initial pi lot study was
used to determine the five critical categories which are as follows: 1) State
Department of Education requ i rements. 2> legislative requirements, 3> exls~ing
school faci lltles, 4> student educational needs, and Sl aval lable budget.
After the initial pi lot study, the author developed a questionnaire whlcr,
was sent to fifty-six schocls within a designated geographical area in western
Minnesota. The responses were divided into three predictor variable groups
which included (1) school positions. (2) age of the respondent, and <3> school
s i ze. The questionnaire Included the five critical categories which had been
determined from the pi lot study. Those responding to the questionnaire were
asked to make two separate rankings of these critical categories. One ranking
Indicated how staff reductions shou~ be made; the second ranking indicated how
sta tt reductions actua I Iy are made. In add It 1on to these rank i ngs. nineteen
items requiring a scaled response from strongly disagree to strongly agree
were included in the questionnaire. These items al I provided data for analyzing
and interpreting the use of the f i ve critical categories when making staff
reductions. An open-end question was also included In the questionnaire to
varify the selection of the five critical categories from the pi Jot study.
The analyses and interpretations of the study were made from th e items on
the questionnaire which were significant at the p ~.OS level by an ana ly sis
of variance. Fifteen items were found to be significant in the predictor
variable of schocl position; twelve Items were significant in the predictor
variable of age; and seven items were significant In the predictor variable of
schoo l size. The analyses and interpretations were made between the subgroups
of the three predictor variables as wei I as between the predictor variables
themselves. An analysis of means was used to determine the relationship of
the two renkings of the critical categories comparing how reductions should be
made with how reductions are made.
The analyses and Interpretations of the significant Items revealed several
areas of agreement and disagreement between the subgroups of the predictor
variables as wei I as between the predictor variable groups themselves . A
comparison of the mean scores of the subgroups within eac h predictor variable
and the compos ite mean scores of each predictor variable reveal a significant
difference when the five critical categories are ranked Indicating how staff
reductions shou~ be made and how reductions are made.
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The conclusion of this study presents a number of recommendations based
upon the aforesaid analyses and Interpretations. These recommendations can
be used by each school In the declslon-mak.fng process of staff reductions.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH C0!1MITTEE, AUC..VST 19'18

Geoztge A. FCZI'!'ah, Chairperson

A STUDY OF SUPERVISORS' COMMITMENTS
SUPERVISORY ROLES

TO THEIR EDUCATIONAL

J. Nick Dmrruth

THE PROBLEM: The supervisor of any Instruction and curriculum area plays a
major role In the Improvement of the educational program. Each variable of
supervision should be given attention to develop sound curriculum planning .
These variables are likely to be ldentlfled when one considers such things as
administrative behavior patterns, structural elements, system goals, history
of position, expectation of others and avai lab! lity of resources. When the
supervisor has ldentlfled the variables, he Is then In a better position to
determine the priority ot time that he needs to give the various supervisory
roles.
PROCEDURES: A questionnaire along with a cover letter Indicating the nature of
study, was mal led on November 6, 1978, to the office of the 117 identified
supervisors. Supervisors ot media, special education, curriculum, and directors
of elementary Instruction listed In the 1978-79 Director of Public Schools
published by the Minnesota State Department of Education are Included In this
study. One hundred seventeen supervisors were Identified and mal led a copy of
the survey Instrument. There were 91 respondents who served as the actual
population used In this study . The Individual responses on the questionnaire
were tabulated and analyzed by both simple percent and Chi-square.
FINDINGS: Generally, supervisors are functioning In a! I ten roles although they
are not at locating the amount ot time they should be to each role. The presence
of restraints Increases the discrepancy between time spent and time desired In
supervisory role. Time spent and time desired In supervisory roles are greatly
Influenced by a number of population variables. When the four supervisory role
types are considered In terms of restraints, a highly significant difference
was found among these four categories and no significant difference was found
within these tour categories of educational roles. Clerical, reporting and
routine functions keep the supervisors heavl ly encumbered and prevent them from
giving the amount of time needed to their priority roles. AI I dally demands,
expectations and rewards limit the supervisors potential for performing as
Instructional leaders. The relationship ot time to performance of supervisory
roles was a dominant theme In this study.
RECOMMENDATIONS: A thrust Involving Instructional leaders should be undertaken
to develop a clearer description of the Instructional supervisor's ski I Is and
responslbl litles and to clarity role expectations through workshops or In-service
meetings. School systems should provide time and necessary clerical support to
assure that valuable Instructional supervisory personnel are not used In th is
capac l ty. P..ssurance shou Id be prov l ded thl!lt persons funded l n l nstructl on a I
positions are In fl!lct giving their time to those responsibl I !ties that are
directly related to the Improvement of Instruction.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 19'19

George A. Farrah, Chairperson
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A COMPARISON OF READING ACHIEVEM£/VT OF CHILDREN IN A
RIGHT TO P..£AD SCHOOL VERSUS CHILDREN IN A NON-RIGHT
TO READ SCHOOL
ArZ.ene MagdZ.ene Ferrian

PROBLEM: The purpose of this field study Is to ev~lu~te the re~ding achievement
of students to determine the re l ~tlve effectiveness of two types of re~dlng
Instruction. One type of I nstructl on 1s the structured appro~ch used I r, t he
Minnesot~ Right to Read Progr~m where It Is suggested that the teachers use only
those materials published by~ particular basal reading comp~ny to the exclusion
of other reedIng ~terl a Is. The other type of re~d I ng Instruction ..·ou I d be
using the b~sal reader supplemented with materials from other companies.
PROCEDURES: Two elementary schools, the Browervl I le Public School, a Non-Right
to Read School end the Eagle Bend Public School, a Right to Read School, were
selected for this field study. The schools are located In Todd County about ten
ml les apart. Their elementary enrollment Is about 25 students to the average
class. Both schools use the Lippincott Basal Reeders.
The students in grades three, four, and five In both schools were given the
Lorge-Thorndlke Intel llgence Test and the Stanford Achievement Reading Test Form
Leve I I 1n the fa I I of 1976. In the sprl ng of 1977, they were g 1ven the Stanford
Achievement Reading Test Form Level I I.
The data were analyzed by a computer for an analysis of means (t-testl to
determine It there was any significant difference between I.Q. and reading
achievement for each grade. Then a comparison w~s m~de between the reading
achievement ga i n for each grade between the two schools to see It there was any
slgnlflc~nt difference between the children using the structure procedure as In
the Right to Read and children using a basal reader supplemented with other
reading materia ls as in a Non-Right to Read School System.
FINDINGS: The analyses of the ·data were based on the findings of the computer
printouts.
When comparing the group average I.Q. scores for each grade between the two
schools, no significant difference was observed.
When dividing students by group average St~nford Achievement Reading Scores
end not by I.Q., there was no significant difference observed between the Right
to Re~d and the Non-Right to Read student's total reading achievement In grades
three and five. There was~ signif i cant difference observed between the Ri ght
to Read and the Non-R i ght to Read student's total reading achievement In grade
four In favor of the Non-Right to Re~d students. It was also observed t hat
even though the difference In gains was not significant, the children In grades
three end five In the Non-Right to Re~d School showed more yearly gains In
reading ~chievement than those children i n the Right to Re~d School.
A study of re latedness between I.Q. and Reading Achievement showed that
there was a significant difference between I.Q. and Reading Achievement of
students In the third and fifth grade in the Right to Re~d School; and that
there was a signif i cant difference between the I. Q. and Reading Achievement of
the students In grades four and five In the Non-Right to Re~d School. There was
no significant difference between I.Q. and Reading Achievement of the students in
the third gr~de In the Non-Right to Read School, and the fourth grade in a Right
to Read Schoo I .
CONCLUSIONS: This field study implies that there Is a significant difference
between I.Q. and Reading Achievement of students in four out of six gr~des In
this study, two In the Right to Read School and two In the Non-Right to Re~d
School. Also Indicated was that the students In a Non-Right to Read School showed
a greater gain than students In a Right to Read School In their reading ~chleve
ment from the beginning of the school year In the tal I to the end of the school
year In the sprl ng.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: The author recommends that teachers with enthusiasm and dedication should use a single basal reader In the elementary grades and supplement the
basal reader with related materials regardless If they come from the same company
as the basal reader or from another company. The main point to stress Is that
teachers should teach for a certain percentage of mastery expectancy from alI
students In all levels of reading.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEUBER 1978
James W. An.cUrson, Chairperson

A STUDY OF CRITICAL ASPECTS RELATED TO THE FUNCTION OF
ELEI'fENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM ADVISORY COWtf/TTEES IN
ANOKA-HENNEPIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 11

Robert Gant:i.6Z'

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: The policy of Anoka-Hennepin Independent School
District No. 11 Is to encourage staff and general citizen Involvement In the
school district decision making process through participation of advisory
committees. There are nine standing advisory committees en elementary school
curriculum consisting of administrators, teachers, and general citizens. This
study described the relationship of selected criteria and opinions about school
district advisory committees on elementary school curriculum.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: The writer reviewed the literature looking at formal and
Informal studies about advisory committees and about citizen participation In
education. Five topics were considered: 1) a set of critical aspects relatlr.g
to citizens' advisory committees, 2> selection, structure, and organization,
3) citizen participation, 4) concerns about citizens' advisory committees, and
5) the present status of citizens' advisory committees.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: A survey Instrument consisting of 12 statements about
general citizens on elementary advisory committees was sent to alI committee
members. Because the population was not large, a! I members were surveyed rather
than using a random sample.
Items 1-4 on the survey Instrument were concerned with the selection of
general citizens to committees. The commitment expected of these citizens was
related to Items 5-8. Items 9-12 dealt with the level of participation that
might be looked for with general citizens .
Committee members were asked to respond to the 12 statements on a scale of
0-5, rangIng from "strong Iy dIsagree" to "strong Iy agree . " For each statement
the respondent disagreed with, three options were given to lr.dlcate a sta t ement
that matched their opinion.
The Interaction of such characteristics as sex, age, committee on which they
were serving, role on committee, location of school they represented, length cf
service on committee, and occupation was compared to t he aforesaid items. Moreover, ln the analyses and Interpretation of data, extensive use was made of
tables to portray percentages and analysis of variance techniques.
FINDINGS: The study was summarized as an Intent to examine and ~ake recommendations about the elementary school curriculum advisory committees In Anoka-Hennepin
Independent School District No. I 1.
The writer made 17 conclusions based on statistically significant f i ndings
from the analyses of data. Among those conclusions were: 1) the r.umber of
citizens on an elementary advisory committee should be less than the number of
staff, 2> the best criterion for selection of general citizens is Interest in
t he topic, 3) the best way to select general citizens Is through administrative
appointment, 4) specific ter~s of off ice should be established for citizens with

an option to continue, and 5l there should be a
requirement for general citizens.

minimu~

meeting attendance

RECOMMENDATIONS: It was recommended that no major changes were needed for the
elementary advisory comrr.lttees In District No. 11, but eight recommendations were
offered fer Improving cltlzer, participation. Among these recOIMlendi!!tlons were:
1) terms of office of two yei!!rs should be established for ei!!ch general citizen.
The terms should be staggered and the committee members should have the option tc
continue, 2l general citizens should be i!!ppolnted by the elementary curriculum
coordinator with the approval of the membership ot the committee, and 3) there
should be a minimum attendi!!nce reaulrement of two-thirds of alI the committee
meetings.
·
APPROVED E1 RESEAliCE COMUITI'EE. AUGUST. 19?9

C-eorge A. Farrah. Chairperson

AN APPRAISAL OF FACTORS HI-1/CH INFLUENCE THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES

Thomas M. GZatch
THE PROBLEM: Conferring with parents Is i!! major responslbl llty tor teachers. It
i!!ppei!!rs thi!!t not enough Is being done to refine the process and uti llze the parentteacher conference as the foundi!!tlon for reporting pup! I progress In schocl.
This study was i!! descriptive i!!ppri!!lsal of factors that contribute to effective communlci!!tion during pi!!rent-teacher conferences. The purpose of this study
Wi!!S to identity the degree of "coincidence," among tei!!chers i!!nd pi!!rents, in their
responses to sti!!tements In six topic i!!reas: 1) the clrcumsti!!nces of parent-teacher
conferences, 2) the Importance of parent-teacher conferences, 3) the expectations
of parent-teacher conferences, 4) the comfort level of parent-teacher conferences,
5l the characteristics of parent-teacher conferences, i!!nd 6) the role expectations
of participi!!nts In parent-teacher conferences .
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: A survey instrument Wi!!S designed to collect data from 100
teachers and 100 sets of parents of elementary school age children In ten schools.
The survey consisted of thirty-six statements thi!!t elicited scaled responses In
the aforementioned topic areas.
lnltli!!l ly a Chi-Square cross tabulation of variables !dent! fled any possible
significant comparisons. These Identified comparisons were sti!!tlstlcal ly treated
using the i!!ni!!lysls of means and variance treatment models. A "t" Test was
aval lable to cross check the di!!ta.
FINDINGS: This study produced numerous significant findings that verified the
Importance placed upon parent-teacher conferences as a model for communicating
pup! I progress in school. Findings also indicate the understandings participants
have of their responslbl ! !ties and thi!!t of their counterpart. Interestingly,
paren-ts and teachers agreed on the majority of their responses.
In terms of the general lnformi!!tlon gleaned from this s'tudy, It
seems appropriate to recommend that parent-teacher conferences should serve i!!S
the model tor reporting pup! I progress In school and thi!!t methods should be devised
to develop an awi!!reness of responslbl lltles In parent-teacher conferences. Most
Important, this study should serve as an Ins-trument for continued appraisal of
paren't-'teacher conferences on both a local and regional scale.
RECO~~ENDATIONS:

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE. MAY 1980
George A. Farrah. Chairperson
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A STUDY TO AID EDUCATIONAL FORECASTING AND EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING PROCEDURES FOR RURAL MINNESOTA COUNTIES

Ernest J. Janisch
PROBLEM: The primary purpose of this study was to Identify and compare public
feeling toward different educational developments that wl I I be taking place In
rural Minnesota school districts and to record the various kinds of reactions
that are being experienced by rural citizens who are concerned with what the
future holds for their rural school districts. Another Important purpose of
this study was to gain data which would be ref fable and accurate enough In
nature to aid In educational forecasting and planning for the rural school
districts of Minnesota.
PROCEDURE: The Information for this study has been gathered from a comprehensive
review of legislative proposals. research on educational, demographic, and
financial trends in Minnesota education, personal Interviews. a study of
professional literature, and a county-wide survey of randomly picked citizens
regarding selected questions on educational concerns.
FINDINGS: This study revealed that:
1. The majority of rural citizens. regardless of location, age, or parental
status, do not favor county-wide school districts as proposed by H. F. 156
during the 1976 state legislative sessions.
2. The rural citizens of the county surveyed do not favor legislation
which mandates consolidation of their local school districts.
3. Taxpayers are wl I ling to pay higher taxes if quality education Is the
end resu It_. However, the study revea Ied that the more rea I estate one owns. the
less one favors higher taxes.
4. Generally, those people who have children attending school have stronger
feelings toward educational concerns than people who do not have children attendIng public schools.
5. Parents who have children attending a rural pub! ic school feel their
children are receiving an adequate education and feel that public schools in
general are doing an excel lent job of educating.
6. Rural parents or citizens. In general, disagree with the concept that
larger schools provide for better and more educational opportunities for students.
7. Most respondents of the county-wide survey did not feel that school
districts could save money by sharing administrat ive personnel but they did feel
there could be savings by sharing Instructional personnel.
RECOMMENDATIONS: It was recommended that any legislation concerning school
district reorganization should be carefully considered before it Is mandated for
school districts; that the planning or reorganization of school districts should
emanate from the people Involved; 3nd that the State of Minnesota should provide
the necessary funding and personnel, via regional educational cooperative
service units, for comparative studies.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

George A. Fa:tTah, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY REGARDING THE ADAUN/STRATION OF THE
SUBSTITUTE TEACHING PROGRAM IN SELECTED 1WNNESOTA
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

AZbert A. clohnson

iHE PR08LEM:

The purpose of this study was to investigate the crit ical aspects

Zl

of the administration of the substitute teaching prosram In s~lected Minnesota
elementary schools. These crftfcal as~ects Included: (1) recruitment and
avaflabillty of qualified personnel, (2) lack cf written school board policy,
(3) Inadequate central office administrat ion of the subst it ute teacher progra111,
(4) evaluation of subst itute teacher performance, (5) In-service training and an
effort to involve the substitute teacher as an Integral profess ional staff member,
(6) organization so that there Is no delay In the student's educational ~ i an and
progression, (7) cost of the substitute teaching program; salary of the substitute
teacher, (8) record keeping and quality control of services rendered by the
substitute teacher.
RESEARCH DESIGN: The data for the study were developed from responses to a
survey questionnaire. The Instrument was mal led to two randomly selected groups
of Minnesota elementary school principals.
The data were Interpreted by content analysis, simple percent with an
adjusted frequency and analysis of means and analysis of variance.
The review of literature was focused on the present status of the substitute
teaching program In the public elementary school. Pertinent studies and other
research were critically reviewed.
FINDINGS: This study reveals that most Minnesota elementary schools provide
Inadequate guIdance and ass Istance for substitute teachers. Data co I Iected
Indicates that there Is an absence of written school board substitute teacher
policy and a lack of orientation, In-service prog~ms, formal written evaluations,
and professional salary scales.
Whl le most substitutes are not members of professional organizations, school
districts do require teacher certfffcatfon and mafntafn substitute teacher records
of professional growth.
Most school systems reported an adequate supply of qualified substitute
teachers aval !able except In the specialist areas.
Some systems may be considering changes fn their substitute teacher programs
because elghty-ffve ot the eighty-nine adminlst~tors responding to the survey
requested a copy ot the results.
The tel lowing opinions were expressed by those administrators responding to
the survey: (A) employment ot ful 1-tlme substitute teachers fs questionable,
<B> school boards should have a written substitute teacher policy, <C> bui ldfng
principals shou ld hire and evaluate substitute teachers, CD> substitute teachers
should attend special orientation programs and regular staff In-service sessions
and workshops, <E> subst itute teachers are not just professional babysltters,
however, they should not have col lectlve bargaining rights or the same fringe
benefits as regular teachers, (F) Interruption of the students' educational
program under a substitute teacher Is questionable, (G) changes In the substitute
teacher program may possibly be made In the immediate future.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The to! lowing areas are recommended tor further research:
1. Substitute teacher In-service program model.
2. Substitute teacher orientation program model.
3. An evaluation model to evaluate the effectiveness ot the substitute
teacher.
4. Salary schedules tor substitute teachers to Include salary steps
commensurate with professional training and teaching experience.
5. Written school board policies regarding substitute teachers.
AFPROVED BY RESEAECE COMJI..ITI'EE, AUGUST 1979

George A. Farrah, Chai1'person
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AN APPRAISAL OF THE PILOT PROf ECTS UTILIZING ADVISORY COM!rUTTEES
IN MINNESOTA AND RECOYI!tENDATIONS FOR A CITIZENS ADVISORY
COI&UTTEE
Roy M. Johnsen

The cftfzens-advisory-c~~lttee approach In education is a method currently
being emphasized In Minnesota education. This is not a new approach; It has
been and is being uti llzed with varying educational results In our country.
The writer reviewed the literature pertaining to citizens advisory committees
and using questionnaires. The literature revealed that public participation has
been a part of education for hundreds of years. However, during the last few
years, educators and lay people have real I zed the lack of pub! lc participation.
As a consequence, states like Minnesota have passed legislation encouraging
active, public participation In local educational planning via the citizens
advisory committee.
The research procedures Included the construction of a questionnaire which
involved the critical aspects of IJ Committee Effectiveness, Zl School District
Size, 3J Origin, and 4) Representation . The sample Involved 20 middle sized
public school districts with pupl I enrollment and geographical location as two
variables. The analysis of data for this descriptive study consisted of
determining the percentage of responses in terms of critical aspects versus
population and_locatlon.
The findings reveal that I) apparently, all the twenty committees surveyed
have effective committees, 2> size and location were not significant variables
In the establ lshments of citizens advisory committees, 3J the majority of schools
had true cross sectional representation of their committees, 4) In terms of
membership, the school boards appointed ten to fifteen members to their advisory
committees, and 5) usually one school administration acted as a Iatson person
.between the conmlttee and the board.
The writer concluded that citizens advisory committees perform a very useful
and necessary function for local boards of education.
APPROVF:D BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAI 1978

Geol'ge A. Farrah, Chai.rpel'scn

A STUDY OF SELF-CONCEPT/ MJTIVATION AND jUVENILE CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTION PRcx;RAMMATIC VARIABLES

WiZZiam C. KZundt
PROBLEM: The Minnesota Home School, State Department cf Corrections had routinely
measured growth in the cognatlve domain. Procedures In the affective domain have
been lacking primarily for the absence of an appropriate Instrument.
PROCEDURE: AI I students leaving the Institution between January I, 1976 and
August 30, 1976 were administered the Self-concept and Motivation Inventory.
Selective demographic data were also collected. The statistical procedure was
to carry out a correlation study and analysis of variance regarding the relationship between the relative scores of the SCAMIN and the tal lowing Institutional
vcsrlables: (1) age, (2) assigned program, (3) reading achievement, (4) arithmetic
achievement, (5) length of stay, (6) pre-Institutional placements, (7) negative
ir.cldent reports, (8) positive Incident reports, (9) Title I scores, (10) security
cottage placements, and (11) size of communi~ school district.
FINDINGS: It was found that there existed a relationship between the relative
scores of the SCAMIN and each of the Institutional variables enumerated in the
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above pa~graph. The direction of the relationship was negative or. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 9; positive on 7, 8, an~ 10; and, bl-dlrectlor.al o~ ~. 6, and 11.
St..:t+1ARY AND RECOMMENDAT IONS: It was sum~rily concluded that this type of researcr,
had direct implications for continuation at the Minnesota Home School, and to conceivably extend to the State Department of Corrections and its role in community
correct i ens. The SCA~l!N was eva I uated as being a usefu I too I for measurement in
the affective domain.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUI'ITEE, FEBRUARY 1978
George A. Pa:rrah, C'nc:irperson

A DESCRiPTIVE APPRAISAL OF THE MATHEM4TJCS PROGRAM AT INDEPENDEfllT
SCHOOL DISTRICT 15 FOR STUDENTS IN GRADE SEVEN
Phi.Z.ip J. KnoZZ.

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to provide a descriptive appraisal of the
factors related to mathematics achievement at Independent School District #15
relative tc students In grade seven. Speciflcal ly, this study sought to determine
any relationships between mathematics achievement and abl llty level, general
achievement level, and/or opinions related to classroom conditions, teachers,
school In general, self-concept, and the mathematics discipline. Each of the
above was also analyzed In relation to blrthdate, sex, the first grade attended
in District #15, parents' occupations and parents' educational levels.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: The grade seven students at the St. Francis Middle School
were selected for this field study. The students who participated were given
the Iowa Tests of Basic Ski I Is and the Cognitive Abl !!ties Test. They responded
to an opinion survey developed by the author related to the school and faml ly.
Lastly, they provided Information as to personal characteristics related to
themselves and their parents.
The data were analyzed by a computer for an analysis of variance to deTermine
if there was any significant difference between and among the various criteria
and cha~cterlstlcs considered in the study. In addition, prof! les of mean
scores were developed and comparisons were made with local, state, and national
data where applicable.
FINDINGS: Student achievement In mathematics, specifically at grade seven, was
very hIgh Iy reI ated to character! st i cs of theIr parents. In addItIon, students
who perceived school more positively also obtained higher general achievement
levels.
RECOMI.,ENDATIONS: Students, parents, teachers, and adminlst~tors should be
Informed as to the results of this study and the contributions each can make
relative to improvement of student achievement In mathematics and school In
general. The relatedness of cognitive ski I Is and attitudes of students must be
recognized and used positively to Improve their abl lity to achieve.
APPROVED EI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAI 1980

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

A SCIENTIFIC APPRAISAL OF FACTORS RELATING TO HOW
jUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS PERCEIVE SCHOOL
Ron P. KockeZtr.an

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of a treatment model on
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how junior high students perceive school. The treatment model consisted of twelve
ten-minute group discussions led by a school counselor In two groups of eighth
grade students. The lnstru~~nt uti llzed to determine the effects of the treatment
model was one developed elsewhere In Minnesota and consisted of thirty questions
with five questions dealing with each of the six major areas: Teachers, Parents,
Student Social Life, Counselors, Academics, and Administration. The predictor
variables Incorporated Into this study Included age, sex, and parents' education.
A general analysis was made between Alexandria Junior High students and Moorhead
South Junior High students. The treatment model was administered between Aprl I 21,
1977, and May 10, 1977, while the questionnaire Instrument was administered on
May 12, 1977. This study, a replication of a similar study done recently In
Moorhead, Minnesota, Involved alI students of Central Junior High School,
Alexandria, Minnesota.
The nul I hypothesis stated that the treatment model would produce no
significant differences among eleven specific comparisons Involving the treatment
and control groups which Included alI characteristics. It was evident that
significant differences were found In 47 out of the 240 cases where comparisons
were made In Alexandria, within the predictor variables. It was also evident that
a significant difference occurred In comparing the control groups in grade eight
from Alexandria and Moorhead. It was found that the seventh and ninth grade
students were as positive In their perceptions about school as were those
students In Moorhead, wh I Ia the eIghth grade students In AIexandr Ia d lsp Iayed more
positive perceptions about school than did the eighth grade students in Moorhead.
It was reconvnended that the staff at Central Junior High School In .d.lexandrla
become sensitive to the Immediate perceptions expressed by the students, and
encouraged that the counsel lng staff continue concentrating more time In Identifying, not only Immediate, but also, latent perceptions the students have about
school. It was also recommended that this study be Incorporated into the Planning,
Evaluating, and Reporting CP.E.R.J program at Central Junior High School.
Finally, It was recommended that additional research be conducted, In the form of
replications of this study, to further discover and analyze factors related to
how junior high students perceive school.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1977
George A. Farrah, Chairperson

STATISTICAL STUDY OF TUO GROUPS OF RURAL ELEMENTARY
STUDENTS 1970-1976
Ruthe M. I::acheZt

PROBLEM: It Is the purpose of this Field Study to present a descriptive and
statistical study of two groups of students In a rural elementary school between
1970 and 1976. One group CPJ started school in 1970 and had a year of preschool
prior to starting kindergarten; the other group CNJ had no preschool and started
klndergal'"1"en In 1971.
Statistics gathered over a six-year span wl I I be used to prove that there
wl I I be a s1gnlficant difference between the two groups.
PROCEDURE: An appraisal was made of the two groups and using the Ex Post Facto
Experimental Design the students were random sampled by age and I.Q. The (P)
group and CNJ group of students represent random samples from a large population
of rural students.
The writer has been attentive to Individual as weir as group performances
on 10 tests. The writer found a dramatic Increase during the first four years
In the number of preschoolers whose IQ's have rfsen above 115. There is no such
dramatic Increase among those students who did not have preschool.
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The writer offers twc types of interpretation of data; (1) a descriptive
(graphical) interpretation of the data and <2> an Inferential Interpretation
about the data with respect to their means and standard deviations.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: It Is conjectured that these samples are representative
of a population of students at other schools having similar demographic characterIstics In the geographic region of central Minnesota.
It Is apparent that the preschoolers were beginning their education ~lth an
advantage over those students not having preschool.
There are several variables that control led the outcomes of this study but
It Is the judgment of the writer that the "hard criterion" used by the Instructor
plus the highly structured program <Distarl with the (Pl group were the major
determining factors for the program's success.
APPROVED E1 RESEARCH COMMITTEE, A:PP.IL 1979
James W. Anderson, Chaiz-person

A SURVEY OF THE INVOL VEMENr OF SECONDARY P R/NCIPALS IN THE
NEGOTIATIONS IN THEIR DISTRICT: A STUDY LIMITED TO THE
SCHOOLS BELO/'GING TO THE WESTERN DIVISION OF THE
MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Ric'hczlod 11. Lir.k

The rapidly changing role of the principal as teacher negotiations broaden
and Intensify deserves attention and study. Some resaerchers suggest the
prtnclpalshlp has sunk to an alI time prestige tow. Teachers no longer attribute
to the principal alI of the power }nd wisdom needed to operate and administer
the schools In which they work.
What shall be the principal's proper place In this rapidly changing setting?
·Traditionally, school boards have resisted the development of col lectlve
negotiations. The "meet and confer" law was an Introduction and this was greatly
expanded by the Pub! lc Employees labor Relations Act. The objective of col lectlve negotiations, agreement between the parties, means some type of face to
face confrontation wl I I take place. This has tended to limit the decision making
powers of school administrators and accounts for some of their dislike for the
procedure.
The passage of PELRA legislation In Minnesota has affected principals as
we I I as teachers.
Prl nc I pals fee I Ieft out and bypassed In the process and some fee I It has
put them at odds with their superintendents and boards as wei I as with their
staff.
They feel left out of the process, but seem to have enjoyed some salary
gains as a result of It. These gains are in dollars only, as there has been no
change in the spread between teachers' salaries and principals'.
The analysis of gathered data, based on 24 completed questionnaires, shows
little direct Involvement on the part of principals In the direct process of
negotiations. Negotiations activity would not be considered unusual but it Is
not commonplace. A majority of principals indicated a desire to be more involved
In the negotiating process. The majority feel the process has not affected their
staff relationship, and any effects felt were "moderate."
It appears principals are deluding themselves If they feel they have made
salary gains because of PELRA, since the spread or gap has remained the same.
Principals may be getting some benefits not read! ly apparent, little
Involvement In the process but higher salaries because of lt.
This must be balanced against the continued erosion of their authority and
stature.
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Further studIes of thIs type shou Id be undertaken to he I p prl nc I paIs dec I de
tor themselves how great their Involvement Is to be. The professional organizations now serving principals on a state and local basis are wei I equipped to
handle such research and development of policy recommendations.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, APRIL 1977

James W. Anderson, Chairperson

A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND KNOWLEDGE
REQUIRED OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ENTERING OFFICE
Elii'LOYMENT IN STEARNS COUNTY BUSINESSES

Jamu Anthony Loeckmz
PROBLEM: The Intent of this study was first to tlnd out which qualifications of
high school graduates are essential to businesses and their offices lr. Stearns
County.
Secondly, the study involved a comparison of business requirements (1) between
St. Cloud and smaller communities and <2l among different types of businesses .
PROCEDURES: A search of literature obtained from various
St. Cloud State University was reviewed.
A questionnaire was sent to 85 businesses in Stearns
more office personnel employed In 1977 . Those responding
one of several possible variables and to supply any other
felt should have been Included In the questionnaire.

resources aval I able at
County that had two or
were asked to check
information that they

FINDINGS: The analyses of the data were based on the findings of the computer
print-outs. The results revealed that the number one criteria was the abi I ity
to handle telephone communications (! . e., 85.7%>, as nearly 6 out of 7 employers
gave this Item an essential response.
In the comparison of St. Cloud to smaller communities, there was a
statistical difference ln 8 of 44 Items that were analyzed. Moreover, In the
comparison of businesses themselves, It was found that there was a significant
difference In 10 of 44 Items that were analyzed. Throughout the study, the
significant difference was determined at the .05 level of confidence.
CONCLUSIONS: The findings of this study from business employers stated that the
three most important qualities are: 1) the abl lity to handle telephone communications, 2l the abl lity to spel I correctly, and 3) the knowledge to file
alphabetically.
It ls recommended, therefore, that school administrators study a survey cf
this nature and work with their commercial departments to formulate objectives
which wi I I better train their graduates to meet the requirements of business
emp foyers.
Al'PROVF:D BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1978

George A. Farrah, C'r.airperson
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE af'ST CENTRAL VOCATIONAL
ACCOM'L/SHMENT OF ITS . EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
Eer~y

CENTER'S

G. Lubbesmeyer

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to assess how we I I the West Centra I
Vocational Center, located In West Central Minnesota, accompl !shed its objectives
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of providing a vocational education to the students of Appleton, Dawson-Boyd,
~adlson and Milan Schools.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE: The research procedure in the author's study Inc luded the
construction and use of a questionnaire which was mal led to the West Central
Vocational Center graduates of 1975, 1976, and 1977. The questionnaire cons isted
of thl~een questions which were coded to the objectives of the West Centra l
Vocational Center.
FINDINGS: Group data results and Chi-square comparisons were used to Illustrate
the general findings. The general findings revealed that the students In the
fo l low-up study expressed a general satisfaction with the education they received
from the vocational center.
Specific findings were based on the t test which was employed to determine
significant differences of the Independent variable responses. The data revealed
that only with three of the center's objectives was there significant differences
when compared with the three years of the study, 1975, 1976, and 1977. The
females generally felt much more positive than the males about the education they
received from the center as they responded significantly higher on eight of the
thl~een objectives.
When the school responses were compared, the data Indicated
that there were six significant differences. Based on the assumption that the
clusters <Model Office, Health Careers, Child Care and Development, Automotive
Services, Agriculture Power and Machinery, and Distributive Education ) with the
highest responses were the most effective clusters In the education of its
students, the Model Office cluster ranked first; followed by Health Careers,
second; Child Care and Development, third; Agriculture, fourth; Automotive,
fifth; and Distributive Education, sixth.
RECOMMENDATIONS: It was recommended that an attempt be made by the four-school
educators to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the center and each cluster
so that they might build on the strengths to Improve their total vocat ional
edu~atlonal program and attempt tc correct the deficiencies of the center.
It
was also recommended that each cluster follow-up with Its own graduates on an
every year basis to further analyze the effectiveness of Its educat ional prog~m.
Finally, It was recommended that this study be Incorporated Into the Planning,
Evaluating, and Reporting <P.E.R.l program In the four schools.
CONCLUSION: It was hoped that this study would provide a comprehensive evaluation model for the West Central Vocational Center and other vocat iona l centers
throughout the state. The author believed that such bul !ding blocks could
enhance the quality educat ion that our young people deserve.
APPROVED BY RESEARCIJ COMP.ITTEE, AUGUST 1979
George A. FCD:Tah, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE NEGOTIATING PROCEDURES USED BY
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS IN THE CENTRAL DIVISION OF
MNNESOTA

WiHiam G. Madouros

THE PROBLEM: The role ot the school principal Is In constant change. Currently,
the school's middle managers are expressing concern and dismay regarding the
continuing power struggle between the Board of Education and organized teacher
bargaining groups that result In concessions that directly affect the organization and administration of the school.
Two approaches, the forma l' collective bargaining unit and the admi nistrati ve
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team are presently being used by principals to establish and maintain their role
as Instructional leaders. These approaches are also used to determine the school
principal's terms and conditions of employment .
It was the endeavor of this study to determine the negotiation method used
by Central Division elementary principals to determine their salary and benefits.
In addition and more Important, the study was designed tc determine how negotiation method affected the principals' relationship with community groups and
Individuals, central office personnel, the superintendent, teachers and Board of
Education members.
METHODOLOGY: The methodology of the study was descriptive. A questionnaire was
designed to col feet the opinions of the Central Division elementary principals.
Demographic Data were compared with the Criterion Items In Part 1--The Negotiation Method-Procedures Data, Part !!--Salary and Benefit Data and Part Ill-Working Relationships.
.
Initially, a Chi-square cross tabulation of variables Identified any possible
significant comparisons. These Identified comparisons were subsequently
statistically treated using the analysis of variance and analysis of means
treatment models.
RESULTS: The study produced numerous significant comparisons between the
demographic data and method-procedure data vis-a-vis the working relationship of
the principals with others within the school and community . In general, those
principals that use the Informal negotiation method see their relationship with
Board of Education members and the superintendent as being positive. These
principals are employed In school districts and communities that are smal fer and
at a greater distance from the Metro Area.
In contrasting the demographic data with salary and benefit data cnly a few
significant comparisons were generated. Interestingly, method of negotiation
did not produce significant comparisons with salary and benefit data.
Findings and Interpretations of the data clearly Indicate that
further study concerning many facets of principals negotiation are warranted.
Principals and others would be Interested and possibly influenced by a study
designed to determine the effectiveness of negotiation method relating specifically to the dollar value of salary and benefits.
A study constructed to determine the opinions of Board of Education members
and superintendents regarding negotiation method and principal relationship could
produce supportive evidence that the Informal negotiation method produces more
positive Interaction.
In addition, a study should be devised to determine speciflcal ly why Central
Division principals believe It wl I I be necessary to organize formal PELRA
bargaining units to determine their terms and conditions of employment.

RECO~~ENDATIONS:

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE,
George A. Fa:rrah, Chairperson

~.AY

1979

A STUDY OF THE BUSH PUBLIC SCHOOL EXECUTIVE FELLOKS PRCGRAM
TASK FORCE ON PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT MOTIVATION IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Norman B. Maguire

THE PROBLEM: This field study contains results of a task force project dealing
with complacency In Minnesota School District 482 and Is the culmination of work
done whl le t~e writer participated In the Bush Public School Executive Fellows
Program. The project's purpose Is to determine the cause of complacency among
people within the district and implement procedures to increase motivation In
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the schools.
The staff needed to replace complacency with motivation ~nd to become
responsive to problems affecting students' achievements In order tc reach the
goal of quali-ty education for the district. Complacency was due to low regard
for education, lew achievement expectations, chemical abuse problems, pcor
d lsc I p If ne, lack of currl cuI um deve Iopment, and ad verst ty d~.:e to conse I f dat 1on
and bond Issues.
METHODOLCG':': H:e major thrust ef the study was done through the committee study
approach. Committee members represented a cross-section of backgrounds. A
preliminary questionnaire was used as a catalyst for discussion. Discussion at
the meetings was informal--a I I topics ware considered worthwhl le. The splitpage technique was utilized to describe problem areas and potential solutions
determined by committees from the five public schools within the district.
Other methods were Implemented to complement the committee work.
Curriculum revisions were Initiated based on student needs. Faculty In-service
programs were scheduled to present positive attitudes and Innovative ideas .
Parents of kindergarten and senior high studenTs were given orientaTion sessions
shewing how to help their studenTs succeed. A faculty assistance program was
proposed tor staff members having personal problems.
FINDINGS: Results of committee work varied. At the elementary level, problems
discussed concerned:
1. Curriculum coordination.
2. GifTed student programs.
3. Leisure-Time programs.
4. Management Improvements.
Middle school and high school committee concerns Involved:
1. Attitudes and discipline.
2. Curriculum needs and clarificaTion.
3. Staff supervision.
4. Food programs.
Innovative solutions occurred through committee InvolvemenT, curriculum
development, additional teacher supervision and motivaTion, parenT education and
Involvement, public relations efforts, new counseling programs, and physlc!!l
Improvements in the school program.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The program of the Bush FoundaTion trains participants to be
leaders In Innovative problem-solving. Programs of this calibre stimulate
school executives. It Is recommended that every effort be ~4de to continue the
Bush Public School Executive Fellows Program.
The committee approach to educl!tlonal program evaluation and innovation
develops understanding, cooperation, and vitality between parents, students, and
faculty as they share complex problems. It Is recommended that this task force
project be continuous and on-going In this district's educational plan.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1579
George A. Fa:!'!'ah, C'hairperso>t

A STUDY OF HOI!/ CURRENT t.UNNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
REGULATIONS HAVE AFFECTED THE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
UTILIZED IN SCHOOLS TO IDENTIFY AND IWLEMENT SPECIAL
PROGRA~ FOR THE HANDICAPPED
Wayne T. MeZby

PROBLEM: Recent Minnesota State Department regulations have mandated that each
school district must develop procedures whereby handicapped children, ages 4-21,
are systematically ldentltled, assessed and programmed to match their needs with
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appropriate remediation and Intervention. This study attempts to Identify
existing special education practices, the changes required to meet the new
regulations, and provide a "District Special Education Plan'' model.
PROCEDURES: To obtain the necessary data, an Instrument was developed, In the
form of a questionnaire, and mal led to selected school district representatives
throughout Minnesota. The sample uti llzed In tr.ts study Included 48 school
districts In Minnesota. The sample was stratified Into six categories and school
size was selected as the predictor variable. In addition, suburban and rural
districts were compared as separate groupings.
METHODS : The t-test and group data statistics are used in this study to
determine If significant differences exist between the selected groupings. In
comparing mean scores between various groups, at l significant findings are based
on the .05 confidence level. By reviewing state department regulations and
supplementary state department literature, a base-line standard for the
criterion variables Is established and this standard is compared •~tlth the
responses for each district size.
SUI+1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS: StatIst I ca I Iy, sl gn l f i cant dl fferences between schco I
district sizes are found In 20 of the 49 questions used In th is study .
Suburban district SLSP and EMR students spend a significantly higher
percentage of time In the mainstream programs than do SLSP and EMR students In
the rural districts.
In general, both rural and suburban districts are deficient In having
effective methods for Identifying four-year old and post-secondary ( up to age
21) handicapped Individuals.
.
In developing the "Distr ict Special Educat ion Plan," the port ion of the
plan least developed In rural districts Is the area deal lng with least restrictive alternatives for special education students. In suburban districts, pro-·
cedures for review and follow-up are the least developed port ions of the p lan.
In both rural and suburban districts, an average of four additional staff
members have been hired In each district tc effectively Implement EDU 120-129.
In both rural and suburban districts, 71 percent of the . distrlcts do not
foresee any problems In submitting their "District Special Educ!ltion Plan" by
the September I, 1977 deadline.
The author developed a "DI-strict Special Education Plan" model t hat can be
utilized by districts throughout Minnesota In formulating their specific plans.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COi'.fMITTEE, JT:L:I 1977
George A. Farrah, Chairperson

AN £VALUATION OF TH£ DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM IN
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 882
LesZie L. Norrrr:rn.

PROELSM: The purpose of th l s study ·.o~as t o eva I uate spec l f rc areas of the
current reading program to determine the areas of the program that need
strengthening. Local norms were developed to estab l ish a reliable po i nt of
reference to accurately reflect the expectations of students In Independent
School District 882.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form F and G, was
administered to 1,344 students In grades one through six during the 1976-1977,
1977-1978 and 1978-1979 schoo l years. The sample populat ion, t ypical ly middle
class, was drawn from Montlcel lo, Minnesota. The elementary schoo l had an
enrol lment of about twenty-five students t o t he average classrco~ with a
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current school population of ap~roximately 1,100 students. The Metropolitan
Achievement Test was administered in ~he spring of each year, 1977, 1978, and
1979. The analyses of means and variance were used by the author in the treatment of ~he data.
FINDINGS: The analyses and interpretations of the study were based en the
findings which were significant at the p ~ .05 level. The analyses cf variance
and means revealed that females showed a significant difference over males In
the mean scores In tests of vocabulary, decoding, and comprehension. These
differences occurred In at I tests (!.e., vocabulary, decoding, and comprehension)
at the primary level and In comprenenslon tests at the Intermediate level. The
analyses of variance and means also Indicated that first, third, and fourth
grade students In 1979 significantly out-performed students at the same level in
1978 and 1977 In tests of decoding, vocabulary, and comprehension.
As a total population of grades one through six, students in 1979 showed a
significant difference In the mean score as compared to the total population of
grades one through six In 1978 and 1977. In alI three years of the study, the
total fourth grade population Indicated a significant difference on the mean in
reading vocabulary and comprehension over the total population of third, fifth
and sixth grade students. The mean of the fourth and sixth grade students was
higher than the mean of the third and fifth grade students In alI three years of
the study.
RECOMMENDATIONS: These data should be shared with school boards, school adminIstrators, and teachers so they are better informed of the progress of students
and patterns which are exhibited wlthln the reading program. Second, an evaluation of a district's reading program should be accomplished to determine If
Improved achievement In reading Is taking place. Third, workshops and In-service
programs need to be developed to: a) help teachers understand the developmental
differences that occur between males and females at various Instructional levels
that are within the reading program; b) provide teachers with established techniques that can be used In the•tnstructlon of comprehension ski I Is; cl develop
methods of Instruction that wl I I accommodate male students In their reading
d~velopment.
These workshops should be conducted by Individuals with expertise
In reading instruction to provide teachers optimum Instruction In program
components that need strengthening. Fourth, col leges need to develop a greater
awareness of the developmental differences of children In their prospective
teachers, and provide practicing teachers with opportunities to develop their
abl I ltles to teach comprehension ski I Is. Fifth, school administrators who are
instrumental In the formulation of recommendations, procedures, and pol icles
should becorr.e knowledgeable In the area of reading evaluation. In conclusion,
the schoo I adm In I s+rators who can fac I II tate the unIfIcatIon of the above
recommendations wl I I greatly Increase the chances of greater academic success
for students participating In the reading program.
APPROVED BJ RESEARCH COMMITrEE, FEBRUARY 1980
George A. Fa::t'rah, Chairrperson

AN APPRAISAL OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
APPROACH TO TEACHER PREPARATION

OF AN AL TERNAT/VE

SC171fboa J. Ohlgren

The purpose of this study was to assess the viabl llty of the Teacher
Education Alternatives Model <TEAM) at St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
Minnesota. This program was established as an alternative to the regular
course of study of teacher education at St. Cloud.
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This evaluation focused on certain dimensions of self-actualization ski I Is
and basic tenets of self-concept and motivation. Three Instruments were used In
this evaluation; the SeZf-Concept and Motivation Inventory, the PersonaZ Orientation Inventory, and the Vel'baZ Reaction Beha!Jior Log (Modified).
These three Instruments were administered to two groups of students: twelve
students who were In their final quarter of teacher preparation In the regular
course of study within the School of Education at St. Cloud (control) and
fifteen students who were also In their final quarter and who were enrol led in
the TEAM program (experimental).
The statistical evidence showed that there was a significant difference in
favor of the experimental group on one scale of the Pel'sonaZ Orientation Inventory
which was self-acceptance and one area of significant difference in favor of the
experimental group on the Vel'baZ Reaction Behavior Log, the lower cognitive
asking area. AI I other areas yielded no significant differences between the two
groups.
Whl le the scores of the two groups provided no conclusive evidence that
those students enrol Jed In the TEAM program were, In fact, more self-actualizing
or had a higher self-concept than those enrol led In the regular program, the
scores were Interesting when compared with a study completed by Dr. George Farrah,
St. Cloud State University, In 1976. Randomly selected teachers were selected
from a universe of 572 other teachers, representing alI levels, from the State
of Minnesota. In contrast with these random samples, others were compared to
them on the basis of having been selected as "outstanding" by both counselors
and principals. They were then given the SeZf-Concept and Motivation Inventory
as were the students Involved In the current study. The students from St. Cloud
In both groups control and experimental scored much higher on alI of the
variables than did the teachers who were already in the field.
AFPROVED BY i?ESEARCJI COMMITTEE, AUGUST 19?8
George A. Farrah, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE·SCHOOL PERSONNEL. SCHCOL CHILDREN
AND COMMUNITY OF REDLAKE HIGH SCHOOL

ft'II)Trr].s

M. Ohman

The Redlake Indian community has problems in the area of education which
express themselves in low scores on standardized fests, increased dropout and
truancy rates, increased number of students going to boarding schools and a
general Jack of community confidence in and support of the present Institution.
A substantial amount of these problems, the writer believes, stem from a
great difference In what the school personnel, the students, and the community
believe to be the role of the educational system at Redlake.
Consequently, the review of the I iterature explored the current research
on the subject, the historical background of the Redlake Indian people, and
the recent history of the Redlake educational system.
The community and school represent two different cultures, giving rise to
the differences of opinions about the role of education. A questionnaire with
102 statements dealing with the expectations of the school, the expectations of
the students, and student discipline was developed and responded to by 44 n's
from the three lnvolvea groups. These groups were the staff, students and
community members of Redlake.
Appropriate statistics were applied identifying 40 Items with significant
relationships. With probabi litles occurring at the five per cent level, the
greater number of significant relationships were in: I l the expectations of
the school category, which produced twenty significant items with thirty-eight
significant interrelationships between groups; 2) the expectations of the
students category, which produced eleven significant items with eighteen
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sisniflcant interrelationships; and 3) student disci pi lne, which produced nine
significant items with fifteen significant Interrelationships among the three
groups.
Three basic thrusts were Identified In the data with the following conclusions: 1) the school needs to Improve school-community relations through
more community Involvement, 2) communications within groups need to be improved
focusing on educating a! I groups Involved about the school's mission, and 3) the
schoo I shou I d estab II sh an educat 1on system to he I p c Iarl fy 1mportant schoo I
aspects within the three groups.
There are several topics which the school, community and students could
discuss and clarity. These Include the "on time" concept, the educ!!tlonal roles
of the three groups, the level of adulthood of Indian students, the methods used
to discipline students, and the dangers of drug use and abuse.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITrEE1 ,)7./L! 1978

George A. Farrah,

cr~irperson

A STUDY OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF ADULTS IN SCHOOL
DISTRICT 912, MILACA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

James G. Oraskovich
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine how much leisure time
adults In the Ml laca School District have and how they use their leisure time.
The study concentrated on what people are presently doing and what they would
like to do In the future during their leisure time.
OF LITERATURE: Current trends in society give the assumption that people
h!!ve more leisure time aval lable today than during p!!st decades. This trend has
come about through technological advances In labor S!!vlng devices, shorte~ workweeks, longer vacations, and government and union regulations. People no longer
need to spend as much time at their jobs so they use their leisure time to find
ways of achieving self satisfaction and Involvement In activities that are net
work related. The ways people spend their time Is also lr.fluenced by many
factors such as: social class, fln!!nclal abl llty, personal v!!lues, and the
type of work performed. Despite these factors the trend continues with more
time and money spent on leisure time.

~EVIEW

RESEARCH PROCEDURES: The sampling of the adults In the school district made It
possible to determine the following trends:
1. The amount of leisure time aval !able per week.
2. The type of activities people do during their leisure time.
3. Activities people desire to develop during leisure time In the future.
The survey also asked questions relating to seasonal use of time and the
Intent to make beneficial use of leisure time.
FINDINGS: Analyses of data, based on 166 randomly selected questionnaire, showed:
1) that a direct relationship existed between the amount of time aval !able per
week and participation In the type of activities that are of a beneficial nature,
2) that re!!dlng and watching television r!!nked highest !!S activities pursued
during the average of 8 hours of leisure aval !able each week, 3) th!!t most people
desire to learn new educational or recreational activities related to the way
they were presently using their leisure time, and 4) more people had a desire to
learn recreational activities rather than homemaking or educational type
activities for recreation.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
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As the concept of using school facl lltles gains momentum

schools are becoming increasingly Involved In education and recreation for
leisure. Schools should become Involved In outdoor education and recreation
that provide life long ski I Is, not only In physical education classes but also
in cultural classes. Adults In communities can learn new ski I Is offered In
non-credit type of classes that provide opportunities to use leisure time that
wl II be self satisfying to them.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

George A. Fa.noah, Chairperson

A STUDY OF THE ARTICULATION OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM THE
ELEMENTARY TO THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL IN THE STATE ,
OF MINNESOTA

James B. O'Toole
The purpose of this study was to analyze the middle school programs In the
State of Minnesota to see If they were providing an effective transitional
experience between elementary and high schools.
A review of literature found that, In this state, as wei I as nation-wide,
the number of middle schools has Increased rapidly during the past decade. The
middle schools of this state range from 300 to 1500 in terms of student population, and employ both elementary and secondary licensed teachers In a ratio of
one-third elementary to two-thirds secondary.
VIa a state-wide survey, It was found that the middle schools of the state
were providing an effective "bridge" from elementary to secondary high school
levels In the areas of: 1) academic growth; 2l growth In non-physical maturity;
3l growth In self-concept; 4) readiness for high school. Respondents to the
afore-mentioned survey rated themselves, overal I, four en a five point scale
with respect to effectiveness as a transitional unit between elementary and
high schcols. <Five was the top rating possible.)
Respondents also Indicated that Improvement of self-concept, greater
variety of programs, better preparation for high school, more Individualization,
greater provision for student success, and more student enjoyment of and pride
In school were the most significant contributions of their middle school to the
students.
The author recommends that: 1) adviser-advisee programs be continued and
strengthened, since they were an apparent factor In high ratings; 2) continued
emphasis be placed on expanding programs which emphasize providing success for
alI students, regardless of age or abl I tty; 3) progra~s of in-service concerning
programs and practices of ether middle schools be expanded; 4) high academic
standards be maintained; 5) research be begun and continued on an ~n-going basis
by middle school practitioners, concerning facets of the middle schools--one
such program Is the "Organizational Design for Integrated Studies" currently
being offered by St. Cloud State University, under the direction of Professor
George A. Farrah; 6) current middle school teacher licensure regulations not be
changed In any manner which would restrict the presentability of both an
elementary or secondary teacher to teach on any grade level within the middle
school, given the proper academic background.
APPROVED B! RESEARCH CONMITJ:EE, APRIL 1979

George A.

F~ah,

Chairperson
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POLICE

John

r.

EMERGENCY DRIVING INSTRUCTION PROGRAM EVALL/AT/ON

Palmer

This study attempts to answer the basic quest Ion, "Does practIce and i nstruction in simulated emergency situations lead to improvement in the driv in g performance of the treated subjects, as related to accident reduction?"
As a group of drivers, pollee officers receive little or no special preparatior, in driving ski lis. 't!lth preparation minimal, It would to! low that pol ice
officers who are confronted with emergency situations wi I I often respond
Incorrectly and col lis ions wi I I be t~e result. Training can, therefore,
eliminate ~~ny accidents.
The study at St. CIcud State UnIversIty was II ml ted to comparisons between
two groups of Minnesota Pollee Officers. The experimental group received three
days of Instruction which Involved classroom and driving experience. Topics
Included In the curriculum were: vehicle dynamics, skids, serpentine, evasive
action, control led braking, specialized backing and pursuit driving. The
control group, also composed of police officers, did not receive this training
unti I after the study period. Comparisons were made by reviewing the accident
records of both groups of pollee officers. Accident records for a two-year
period preceding Instruction were compared with two years following instruction
for both groups. Comparisons were made two years preceding instruction as
compared to the two years tol lowing Instruction tor the experimental group.
The major findings of the study were:
1. The experimental group experienced a 26.8 percent reduction In aZt
accidents tollo'll'lng treatment. This change was nearly significant at the .10
level of significance (.125).
2. The experimental group Improved Its business accident experience by
61.9 percent (24-9). This Improvement was significant at the .10 level of
significance. A business accident is defined as one occurring during working
hours In a police vehicle.
3. The 17-25 year olds within the experimental group improved their total
accident experience by 43.5 percent. This change was significant at the .10
level of significance.
4. The 17-25 year oids within the experimental group improved their
private accident experience by 60 percent. This was significant at .10 level of
significance.
5. The control group experienced a 3.7 percent reduction In accidents.
This change was not statistically significant.
6. Although reduction In accidents were noted In each of the other age
groups, none was as pronounced as the 17-25 group.
The study Indicated that emphasis on instruct ion and practice in simulated
emergency situations, as provided by the program at St. Cloud State University,
can make a significant Impact on the accident experience of the treated subjects.
1. Further study to determine If the program has accident reduction
potential tor other populations.
2. Further study to determine the optimum program structure Including:
a. I ength of program
b. use of classroom time
c. use of tl lm simulation
3. Further study to determine the long-term retention of the ski I I learned.
4. The program shou I d be expanded for aZZ po II ce offIcers and eva Iuatl on
methods should be continued.
An ex post facto scientific study was conducted to appraise the Impact of
the St. Cloud State University's Police Emergency Driving Program. It was found
that the program had a beneficial Impact on the accident frequency of the treated
subjects, and that specific groups within the experimental group experienced
statistically significant Improvement. The author believes programs of this type
deserve serious consideration as an accident counter-measure, and that further
scientific investigations be conducted that wl I I Improve the impact of this type
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of

advanced driver education.

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1978
George A. FI12T<Zh, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF SCHOOL CLIMATE IMPROVEMENT IN ONE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Rodger J. Quist

PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE: The prob Iem was to as certa r n the schoo I c I rmate Tn one
elementary school, remed!ate weaknesses, and retest to measure any gains or
losses In the area of school climate.
FINDINGS: The pre-test gave Indications of problems between what the four
participating groups--teachers, staff (classified employees), administrators, and
parents--saw as the actual situations at the time of the pre-test and what they
thought the climate of the school should be Idea lly.
The results of the study showed that the Ideal situation was agreed upon by
alI four groups without any significant differences while the four groups showed
quite different results In their opinions en what the actual situation was at the
time. Administrators viewed the present situation much more negatively than did
either the staff or teachers. Parents tended to be closer to the administrative
group In their views than to teachers or staff. AI I four groups Indicated
concern In alI eight areas of school climate.
If the questionnaire used In this study Is the only means of evaluation
concerning climate improvement in the one elementary school at which the activities were aimed, it would have to be concluded that these activities did not
produce gains in two groups of participants, namely staff and teachers. This
writer contends , however, that gains were made In positive school climate as
measured by more unobtrusive means such as observation and the number of peop!e
mentioning gains to this writer.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The writer makes the following recommendations on conclusion of
thi s field study:
(1) Considerably more research needs to be completed concerning which
activities lead to positive school climate Improvements.
(2) In ~ddltlon to the use of a questionnaire, unobtrusive measurements
need to be used when dealing with the evaluation of affective areas of education.
It Is exceedingly difficult to measure a person's feelings with a questionnaire.
(3) The activities attempted and described in this fie ld study are wort~y
of dup II cation.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH CCMMITTEE, DECEMBER 1978
George A. Fa:rra.h, C"nairperson

T:-IE ENHANCEMENT OF READINESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORAL
LANGUAGE IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN AGES 3-5

Robert F. Rosenbaum
In serving the needs of Its' preschool children, a community must deve lop
a model for planned experiences which wi I I depe nd upon the philosophy develope d
by the community for that perceived model.
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The purpose of the present study Is to develop and evaluate a flexible oral
language r~dlness curriculum based upon current theory cf earl y child behavior
and development.
Four groups of children in two commun ities were involved in this study.
Results may be generalized only to these populations. The Minnesota Chi~
Development Inventory was used In the evaluation of the study and was completed
on each child by the mother. To the degree that the mother responded accuratel y
on the Inventory, and to the degree of advancement on the Initial Inventory
experience of some children, the rellabl I lty and validity may be affected or
Inappropriate.
Review of literature showed two definite positions taken on early childhood
education. These positions were noted as being those who had strong evidence In
favor as opposed to those who bul It cases for not Involving children in formal
preschool experiences.
The study hypothesized that differences would be developed between children
who encountered a planned, sequentially ordered curriculum of oral language
readiness Instruction as opposed to children who encountered only the more
typical experiences of being at home.
The Expressive Language and Comprehension-Conception subtests of ~~ Minnesota
Child DeveLopment Inventory were used In pre and post evaluation settings. Computer generated data from the evaluations was used in determining significant
c!tferences.
Results of the study overwhelmingly showed no significant differences being
developed by the study. The general and working hypotheses were not accepted
and hence, the nul I hypotheses were not rejected.
This study favors the position that normal children who are at home with a
responsible parent are In an advantageous position. Certainly, none of the
results from the concluded study particularly favor the child In the preschool
setting. However, this study does not exclude other children who are In a less
advantageous position, I.e., one parent, etc., but this consideration is beyond
the scope ot this study.
A number of suggestions tor further research are made In I lght of results
from the study.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITI'EE, MAY 1978

George A. Farrah, Chairpers07l

A STUDY TO DETERMINE IF CHA/'GE IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY
HAS AN EFFECT ON STUDE!vT SELF CO/\'CEPT

NoeL L. Sc'faooeder
PROBLEM : This study evaluated whether the administrat ive change In schedule from
half-day to ful 1-day for kindergarten children would produce a slgr.lflcant d i fference In the students' self-concept.
PROCEDURE: The Self-Concept and Motivati07l Inventory was administered to eightysix kindergarten children. Forty-two of these students attended halt-day
sessions, and forty-four of the students attended ful 1-day sessions for half as
many days. The Self-Concept and Motivati07l Inventory was administered twice to
each group, once as a pre-evaluation and once as a post-evaluation. The author
uti !!zed an analysis of means, and paired t-tests were used to determine the
various comparisons.
FINDINGS: Since the statistical hypotheses Involved both general and nul I
hypotheses, there was Insufficient evidence to accept the general hypothesis.
Speclflcal ly, the analysis clearly revealed that the administrative change in
schedule from half-day to full-day did not have a significant effect on the
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self-concept of klnderg8rten students.
RECO~ENDATIONS:
These data should be shared with the Alexandria Board of Education and the community, so they may be better Informed about the effects that
half-day and ful 1-day klnderg8rten programs have on the self-concept of ch i ldren.
This researcher hopes for a continuation of this kind of study, which wl I I
contribute to the relatively non-existent base of research and literature devoted
to the assessment of self-concept and achievement of students who are attending
half-day and full-day kindergarten programs. Similar research Is Imperative If
administrators are going to continue to make recommend8tlons for programs based
on Information as to what Is best for students.

APPROVED BY REseARCH COMMITTEE. NOVEMBER 1978
Georga A. Farrah. Chairpll%'son

A STUDY OF ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM TEACHERS OPINIONS TOWARD
THE INSTRUCTION OF LISTENING SKILLS

Verne W. S1uuz

THE PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to Ident i fy the extent to which
listening is being taught In elementary schools related to the amount, pr~ct i ce,
and methodologies of Instruction.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: A survey was used to s8mple the opinions of selected
element8ry teachers In "Southwest and West Central I.G.E." schools regarding the
Instruction of listening ski I Is. Statistical procedures Included the analyses of
means and variance and Chi-square.
METHODOLOGY: The evaluation, via a survey, concentrated on five areas re lated to:
how teachers v iew; 1) listening as a part of the local school distric-t's curriculum; 2l teaching techniques and/or listening lesson objectives; 3l organization
of listening ski I Is and concepts; 4) position of State Department of Education
and Minnesota col leges and universities on I lstenlng ski I Is Instruct ion; and
Sl avallabl llty of published mater ials related to listening ski I Is Instruct ion.
FINDINGS: The most sal lent f indings Included: 1l there is little relationship
between the amount of time children l isten compared with actual classroom
Instruction, 2) I lstenlng Is left to chance Instruction, and t hat It Is vo i d of
dally lesson planning, 3J there Is a variance In instructional techniques
relating to what teachers say and what they do In the classroom, and 4 ) the
ma j ority of institutions of higher learning do not Include i nstruct ions for
teaching listening ski I Is In their curricular offerings.
RECOMMENDATIONS: First, the need to establish listening education as a recognized language arts sk i I I and to provide teachers with an appropriate curr iculum
seems evident at this time. Local schools must request support from agenc i es
such as the State Department of Education for further guidance in listening
ski I Is curricular adoption.
Second, col leges and universities preparing teachers could provide the
leadership required to give a sound foundation In listening ski I Is Instruction
through col lege course offerings . In-service programs could be provided for
those teachers alreedy in the field. The teachers surveyed In this study
Indicated a desire to be trained in listening ski I Is Instruction, and a wi I lingness to take the responsibl I lty for carrying out listening instruct ion In t he
schools.
Third, the di rect approach t o teaching l istening must be emphasized as
very I ittle I istening Instruct ion exists without ft. Exact and direct lesson
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planning by teachers is necessary with a definite amount of time provided each
day for the purpose of listening ski I Is Instruction.
Fourth, publ ishers of cl~ssroom Instruction~! materials shou ld be encouraged
to publish m~terlals adaptable to c lassroom usage with a l istening ski I Is emphasis.
When listen content materials are available, l i stening ski ll s Instruction will be
greatly enhanced.
Fi nall y, the deve lopment of the International Listening Association (I.L.I'.. J
should add Impetus to the elevation of listening ski I Is Instruction to Its
rightful place in the total educational plan for a! I students.
APPROVED BY THE P.ESEARCH COMJ.!ITTEE, FEBRUARY 1980

George A. Farrah, Chair-person

A DESCRJPTIVE STUDY OF SOCIOMETRIC METHODS AND CHARACTERJSTICS OF
STUDENTS IN THE TITLE I PROGRAM

Marvin A.

Sne~Zer

PROBLEM: This study was designed to evaluate the social status of children
receiv in g assistance in reading, math, and language development through Publ ic
Law 89-10, commonly known as Title I. The study was conducted In two simi Jar
elementary school settings In rural west central Minnesota. The significance of
the study became evident when very little research was found th~t directly
addressed this non-~cademic aspect of the Title I child.
PROCEDURE: The design of this descriptive study Involved the use of sever.
Indices: non-Title I students vs. Title I students, class size, reading achievement, grade, sex, School A, and School B. A sociometric questionnaire o f four
Items was administered to alI students In grades one through six In both elementary schools. Students were asked to respond to "How I Feel About Others In My
Class" In regard to friendship and trust.
The data were analyzed by computer for an analysis of means (t-testJ to
determine significant difference of social status between non-Title I ~nd Title
children. The Pearson Correlation Coefficients determined the relationships of
pertinent crlterl~ i n the study.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: Reading achievement mean scores of non-T itle I students
were significantly higher in some of the groups when comparing non-Title I
students with Title I students. An attempt was made to select non-Title I
students to match as closely as possible the reading achievement score of
selected Title I students. Nearly alI class size comparisons were simi Jar as
Intended by the design of the study.
When friendship selections were analyzed, Title I students received s ignifi cantly less best friend select i ons and significantly r.10re no friend selections
as a total group than non-Title I students. This was particularly true with boys.
When trust was examined, Title I students, as a total group, received
significantly less trusted select ions and significantly more not trusted selections than non-Title I students. Again this fact was particularly true for boys.
It was found that when analyzing the total group sample for correlations,
the programs, non-Title I and Title l, together are related to reading achievement scores, friendship selections, and trust se lections. When analyzed by
grade, Inconsistencies resulted.
CONCLUSIONS: According to this study, Title I children, when treated as a whole
sample · from two rural Minnesota schools combined, were not selected ~s best
friend or trusted as much as non-Title I ch il dren. They were rejected. Therefore It may be Inferred that Title I students have a lower social status th an
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non-Title I students. This tact was particularly true for ne Title I boys. In
contrast, Title I girls were accepted as much as non-Title I slrls.
This field study Implies that students enrol led In the Title I program are
more likely to have social problems than students not enrol led In the program .
A very worthwhl le tel low-up study would be to Identify the cause and effects o f
the low social status of the Title I chi I d. Furthermore, It Is suggested that
a replication be made utilizing a larger sample tc see If the findings that
relate to the factors of sex and/or location are repeated.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 19"1"1

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

AN EVALUATION OF THE CHEMICAL
WAyzATA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

DEPENDENCY PRCGRAM AT

Wi H iam A. Sorrr.rers

The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness cf the Chemical
Dependency Program at Wayzata Senior High School, \·layzata, ~!ini<esota. The
program was establ !shed to find an alternative to suspension in handling
chemically-related problems in the school. At the time of this st~dy, tre
program was In the third year of operation and had ass isted In gett in g he l p
for 125 students, 55 parents, and 5 staff members.
The evaluation concentrated In two areas: 1) dces fami !y Involvement r.<:ve
an effect on resldlvlsm; and 2) does aftercare have an effect on residivisr.:.
The results Indicate the Chemical Dependency Program does encourage and faci If tate faml ly Involvement whl le dealing with chemical !y-related problems ar.d
provide aftercare support groups to enhance sobriety .
To attain greater success, several recornrr.endat" ior.s were made. f..rr.or.g
those suggestions were expansion of s upport serv ices, i r:creased staff train i ng,
more community awareness, and development of junior high and elementary scr.col
programs.
APPROVED BY RESEAliCH COUM;.'l''.J. t:.E, NOVEf.JBER 19 "17

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE DIFFERENCES BETt~EEN TI-lE PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATORS' AND TfiE SCHOOL COMflilUNITIES' PERCEPTIONS IN THE
RANKIN'; OF EDUCATIONAL GOALS FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMElvT
IN A SELECTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SERVICE rl.REA

Dor,a.Zd E. Thompson

PROBLB\1: The purpose of This descriptive normative study was to d isco ver what
differences exist between professional educators' percept ion s of how commur.i7y
members rank educational goals, and the actua i rar.k l ns of th ese gca!s by the
community. The study also attempted to estimate the value of ccrr.munity i rovoiverr.ent In curriculum.
PROCEDURE: A survey was taken of 78 parents and a tota l of 45 fac~ i ty rr.emcers
from Gladstone, Hazelwood, and Weaver Elementary Sc~cois In Maplewccc, tv' i nnesc+e.
These two grcups represented the population sa~ple.
A set of 18 Phi Delta Kappa goals were se lectee ane rcai lee witr cover

letter, study di rections and self-addressed, stamped envelope to each participant.
Parents were asked to rank these goals In order of importance to ref lect their
views on th is quest ion: What shou ld the schools be doing to Improve their educational programs? They were to rank these goals Into groups of greatest, average
and least importance.
Correlation coefficients were used to descr i be the relationship between the
two ranklngs. Co~fidence intervals indicated the significance of these ranklngs.
FINDINGS: The general descr i ptive hypothesis of congruency was accepted. High
correlations ranging from +.87 to +.91 were found between parents of alI three
elementary schools, and between the three school faculties when they were
compared. Slml lar results were found when a! I parents were compared with a! I
school faculties ranked these gc·als. The correlation coefficients tested at the
95 per cent level were significant. The confidence intervals between schools
1 and 2 were +.81 < p < +. 95; between schools 1 and 3 were +.79 < p < +.96; and
between schools 2 and 3 were +.77 < p < .95.
SUMMARY: Parents considered the development of reading, writing and listening
ski l is, and gaining a general education as the two most valuable goals. Their
two least Important goa ls concerned using leisure time and gaining Information
for job selections.
The educators ranked goals on the development of pride In work and a feel lng
of self-worth the highest. Goals concerning the development of reading, writing,
and listening ski I Is, and the development of good character and self-respect
rated second. The two goals hav i ng the least priority related to gaining
Information needed tor job selections, and developing ski I Is to enter a specific
field of wor k.
CONCLUSIONS: Parents and educators express much more congruency than differences
In their educational views. Yet, parents need to become involved In curriculum
development because the values and needs of society are changing which necessitates future curriculum changes.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH

CO~.ITTEE,

AUC7JST 1978

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

AN APPRAISAL OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL FOCUS REPLICATION PROJECT
IN ANOKA-HENNEPIN INDEPENDEI\'T SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
David G. Tjaden

The purpose of this study was to appraise the effects of a treatment model,
FOCUS, on disaffected junior high school students. The junior hi gh school FOCUS
program was a school-within-a-school concept rep I lcated from a senior high school
program that was developed In the Rosevi I le, Minnesota, Pub! lc Schools, emphasizing Individual and small group Instruction along with a "Fam ily Group" time
each day. Six areas ot the program were studied: attendance, discipline
referrals, grade point average, reading achievement, math achievement, and
opinions of schoo l . Eight groupings of FOCUS students were studied In each of
the six areas: Fred Moore Junior High FOCUS students, Roosevelt Junior High
FOCUS students, Coon Rapids Junior High FOCUS students, female FOCUS students,
male FOCUS students, e i ghth grade FOCUS students, ninth grade FOCUS students,
and the total FOCUS population. The instruments used to gather the data on the
e ight groups of students In the six areas studied on a pre and post FOCUS basis
were: schoo l records, Wide Range Achievement Test, Level II, and lOX School
Sentiment Index. This study Included only students in the FOCUS program tor the
entire time period October 1, 1977, through May 1, 1978.
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The nul I hypothesis stated that FOCUS would produce no significant differences among the students In the 48 comparisons that were made. It was evident
that significant Improvements were found In 32 out of the 48 comparisons that
were made. It was also evident that out of the remaining 16 comparisons that
were made, r.o significant deteriorations occurred. Overal I, the areas of
discipline referrals, grade point average, reading achievement, and opinions of
school Indicated a significant Improvement among the groups of FOCUS students
that were studied. The areas of attendance and math achievement indicated no
significant change among the FOCUS students.
It was recommended that continued funding be provided for the FOCUS program
In District 11. It was also recommended that a student self-Image inventory be
used on a pre and post FOCUS basis and questionnaires should be developed for
students and parents to express their opinions on the value and success of the
FOCUS program. It was further recommended that attendance be monitored on a
continuous basis and more emphasis be placed on the math portion of the program.
Finally, It was recommended that additional research be conducted, In the form
of rep! !cations of this study, to further appraise the effects of the FOCUS
program on Junior high school students.
APPROVF:D BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1978

George A. Farrah. Chaizopereon

A STUDY TO DETERltUNE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ADf.,UNISTRATOR' S
THE
ROLE IN DEVELOPING AN IN-SERVICE PROGRA;!,I:
OUTDOOR EDUCATION CLASSROOM

Vern A. Trandem

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: The children of today wl I I, as adults, be confronted
with an ultimatum of how to servlve In a world depleted of natural resources If
educators and others who Influence the value systems of the adults of to~~rrow
are not successful in helping children to develop attitudes that wl I I result In
sound environmental decision making. The need for environmental education and
developing a curriculum for elementary schools Is vital. The purpose of this
inductive paper was to, via an organizational design, present an example of a
step-by-step method to develop an outdoor classroom. The writer presented the
leadership role that was needed to accomplish the objectives and goals. Therefore, the emphasis of this paper was on the principal's role In organizing,
motivating, and Implementing the development of the outdoor classroom and
presenting new cr innovative Ideas to a staff. Chapter One discussed the importance of the project and provided the project background.
REVIEW OF LITEPATURE: Chapter Two reviewed the l i terature f rom two different
perspectives. First, literature pertaining to the development of new ar.d
Innovative learning experiences and the principal's role in such development
were discussed. Secondly, the development of the concept of the outdoor classroom and outdoor education were reviewed through the l iterature.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE: Chapter Three discussed the research desicn. A questionnaire was given to the staff prior to the use of the site and then after site
development to assess any possible changes in opinion that may have occurred
as a result of site development and the principal's role as an In-service leader.
A pre and post test design was the research tool used in tr.ls project.
ANALYSES OF THE DATA: Through descriptive appraisal methods, the author administered a paired t-test in order to determine any possible significance in relation
to the described project. The results of the t-test revealed that eleven of the
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fifteen questlonnclre items were foL:nd ~o be signlfican~. General flnclngs anc
interpretations were synthesized and the fifteen Items and their respective
scores were displayed In three different tables.
SUMMARY, RECO~~ENDAT ! ONS, CONCLUSIONS: Chapter Five summarized the proj ect by
dl scuss i ng the varl ous aspects encountered 1r· the program deve Iopment. The
future prov isions for financing were also discussed. The conclusions were as
follows: ll the project was successful as a result of effect ive In-service
preparation; 2l staff and student Involvement were crucial In deve loping the
project; 3) bui !ding level In-service Is more acceptable than district level
In-service; 4l the administrator's role Is paramount In leading In-service
development.
The tel lowing recommendations were also Included: 1) make the materials
for the site readily avai !able; 2l periodic In-service should occur for maximum
program effectiveness; 3l prepare for future revisions and financing In order to
accommodate changes In the program.
AFPROVF:D BI RESEARCH COMP.ITTEE, l1AJ 1978
Geo~e

A. Fa:rrah, Chairperson

A STUDY TO ASSESS THE !tl4Y'ZATA ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
John A. Wc:ight

PROBLEM: This was a descriptive, e: post facto study to assess the general
effectiveness of the Wayzata Alternative School programs. The main thrust of
this study was to assess the differences, If any, in teacher and parent perceptions of the effectiveness of the Wayzata Alternative School program.
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: A sample selection of one hundred fifty-six parents and
forty-four teachers were Involved in the study. A questionnaire, developed by
community members, teachers and administrators was administered to the one
hundred fifty-six parents and forty-tour teachers. Statistical procedures
Included both the analyses of means and variance.
FINDINGS: Of the twenty-one Item Home Survey, the variable of the Wayzata
Alternative School ys Mainstream parents had the highest number of questions
which were significant at the p ~.OS level. There were 17 of 21 questions with
a p ~ .05 level of significance (I.e., the nul I hypothesis was rejected). Of
the 17 questions that were significant, the working hypothesis, stating that
there would be a difference i n teacher perception and parent satisfaction between
parents of Wayzata Alternative School students and parents of Mainstream
students, was accepted. The nul I hypothesis was also rejected for the four
remaining questions: the Wayzata Alternative School parents tended to be more
strongly In favor of how the program was succeeding than the Mainstream parents.
The research also showed that the teachers In the Wayzata Alternative School
program felt the program to be a success, whl le the teachers of Mainstream
classes showed more undecided feelings.
RECOMMENDATIONS: As a result of the research in this paper, the author
recommends: 1) that community needs be assessed on a regular basis; 2) that
further research be conducted on the differences In attitudes of teachers In the
Wayzata Alternative School and Mainstream; 3) that a follow-up study be done
using students and parents of students who have been In either program and are
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now in junior high; and 4) that the reasons for teachers changing from one
program to the other be studied.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUIT!EE, MAY 1980

George A. Fa:l'rah, Chairperson

AN APPRAISAL
Jam~s

OF THE LfTTLE FALLS AND SETON HALL READINESS PROGRAMS

R. Wal.ksr

PROBLEM: Preschool education received attention from many early educational
leaders, yet early childhood education In the United States developed haphazardly.
What is the most effective program delivery system for preschool education?
\~hat Is the definition of readiness ski lls7
Are readiness ski lis identified and
taught in the Little Falls and the Seton Hall programs?
PROCEDURES: This writer reviewed pertinent literature to examine the philosophy
of preschool education, current program del Ivery systems, and readiness. Preschool delivery systems were at first based on centralized locations. Fredrick
Froebel and Marie Montessori gave support to this system. More centralized
preschools were established as a result ot the Equal Opportunity Act of 1964. In
the early 1970s, more preschools Initiated a home-based component because research
showed such programs to be more successful. Readiness was defined as a process
ot concept formation, generalization, and relationships.
The research design was based on Interviews with administrators of the Little
Falls and the Seton Hall projects.
CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATICNS: The findings Indicated that:
1) The Little Fa! Is and the Seton Hal I projects are product-oriented,
require Inexpensive equipment, and are centered around a home-based component,
2l both have no stated readiness objectives or definitions, 3) parental participation Is necessary tor achieving program objectives, but parents have no
authority, 4) there Is no systematic analysis of evaluation procedures, 5) both
have flexible time frames and home components, 6) neither has a formal program to
teach readiness, 71 both assume that early development and Intervention are
essential, and 8) the staff requirements are few and the cost is low.
Little Falls is designed for handicapped students, whl le Seton Hal I i s noncategorical. They also differ In evaluation procedures and in degree of Indiv i dualization. Seton Hal I is more flexible regarding number of students it can
accept, and It requires more active participation by parents. Little Fa I Is Is
more highly structured. It also has a definite classroom space requirement.
Little Fa I Is was developed in one year; Seton Hal I required three years. Setor.
Hal I centers on the parent-child relationship; Little Fa! Is is structured by
other adults. To reach goals, Little Fal Is has from identlflcatlcn unti I scr.col
entrance; Seton Hal I has one year. Little Fa! Is has greater space, time, and
transportation requirements. Seton Hall's first year expenses were greater.
P..n effective preschoo I preg ram shou I d have a heme-based component, productoriented objectives, measurable ctjectlves, a minimum of certified staff,
activities that require student-parent participation, and an approach to teaching
readiness.
SL~~RY,

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM11ITTEE, SEPTEMBER 19?8

George A. Farrah, Chairperson
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A STUD>' TO COIVIPARE THE DIFFERENCE IN BACKGROUND OF ELEMENTARY
STUDENTS VJTH CURRICULUM METHODOLOGY

Sister Patriaic WaZZis
The purpose of this study was to set up a mathematics methodology In which
the point of entry was made through the affective, psychomotor area, usins the
rhythmic method of learning. This particular methodology was chosen because the
author felt that It was geared to the cultural needs and backgrounds of Indian
students.
The study analyzed the rhythm! c theory of IearnIng In grades one, four and
six at St. Mary's Mission School on the Red Lake Chippewa Reservation in Redlake,
Minnesota. This methodology Is an organizational arrangement that has two basic
elements which are essential: time and tlexlbl llty. It Is taught In a spiral
setting which Includes: (1) goal setting, C2l readiness, (3J work-study
activities, and (4) evaluation.
The general and working hypotheses stated that curriculum methodology,
specific tor the differences in backgrounds cf elementary students, wl I I produce
a difference in the cognitive and affective areas of mathematics, and that students
at St. Mary's Mission School, being taught by a methodology specific for their
backgrounds and needs, wll I produce a difference In the cognitive and affective
areas of mathematics. The analysis of means was used to determine the magnitude
involved. A 2-talled probability of .000 was obtained tor all t~.ree grades
Involved In the study. The t-value tor grade one was -9.63; for grade tour it
was -10.76; and for grade six It was -4.13. In all three grades the experimental
groups had greater growth than the control groups In the cognitive ski I Is when
using a methodology whose point of entry was through the affective and psychomotor area, and when using the rhythmic method of learning.
A total of seventy students took part In this study. Students In th~ control
group and the experimental group used the mathematics program of the Scott
Foresman, Co., 1975, Mathemctias Around Us Series.
It Is recommended that the rhythmic theory of learning be used In teaching
mathematics to Indian students at St. Mary's School at Redlake, Minnesota. It
Is further recommended that this theory also be used and measured tor success In
reading and language arts, and that further research be conducted In the areas
of: (1) measuring the tour basic elements of methodology (readiness, goal setting,
work study experience and evaluation> In order to determine which of these tour
areas Is ~~re significant In the rhythmic method of learning, and C2l measuring
the actual growth In the affective and psychomotor areas In order tc correlate
this growth and tc compare It better with cognitive learning.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM!1ITTEE, DECEMBER 1977

George A. Fanoah, Chairperson
A STUDY OF INTER-RATER RELIABILITY OF AN ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
SCALE FOR SEVERELY/PROFOUNDLY RETARDED

Richerd J. WeZah
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine the degree of Inter-rater
rei lab! I ity of the CADRE (Cambridge Assessment Developmental Rating and Evaluation) Instrument, by objective, domains, and total Instrument.
·
PROCEDURE: The sample tor this study were selected from the population of
severely/profoundly mentally retarded students In residence at Cambridge State
Hospital. Five high performance and five low perto~ance students were selected
on a representative basis.
Two raters simultaneously observed the teacher working with the student or
the two raters worked with the student together. Based en these observations,
students were rated on the degree to which she/he had mastered each objective
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on the CADRE scale. In those few Instances where observation was not possible,
data was obtained by Interviewing the teacher.
Coefficients of correlations were computed for each Item when rated on a
one-to-eight scale. This scale was then col lapsed to a three point scale and
coefficients of correlation were computed. Correlations were also computed for
each domain and for the total scale.
RESULTS: Inter-raters reliability of the Individual objectives was high, lndlcatlng comparabl lity of the results of the two raters. When judged on the one to
eight scale, 66.3 percent of alI correlations were significant. Using the three
point scale, 67.9 percent of the correlations were significant.
In reviewing the reflabl lity across domains, a significant correlation was
found on 12 of the 16 domains. The ref lab! lity of the total Instrument was .872
when using the eight point scale and .858 when using the three point scale.
Both were significant at the .01 level.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded the adaptive behavior scale Is statistically
reliable and can be used as a student assessment and program Instrument with
considerable confidence.
There Is near equal rellabl lity by objective and domain when using either
rating scheme, subsequently the greater practical value justifies using the more
precise 1-8 rating scale.
Specific items In the Instrument need to be revised because of lack of
ref lab! I ity and these revisions would tend to increase the overal I reliabi lfty.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

StanLey C. Knoz, Chairperson
A STUDY OF PARENTAL OPINIONS INVOL HNG CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
IN THE EVANS VILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Norman R. ZieLinski
Declining enrollments and Increased costs have forced some schools to
administer budget cuts. In some cases, the budget cuts have affected curriculum.
It Is a possfbf lity that the Evansvl lie School District could be facing such a
prob Iem.
It was the purpose of this study to establIsh curriculum priorities. The
curriculum priorities would be used as a foundation for decisions affecting
curriculum and for the Improvement of Instruction. The opinions of the parents
in the Evansvi I le School District were gathered by the use of a questionnaire.
George H. Gal !up's Pol I of Parents Attitudes Toward the Public Schools
served as the major source In the review of literature. Gallup discovered that
(1) discipline was stl I I a major problem of the schools, (2) parents are In
favor of a back-to-the-basics movement, and (3) the parents generally t~ought
the schools were doing a good job of educating their children.
The research procedures In the author's study included the construction and
use of a questionnaire. The questionnaire contained four basic components:
(1 l background Information, (2) unstructured opinions, (3) criterion items, and
<4 l ranking of schoo I subj acts.
The components of the quest! onni!! ire were
i!!nalyzed and interpreted by cross tabulation of criterion Items with the
characteristics contained In the background information. Sti!!tfstfcal data was
organized into tables using Chi Square.
The findings revealed that: (1) the parents support the back-to-the-basics
movement, (2) parents felt that there Is too much emphasis on sports, (3l discipline is a problem and (4) age and education proved significant in most cases as
characteristics.
Based on the findings of the survey, It was recommended that the subjects of
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reading, writing, spel li ng, math, and art be reviewed by parer.t committees. It
was also recommended that objectives for the athletic program be established.
APPROVED BY RESEARCE COMMITTEE, NOVEl-!BER 1978

George A. Farrah, Chairperson

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
PERSONAL/Zif.G THE SOCIAL STUDIES CURRJCULUM FOR AN INTERMEDIATE
!"iON-GRADED UNIT AT LINCOLN SCHOOL IN ELK RJVER, MINNESOTA
Marian Lur.n Abe Z.

Personalization goes many steps beyond Individualization. Not only does It
answer to a child's abl lity level and pace but to his other interests, needs and
style of learning. Over twenty years of classroom teaching helped tc bul ld and
reinforce this phi lcsophy and to strengthen a trust In the judgment of young
people. It also ultimately led to the study which this document reports.
This Is an ex-pest facto thesis describing research, a year-long study with
students in personalized curriculum bui ldlng, and a description of the results.
It was not planned with the University or Its staff except In a very general way
as explained in Chapter I.
As to the reason for the study, there seemed to be a need to try to prove
that starting with the premise stated In the first paragraph above, a student
could learn as many ot the basic social studies ski I Is as traditionally learned,
whl le bul ldlng a more positive self-concept.
The year-long study with students took place during the school year 1973-74.
Implementation of the plan meant Interviewing Individual students, lnvolvlr.g
parents ir. answering questionnaires regarding ancestry, adding to map col lectlons as each student bul It up a packet of tactual lntonnatlon and related
materials.
Activities which made this a varied and exciting social studies experience
Included writing letters tor further information, studying shipping lanes and
ship companies, setting up displays, demonstrating ski I Is used by ancestors and
Inviting speakers to the room.
Beginning with one hundred six students, this was a time-consuming and
demanding experience tor a teacher to conduct and needed the cooperation of the
three other teachers of the team. It could be carried out as east ly In a selfcontained classroom as It was In this open, non-graded group.
The basic measuring device used was SCAMIN, a Selt-Concept and Motivation
Inventory, given students in the tall and again In the spring. Analysts ot the
data gathered In this Inventory is open to various interpretations. Statistically
significant changes occurred In five of the twenty-eight areas of the Inventory.
Conclusion drawn at the end ot the year's study was that It was a success
in terms of teacher evaluations, such as seen In observation of student Interest,
attitude and participation. Basic ski I Is In map and globe work tested remarkably
higher In the spring than they had In the fa I I, without drl I I or practice or
stress on these ski I Is. These ski I Is became an essential need of students as
each pursued his/her study or his/her historical background and ancestry. Whether
or not self-concept can be changed In the classroom may stl I I be open to question,
but the year's work convinced the team of teachers Involved that It was an
effective and successful year. Many of the things Introduced during this year
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of study nave been adapted and Included In the Social

St~dles

Curr iculum and

PersonaLization has become an Important word In this teach i ng team vocabulary.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1977

RusseZ.Z H. Sr:hrridt, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY ON FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACQUISITION OF
QUANTITY AND SPACE CONCEPTS /NVOL VING KiNDERGARTEN
CHILDREN
Linda 0.

ncr

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to describe relationships among the
factors age, sex, and/or Intel llgence quotient and the acquisition of the basic
concepts of quantity, space, and the total answers. The subjects of the study
were kindergarten children In a suburban school near Mlnnel!lpol is, ~11nnesota.
PROCEDURES: The study was conducted during the four-year period of 1975-1979.
The subjects were 233 kindergarten children of which 102 were boys and 131 were
girls. The study's population was a portion of the children who attended
kindergarten . The 233 children were those whose parents chose to part i cipate
In the district-wide voluntary preschool screening assessment. This was given
annually In the spring prior to starting school In September.
The data for analysis were the child's age, the chi !d's sex, the child's
IQ, the chi Id's quantity- concept scores, the child's space concept scores, and
the chi !d's total concept scores. The Group Large-Thorndike InteZZigence Test,
LeveZ 1, Form A, was used as the measuring tool for the !Q score. This was
administered In January following their entrance to school. The Boehm Test of
Basic Conr:epts, Test 1, FormE, was used as the measuring tool for basic concepts
during the preschool assessment. AI i data was found in each chi !d's cumulative
schco I fo Ider.
The data were analyzed using the Analysis of Var iance Test (ANOVAl after
dividing the children's age, sex, and 10 Into two groups. Age groupings were
sixty-six months or younger and sixty-seven months or older as of September
first before entering kindergarten . The sex groupings were boy and gir l . 10
groupings were 112 or less and 113 or greater. The quantitative, spatial ana
total answers for each group were compl!lred In a two by two by two factorial
design.
FINDINGS: A statistically significant relationship ( . 0 1 Ievel l was found t o
exist between the 10 factor and the acquisition of t he basic concepts. The
relationship of the age factor and the acquisit ion of space concepts and total
answers also showed this same level of significance. The age f actors showed
that a relationship existed with the quantity concepts at a . 10 level of
significance. Thus the 10 and basic concepts relati onship were more reliable.
There was no statistically significant relationship shown with the sex factor
or with t he interactions of age and sex, age and IQ, sex and IQ and age, sex,
and IQ.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1980

Florence M. Anderson, Chairperson
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A HISTORiCAL CAS£ STUDY OF PROJECT REACH

Joyce ELaine Juntune
The purpose of this study is to make a historical case study of Project
REACH and to report the evaluation of Its progress after three years of operation. Project REACH (~eaching fducators and ~ctuallzlng CHI ldrenl Is a teacher
development program that emphasizes a combinat i on of theory and workable teaching strategies for developing creative thinking behavior on the part of
students. It was developed by the staff and administration of Pike Lake
Elementary School, Independent School District 16Z1 (Mounds Vlewl, New Brighton,
Minnesota.
A systematic, research based, teacher lnservlce program was the core of
Project REACH. Classroom teachers attended these sessions to develop their
understanding of thinking, behavior, and creativity. The sessions also assisted
teachers In developing Instructional methods which emphasized creative thinking.
The traditional curriculum content became the medium for developing each
student's creative thinking potential. Parents were also trained In methods
for encouraging creative thinking behavior In the home.
All students were pre-tested In 1974 with the Torrance Test of Creative
Thinking and the Multiple Talents Test. Post tests were given In the spring
of 1975, 1976, and 1977. A random sampling of students were selected for
analysis purposes. Students in grades four through six from a nearby school
were used as a control group.
The testing showed statistically reliable ir.creases on the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking and the ~~ltiple Talents Tests In gain scores of project
school students across the duration of the project and In the comparison scores
of the project school students with the control school students.
Project REACH was successful In Implementing a program for assisting
teachers in actualizing the creative potential of their Individual students. In
talking with teachers Involved In the project, It was evident that the majority
of teachers felt their own creative potential was awakened and developed more
fully. They also indicated a permanent change In their teaching style and new
ways of perceiving their students.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COW.ITTEE, .JULY 1978

RusseLL H. Schmidt, Chairperson

INV£STIGATIO/II OF TH£ IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNING STYLES
Ray A.

Lucas

The purpose of this study was to explore the feaslbl lity of using the nonverbal Personal Profile developed by Dr. John G. Geter, as an Instrument to
identify learning style in fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students. The
investigation attempted to determine If relationships exist between:
ll Students' non-verbal Personal Profile responses and re-admlntstration
non-verba l Personal Profile responses.
2> Students' non-verbal Personal Profile responses and teachers' non-verbal
Personal Profile responses.
3l Students' non-verbal Personal Profile responses and teachers' verbal
Personal Profile responses as the teachers view the students.
4) Students' non-verba l Persor~l Profile responses and teachers' Forced
Choice Dtscrlptors responses as the teachers view the students.
5) Students' non-verbal Personal Profile responses and the way students are
viewed by their peers In non-verbal Personal Profile responses.
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6) Students' non-verbal with students' verbal PersonaZ ProfiZe responses.
The investigation was conducted with 237 nine, ten, eleven, and twelve
year olds, and with random samples from this population.
All students were assessed to determine their "DISC" dimensions as
defined by the non-verbal PersonaZ ProfiZe. A re-admlnlstratlon of this
Instrument was conducted with a random sample. An assessment of a random
sample was made using the verbal Personal ProfiZe. Teachers were asked to
make assessments of the re-admlnlstratlon sample using: 1) the non-verbal
Personal Profile, 2l the verbal Personal ProfiZe, and 3J the Forced Choice
Descriptors Instrument. Students were asked to view peers In a randomly
selected group using the non-verbal Personal ProfiZe.
Responses were analyzed In an attempt to: ll describe the behavior
patterns Identified by the non-verbal PersonaZ Profile, 2> determine the
rellabl I tty of the non-verbal PersonaZ ProfiZe, and 3l determine the validity
of the non-verbal PersonaZ Profile, tor fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
students.
FINDINGS: It was concluded from the analysis of mean responses that students
perceive expectations of tolerance, attentiveness, and fol Iewing expected
practices; that students have a positive self-Image, and perform to meet
acceptable goals under pressure. Further, it "<~as concluded that girls
perceive themselves as receiving fewer expectations of assertiveness and
respond with less dominant self perceptions. Under pressure girls respond
with perceptions of more conforming behaviors . It was conc luded that no
difference exists across grades In mean responses, but that differences
across ages may be due to developmental stages.
The non-verbal PersonaZ Profile demonstrated positive rellabi lity across
three of the four dimensions, "DIS," at .001 significance level. No posit ive
re If ab r I rty was apparent for the "C" d r mens ron. No apparent reI at ronsh i p
exists between the verbal and non-verbal instruments as used by students in
this study, but teachers' responses were consistent on the verbal and nonverba I Instruments.
Validity was determined greatest in the responses of students with peers.
Teachers' responses compared with students' responses did not produce a
strong relationship •
.l.FPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1977

RusseZl H. Schmidt, Chairperson

ASSESSMENTS DESCRJB/1\G CHASKA FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS'
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION/JIG
Norma Strorrmer ."fclie Us

The purpose ot this study was to Investigate: ll learning that Is
assessed by standardized tests and Plagetlan Interviews and ZJ simi larlt fes
and differences between males' and females' verbal, visual-spatial, and
mathematical achievement. Jean Plaget's ideas about knowledge and assessing
It were summarized. Learning and thinking meant to be assessed by standardIzed tests were reviewed. Differences In males' and females' verbal, visualspatial, and mathematical achievement as found by others were summarized.
Compar i sons of Plagetian Interview, Stanford Achievement, and Cognitive
Abl litles Test results were analyzed. Results Indicated that Pfaget ian
Interviews and the nonverba l section of the Cognitive Abi 11t1es Test assess
s1m1 Jar reasoning. Data showed that fifth grade males' and females' performances on verbal, visual-spatial, and mathematical assessments were
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sim i lar.

Reasons for these results were considered.

APPROv1:D BY RESEARCE CONMIT'!'EE, AUGUST 197!l

Ftorence Anderson,

BEHAVIOR:

~nairperson

HOW fT

RELATES TO SELF-CONCEPT

HeLene Etizabeth Swartwood
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to Investigate the relationship between
the self-concept and the anti-social behaviors among first grade children In a
suburban school district adjacent to Minneapolis, Minnesota.
PROCEDURE: The study was conducted during the 1976-1977 school year, using
the twenty-one boys and girls of the author's f i rst grade classroom as
subjects. A pre-test/post-test design was followed using T"ne Setf-Concept
and ~~tivation Inventory and The Setf Awareness Inventory as the measuring
Instruments. Both I nventorl es were adml n·i sterad l n Nove~~:ber and age In in May.
An outside observer visited the classroom for an eight day period prior to
each testing period and counted the target behaviors of the students.
During the six-month period between testing, the author followed a
behavior modification program designed to "catch the ch i ldren being good" by
rewarding their positive behaviors. Through this program, the author hoped
to increase the chi Id's self-concept and at the same time, decrease the antisocial behaviors.
The data were analyzed using the Pearson product-moment test tor correlation to see It any statistically significant correlations existed between the
variables.
FINDINGS: A high negative correlation (.05 Ievell was found to exist between
the post-observation counts In Anti-Social Behavior and the post-test scores
In Role Expectations, Self-Adequacy, and Self-Concept. Significant positive
correlations were found between the change In Anti-Social Behavior counts and
the pre-test score In Self-Concept.
Further analysis was undertaken of the data of eight students whose selfconcept Improved more then the class mean. In addition to the above statistically significant correlations, the following high correlations were also
found to exist: Post-observation Anti-Social Behavior Count and Achievement
Investment; Anti-Social Behavior change and pre-Motivation scores; Anti-Social
Behavior change and the change in Se If-Adequacy scores.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The high correlations between the variables means
that the child has learned by having his honest efforts rewarded. Reinforcement ot the positive behaviors appears to have strengthened the success
pattern In the school environment. The lowest Se l t-concept scores of the
pre-testing period tended to show the greatest change In Anti-Social Behavior
counts.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITl'EE, JULY 1977

Edgar A.
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Bavery~

Chairperson

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
ANXIETY LEVELS OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Dennis L. BaLdus
The I PAT 8 Para! lei-Form-Anxiety Battery Form A was administered to 305
sophomores, juniors and seniors from Watertown-+layer High School, Watertown,
Minnesota. AI I the subjects were volunteers including 118 sophomores, 92
juniors and 95 seniors In the study.
The purpose of the study was to determine If there were differences In
anxiety levels ot different subgroups within the school. The following rypotheses were tested: 1) There wl I I not be a significant difference in the
anxiety levels of males and females. 2) There wi I I not be a significant
difference In the anxiety levels of athletes and nonathletes. 3l There wi I I
not be a significant difference ln the anxiety levels of arts participants
and nonparticipants. 4) There wi I I not be a significant difference in the
anxiety levels of students who participate In both athletics and arts and
those who participate In only arts, or only athletics. 5) There wi I I not be
a significant difference In the anxiety levels of sophomores, juniors or
seniors. 6) There wl I I not be a significant difference in the anxiety levels
of those who participate In team sports and individual sports, or those who
participate In both team and Individual sports. 7) There wl I I not be a
significant difference In the anxiety levels of male and female athletes.
The Nul I Hypotheses was assumed In analyzing the mean differences in anxiety
scores for the groups. The t Test Technique was used to determine differences
and the hypotheses were accepted and rejected on the basis of the .05 level of
significance.
The results Indicated that for this investigation the females had significantly higher anxiety scores than the males. The same results were found
for male and female athletes. There were no significant differences In the
athletes and nonathletes or In the arts and nonarts participants. Those who
participated In both arts and athletics had anxiety scores that were significantly higher than those who participated In only one or the other. The
juniors had anxiety scores that were significantly lower than the sophomores
and seniors. There was not a significant difference ln the anxiety scores
of those who participated In team sports and Individual sports or both team
and Individual sports.
It appears that the activity programs neither cause nor rei I eve anxiety
In the students and that the sex and age of the student may have more Influence
on anxiety than the activities In which the student participates.
Jl..FPBOVF:D EJ RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

Johr. M. KeZZy, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF DOWNHILL

TRAIN/fiG ON SPRINT/fiG SPEED

WiZZiam Scott Bye
Forty male students at St. Cloud State Unlverslty . were selected to
determine the effects of downhl I I training on sprinting speed. Pre- and posttesting sessions were used to Investigate whether or not changes occurred in
the sprinting speed of these forty individuals, due to the effects of training
on a downh! I I surface as opposed to training on a level surface. Group A
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consisted of those runners who trained on a level surface and constituted
the control group. Group B was ~ade up of those runners who trained on a
downhl I I surface.
The following hypothesis was Investigated and accepted: after a ten week
training period, there wi I I be no significant difference in sprinting speed
between a group of runners trained on a downhl I I surface and a group of
runners trained on a level surface; nor wl I I there be pre-test and post-test
differences within either group. Pre- and post-testing values for sprinting
speed (as measured by a forty-yard dash) were compared using t-ratio tests
to determine If any significant changes had taken place. The .05 level of
confidence was used to indicate significance.
It was concluded that there were no significant changes either within or
between the mean speeds of the two groups. The Individual subjects exhibited
very little gain In sprinting speed. The slowest runners, In each group,
Improved at the fastest rate. Although some benefit was experienced by each
group through Its respective training method, the benefits were not significant.
It was recommended that further study Is necessary In this area cf
downhill training. Further study utilizing more subjects and occurrlr.g over
a longer period of time, and with more Intensive training would add to the
val idlty of the findings of this study.
ArrROVEV BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1979

John M. KeZZy, Chairperson

THE BODY COWOSITJON OF HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLERS
WiZHam D. Gi'Zir.an
The body composition of forty-six high school wrestlers was evaluated
densltometrlcal ly and anthropometrlcal ly In pre-season <September-November)
and In the peak-season (late January-early February). The testing consisted
of height, weight, thirteen skeletal diameters, six body circumferences,
seven sklnfold thicknesses, and the determination of residual lung volume and
underwater weight. These data were evaluated for significant changes between
tests and compared with previous body composition studies. Prediction equations for body density, percent fat and minimum wrestling weight (MWWJ were
developed using step-wise linear regression analysis. The Wickkiser-Kel ly,
Sinning, and Tipton-Tcheng prediction equations were evaluated on this group
of wrestlers. The perception of MWW of the coaches, wrestlers, and physicians
was compared to the MWW det.erm I ned dens I tometr I ca I Iy In the Iaboratory.
Significant decreases occurred between the pre- and peak-season tests in
alI seven skinfold thicknesses, the thigh and calf circumferences and a
significant increase occurred In the neck circumference. There was a threepound gain In lean body weight, a three-pound decrease In fat weight, no
change In total body weight and a decrease In the percent fat from 13.0 percent
to 10.9 percent. These wrestlers were smal fer In lean body weight and fatter
than collegiate wrestlers. The prediction equations developed for this group
correlated with the laboratory determined values as follows: Body density,
R = .90 ~ .0055 gm/cc; percent fat, R c .91 ~ 2.2 percent; M~M, R = .99 ~
3.44 pounds. The Wlckklser-Kel ly equation was the best of the three tested
and had an R = .83 ~ 2.18 percent for fat and R = .99 ~ 3.48 pounds for MWW.
The densltometrlcal ly determined MWW was compared to that perceived by the
coaches, wrestlers, physicians, and the formula predicted weight classes.
The formu Ias were the best predl ctors of M~: and the physicians under predIcted
MWW ~~st frequently.
J..FPROVED BY F.ESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1977

John M. KeZly, Chairperson
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE INCIDENCE OF INJURY IN FEMALE AND
MALE BASKETBALL PLAYERS IN SELECTED l'fUNNESaT"A STATE
:-1/GH SCHOOL LEAGUE SCHOOLS
Dianne K. GZowa.tzke

The purpose of this study wes to lnvestlgete the incidence of Injury in
girls' basketbal I compared to the Incidence of Injury In boys' basketbal I.
Class A schools In Region 5 of the Mlnnesote State High School League were
selected for study. Of the ninety head coaches Initially contected, sixtyfour persons, thirty-two girls' coeches and thirty-two boys' coaches, took
part In the Injury evaluation.
Evaluat ion of basketball Injury was limited to varsity basketbal I
pleyers In grades ten, eleven and twelve. Three hundred and twenty girls
and four hundred and twenty-one boys were evaluated for an eleven week period.
Injury evaluation began on the first day of practice as set by the Minnesota
State High School League and concluded on the Friday preceding MSHSL District
tournament play.
The writer collected data by uti llzlng an Injury report card. Coeches
provided the following Information on the Injury card: (1) player's name,
<2> part of the body Injured, (3) type of In j ury sustained, and (4) whether
the Injury occurred In practl ce or durl ng a game .
Three hundred and sixteen Injuries, 151 Injuries to girls and 165 Injuries
to boys, were sustained by versity basketbal I players . Chi square was
employed to accept or re j ect the nul I hypothesis at the .05 level of conf idence.
The nul I hypothesis that there was no significant difference In the Incidence
of Injuries sustained by male and female varsity basketbal I players was
accepted.
Sprained ankles, foot b I isters, bruised knees, sprained knees and spral ned
fingers were the most often occurring Injuries. Of these five Injuries, girls
susta i ned signlflcently more sprained f i ngers. No significant difference was
found between females and males In the types of injuries sustained nor In the
body parts Injured with the exception of injuries to the finger area In which
case girls sustained a signlflcently great er number.
The part of the season In which Injuries occurred to study participants
was found to be not significant. Furthermore, there was no significant
difference In the number of injuries sustained In practices compared to numbers
occurr i ng during games.
No significant difference was found In the number of injuries sustained
between girls In grades ten, eleven and twelve. On the other hand, boys In
grade ten were injured significantly more than were boys in grades eleven and
twelve. In addition, girls in grade twelve were in j ured signif i cantly more
than boys In the same grade and boys In grade ten were In j ured sig nificantly
more than girls In the same grade.
F1nai ly, no significant difference was found between fema les and males
in the number of In j uries sustained at the center, forward or guard positions.
However, tenth grade boys playing center and guard were Injured significantly
more than tenth grade girls playing these pos1t lons.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM!~ITTEE, AUGUST 1977

Frank P. Oserrdorf, Chairperson

BODY CO~t~OSITI ON AND SOMATOTYPING OF FEIMLE HIGH SCHOOL
GYMI/ASTS PRE- AND POST-SEASON
GeraZdir.e L. Grah.am

Forty female high school gymnasts f r om Apollo, Technical and Cat hedra l
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High Schools In St. Cloud were densitometrically and anthropometricall y
measured during the gymnastic season, November to Apr! I, 1;76-1977. Density
was ~easured by hydrostatic weighing In a stainless steel tank . Determinat ions
for resIdua I Iur.g vo I ume were taken usIng the c Iosed-c i rcu it oxygen d i I uti on
method. A total of fourteen skeletal diameters, twenty body circumferences,
and nine sklntolds were measured. A regression equation to predict per cent
body tat was developed using seven variables: Midaxi I lary sklnfold, age In
months, and the circumferences of the right knee, right wrist, waist, hips
and breast (multiple R = 0.92 with a standard error of estimate+ 2.167 per
cent). A similar regression equation was developed to predict the Ideal
competitive weight after fifteen per cent body fat using three variables:
Weight, abdomen and thigh circumference <R • .94 with a standard error of
estimate~ 4.8~ poundsl.
Condescrtptlve data, step-wise linear regressions,
and at-test for correlated pairs were analyzed by the computer. Subjects
were divided by age to evaluate the differences that might exist because of
age. A t-ratlc test was used to note significant changes In the anthropometric and densitometric data as a result of physical training. Comparisons
were made with other studies done on gymnasts: One group of high school
students; two groups of nationally ranked and Olympic gymnasts; one group of
co I Iege-age gymnasts; and two groups of non-gymnasts, co I Iege-age. f..
somatotopic description of each gymnast was compl led by the Health-Carter
method and compared to the visual ratings establIshed by the coaches.
Previously established formulas were applied with the data from the present
study to determl ne the accun~cy of per cent fat and body density in the
calculations of the present study.
APPROVED EY RESEARCH COMILTTTEE, AUGUST 1977
John M. K£Z'Ly, Chairperson

AN ANAL 'ISIS OF STRENGTH AND MUSCULAR ENDURANCE CHANGES OF
UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL PLAYEP.S DURJNG THE REGULAR
FOOTBALL SEAS ON

Robert

Ear~

Hilton

Thirty-seven players of the 1978 St. Cloud State University footbal I team
selected by their coach prier to the season as players who would likely be
starters. This population represented alI the various positions en a footbal I
team. The p layers were divided into two groups; an experimental and control
group. The experimental group performed the strengthening exercises during
the season. Pre-, peak-, and end-season test sessions were used to determine
If muscular strength or muscular endurance changes occurred In both groups
throughout the entire season. The movements analyzed during this study were
flexion and extension of both knees. The pre-, peak-, and end-season test
values for strength and muscular endurance were compared by using a one-way
analysis of variance with repeated measures. The Tukey test was uti II zed tc
determine which differences were significant. Both methods for analyzing the
data used the .05 level of significance to accept or reject the hypotheses.
In the control group, 45 of the 48 tests administered showed decreases
In strength or muscular endurance. The experimental group elicited a greater
number of Increases than decreases. It was concluded that the program
uti ltzed by the experimental group allowed them to maintain or slightly
Increase their strength. The movement speed showing the greatest loss In
the control group was 180 degrees per second whl le In the experimental group
the same number of Increases occurred at 30, 120, and 180 degrees per second.
The variable most affected tn this study was muscular endurance. AI I 12 tests
In the control group showed decreases In muscular endurance, whl le In the
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experimental group nine of the 12 tests demonstrated Increases In muscular
endurance. The muscle group shewing the greatest loss In the control group
was the quadriceps, eliciting decreases in each cf the 24 tests whl le In the
experimental group Increases occurred In 13 of the 24 tests. Therefore, the
quadriceps showed the greatest benefit from the program. It appears the
exercise program utll !zed by the experimental group was adequate enough to
maintain strength but not intense enough to promote significant increases.
Another possible explanation for the lack of significance by the experimental
group was the athletes were In good condition prior to the start of the season,
therefore, making It more difficult to show significant Improvement. It Is
feasible for a squad of 60 bal !players to perform these exercises with six
universal knee machines purchased over a period of time.
During the course of this study four knee injuries occurred within the
control group, whl le no knee Injuries occurred within the experimental group.
These data present a strong case for trainers, coaches, and footbal I teams to
Include an In-season strengthening program, not only to Increase performance
but to aid In the prevention . of Injury.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1979
John U. KsLZy, Chairperson

A COWARATIVE STUDY OF THE COf,f'LETIONS AND ATTEMPTS IN THE
FIRST SHOT OF THE ONE-AND-ONE AND TY.O-S/IOT AWARD IN THREE
FEIItALE INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL TOURNA/.tENTS
Mary C. Ingram

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to Investigate the first shot In the
one-and-one situation versus the first shot in the two-shot aware under various
game conditions in three 1977 female intercol leglate basketbal I tournaments.
Ga~~ conditions studied were half of game, point difference In score, point
difference and half of game combinations, and level of competition. Research
was undertaken to determine whether a significant difference existed between
the proportions of completions and attempts of the first shot in the two
groups of fouls under the influence of game factors.
LIMITATIONS: The study was limited to the free throw statistics taken from
the 1977 MAIAW State Basketbal I Tournament, Region 6 AIAW Basketbal I Tournament, and AIAW National easketbal I Tournament. The sample was comprised of a
select group of women basketbal I players. The female lntercol leglate players
consisted of alI one-and-one and two-shot foul-shooting participants In the
three 1977 tournaments. Thirty-one basketbal I games were evaluated.
PROCEDURES: Data was recorded by the author by uti I !zing a free throw chart.
Information obtained Included type of foul-shot, point difference in score,
half of game, and level of co~petitlon.
OF DATA: T
employed to accept or
A critical t value of
between the two types
TREATME~IT

test for the difference between two proportions was
reject the nul I hypotheses at the .05 level of confidence.
1.96 or more was the criterion for significant difference
of foul-shot.

FINDINGS:

The findings of this study present an overall view of foul-sheeting
in the first shot in the one-and-one and two-shot award in three
1977 female lntercol legiate basketbal I tournaments.
The results indicated that the basketbal I players performed significantl y
better in the first shot in the one-and-one situation, when compared to the

perfor~ance
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f i rst shot in tr.e two-shot aware in the following areas: (1) second ha l f of
games In the comb I ned tournaments, ( 2) tota I games In the ~1A lAW Tournament,
(3) first half and second half ot games In the toi:AIA~i Tournament, (4) po i nt
difference in score of zero to fIve pol nts In the ~1A IA~l Tournament, and ( 5)
second half with a zero to five point difference in score in the ~AIAW
Tournament.
A significant difference, favoring the first shot In the two-shot
awards, was found In the AIAW Tournament when the point difference in score
was zero to five points.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, MJU 1978

Robert G. WazZaz, Chaiz>perscn

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF THREE ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EXERCISE PROGRAMS IN RELATIONSHIP TO PHYSICAL FITNESS AND
HEART RATE OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

BradZey J. Isberner
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to explore three different s i xth
grade elementary exercise programs and determine which program would promote
the hlohest level of physical fitness. Also, to find which exercise progra~s
contributed to cardiovascular fitness as measured by resting heart rate and
to find which programs significantly Improved AAHFER Youth Fitness Test scores
within a six week time period.
PROCEDURE: Three sixth grade classes at Klmbal I Elementary Pub! ic Schoo l were
randomly placed In a fitness exercise program for a s ix week period. Pre
fitness test scores were taken and recorded and a group mean fitness score and
pre resting heart rate wes then determined. The first class was placed In
Group I, the circuit training exerci se program; the second class was placed In
Group I I, the running and flexlbi llty exercise program; and the third c lass
was placed In Group I I I, the standardized exercise program. Each group performed a specified set of exercises three days per week for six weeks. Post
fitness test scores were then taken and recorded along with post rest ing heart
rate. Pre and post test scores were then co~pared by use of the t-t est to
determine significant differences. Also, pre and post resting heart rate were
compared to determine significant values. Each program was then compared to
one another to determine which exercise program proved to have the most substantial gain In Improving physical fitness levels and resting heart rate.
FINDINGS: This study Indicated that the standardized exercise program, Group I II, along with various forms of running, signif icantly improved f itness
levels by .001 level of confidence. Also, this group Indicated a lower post
mean resting heart rate by .05 leve l of confidence. Si gnificant Improvement
was Indicated in tour of the six tests given.
The circuit training exercise program, Group I, Indicated an Improvement
of physical fitness leve l by .03 level of significance. Resting heart rate
was not Improved by significant values. Group I Improved significantly In three
of the six tests given.
The running and flexibility exercise program, Group I I, Indicated the
least Improvement In fitness levels and resting heart rate. There was no
Indication of significant Improvement In physical fitness level nor In resting
heart rate. However, there was significant Improvement In four of the s ix
tests given.
CONCLUSIONS:
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Through this study It may be concluded that the standard ized

fitness exercise program, Group I I I, proved to have a substantial gain over
two other exercise programs In lmprcvlng physical fitness and lowering resting
heart rate In a six week time period. It shal I also be noted that alI three
programs Increased physical fitness levels over a six week time period and
that improvement of five of the six tests given was Indicated when group mean
values were combined from alI three exercise programs.
APPROVED 8! RESEARCH COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 1979
John Kasper, Cit.airperson

A CO!IPARATIVE STUDY OF THE SUCCESS OF GIRLS' AND BOYS'
BASKETBALL TEAMS IN Tf-IE CENTRAL GOPHER CONFERENCE

sr.aron

K. Lorton-Gregerson

PROBLEM: The problem of the study was to compare statistical results of the
boys' and girls' basketbal I teams. A comparison of the relative success rate
of the teams to selected factors was made to discover which of the factors
contributed most to a team's success.
SAMPLE: The boys 1 and g 1r Is 1 varsity tei!ms of the seven Centra I Gopher
Conference schools were chosen as samples for the study.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: The review of I iterl!ture cited studies that supported
the hypothesis that success Is often contagious between teams at the same
school. Current I lterature presented popular idei!S such as col!ches feel that
superior facl titles encourage success, money Is needed to obtain superior
coaches, farge numbers of athletes are needed In a program to succeed, offsel!son training Is necessary to Improve individual ski I Is, and superior ski I I
level Is a deslri!ble asset for an athlete.
PROCEDURES: The win-loss percentages of the boys' and girls' basketbal I teams
were correlated separately for the girls and boys with seven variables which
Included school population, facl I !ties, practice schedules, coaching experience,
off-season training, ath letlc budget, and skill level. The Pearson rank order
correlation formula was used.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: The analysis of the data found that nine correlations
of a possible twenty-eight were significant at the .05 level. Rank order
correlations were calculated between the girls' and boys' win-loss percentages,
and also for the boys' and girls' teams separately to the seven selected
factors. The variables that were found to be significantly related to the boys'
win-loss percentage were boys' field goal percentage and amount of money spent
on the boys' basketbal I program. Offensive average, defensive average, and
margin of win-loss were found to be significantly related to both the boys' and
girls' win-foss percentages. A significant positive correlation was found
between the success of the boys' basketbal I team and the girls' casketbal I team
at the same schco I.
The study found that the girls' basketbal I team statistics were lower
than those of the boys' teams. Less money was spent on the girls' teams than
on the boys' teams. The practice schedules and faci I !ties were very simi far
for the girls and boys, but the boys' average number of practice hours was
greater. Coaches of boys' and girls' teams had simi far years of coac~ing
experience. A need was shewn to have further studies conducted on girls'
bas ketbaf I, on differences between girls' and boys' basketbaf I prosrams, and

on factors that influence the success of basketba l I teams.
;.PPROVED B! RESEAl/CE COMM:!TTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

Frank P. Osendorf, Chairperson

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF A jUNIOR SIZE BASKETBALL ON THE
SKILL LEVEL OF NINTH GRADE GIRLS
Wil.Ziam G. PohZ

PROBLEM STATEMENT: This Is a study to determine whether the use of a smaller
basketbal I by ninth grade girls would be to their advantage In ter~s of ski I I
performance.
RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN: AI I ninth grade girls at Buffalo Junior High
School, Buffalo, Minnesota, were tested with half using junior sized basketcal Is and half using the larger regulation balI. They were tested against a
battery of four tests from the .A.AHPER Basketba I I Tests for GIrIs. Forty-one
girls were randomly selected from each test group to represent the sample.
The scores of the tests were set against Mann-Whitney U test with a critical
value of 1.96 at the .05 level of significance.
In addition, alI the ninth grade girls and ninth grade boys were hand
printed for the purpose of showing hand size difference and advantage In the
use of the present regulation bal 1. The relationship of the girls' hand size
to the smaller balI was also demonstrated.
MAJOR FINDINGS: The nul I hypothesis stood as Is In the Half-Minute Shooting
Test, the Push-pass Test, the Dribble Test, and the Foul Shot Test. In three
of the tour tests the statistics favored the smaller basketbal I, although not
s ignificantly.
There was a deflnlte advantage to the boys in hand area for holding or
maneuvering the regulation bal 1 and a positive gain in holding or maneuvering
the smaller balI for the girls In relation to their hand size.
It was concluded that thls study does not statistically show advantages
of the use of the small balI and recommended that more study be done with
practice and teaching time. Another recommendation Is to test the smaller bal!
against the larger balI over an interscholastic season with statistics being
compared.
APPROVED B! RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 19?9
John Kasper. Chairperson

A STUDY OF SELECTED PERFORMANCE FACTORS AND THEIR
TO TEAM SUCCESS IN COLLEGE BASKETBALL

RELATIONSHIP

DonaZd L. Roakstad

The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between
selected basketbal I performance factors and team success. A further purpose
was to determine the posslbi llty of establishing an accurate regression
equation that would be useful In predicting the success or tal lure of a team.
The male varsity basketball teams at St. Cloud State University, Eastern
Washington University, ~lest Texas State University, and the University- of
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Toledo were selected for this study. AI I varsity basketbal I games were charted
during the period 1972 through 1978 to provide the Information needed. The
following lnfo~atlon was requested: 1) the OER, 2) the DER, 3l rebound percentage, 4) turnover rate, Sl f ield goal percentage, and 6) free throw
percentage of each team.
A computer analysis was used to compute the condescrlptlve data, the zeroorder correlation coefficients, the t-rat lo tests, the multiple correlations,
and the regression equations from the data.
The multiple correlations and regression equations were computed by the
use of the step-wise linear regression technique. Two multiple correlat ion
and regression formulas were derived for the prediction of the winning percentage criterion, one with the variable OER-DER and one without the variable
OER-DER. A multiple R = . 92 and a Standard Error of the Est imate of~ 6. 96%
was found between the criterion and the performance factors, CER-OER, f ield goal
percentage, and rebound percentage. A second multiple R = .93 and a Standard
Error of the Estimate of + 7. 1% was found between the criterion and the perfor~ance factors, OER, DER, rebound percentage, and field goal percentage . Even
though the standard error In both cases was quite large, It was felt that the
equations were st! I I of scme value In the prediction of winning percentage.
It was concluded that there were several relationships between the
criterion, winning percentage, and selected basketbal I performance factors.
It was also concluded that an accurate regression equation could not be derived
tor the prediction of winning percentage, but that Its value was great enough
to be of some use.
APPROVED B:t RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEUBER 1978
John M. KeZZy, Chairperson

AN ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH KNO'tA..EDGE AND ATTITUDES OF N/1\TH GRADE
AND T'MILFTH GRADE STUDENTS WITHIN THE MOUNDS VIEW SCHOOL
DISTRICT

RUsseZZ D.

Sa~~Zer

The purpose of this study was to determ i ne to what extent proposed curriculum changes could be made In health education at t he secondary level, based
en data gathered in both the cogn I tl ve and affect ! ve domaIns. The Seffr! n
Standardized Test of Health Education Object ives in t he Cogniti ve Demain was
used to gather data on students' knowledge levels. A twc-part questionna i re,
developed by this author, was adm i nistered to students in an attempt tc devel op
a ref lective picture of student attitudes and va lues as they related to their
experiences In health educat ion .
The test and quest ionnaire were administered t o ninth and twelfth grade
males and females In the Mounds VIew Schoo l District #621, located in St. Paul,
Minnesota during the 1979-1980 school year. The sample popu lation used in
this study Included 563 ninth grade students attending four di f ferent schools
conta i ning ninth graders, and 205 twelfth grade st udents attending two di fferent
high schools. The overal I distribution between males and females was near ly
equal, with males making up 390 students and females making up 378 student s.
The signif i cance cf the problem that brought about this Investigat ion was
a lack of a district-wide evaluation of health education at t he seccndary
level. In order to affect change In the area of health educat l cn within t he
~founds View School District, such a district-wide evaluation too! was needed
in order to identify strengths and we~knesses In the presen7 curriculum.
The Investigative procedures employed In this study included permission t o
conduct the research, granted t: y the ~~ounds VIew School District Director of
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Testing, Eveluatior., anc Staff Development, the six school principals involveo,
the school Instructors whose class time was used, and parentel approval for
their son or daughter to participate. Students were randomly selected using
the school district computer to generate student groups, with the test instrument being administered at each bui !ding by the author according to the
speci fled conditions on the man·ua I of cl rectlons.
The validity and reliability of Seffrln's Instrument reported a mean of
33.42 and a measure of varlabl I tty that displayed a range of scores from a
low of nine to a hloh of 63 on a 70 item Instrument. The standard deviation
reported was 10.47.- Reliabl lity was computed using the Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 and was found to be .8728.
Statistical procedures Included In this study were Item analysis and a
computer program <SPSSl that had as subprograms the F test, the T test,
Cochran's test for homogenity, and a frequency distribution table. Each of
these tests was used In a supportive way to establish significant ~ata results.
Comparisons were made with the resulting data, using the variables of
schools as a whole, sex, question, and concept. T tests were run between two
variables to determine which group caused the significant F to occur within
the Item analysis.
The principal results of the investigation Include the tel lowing Items:
1. There was a significant difference found among the mean scores by
question and concept when alI six schools were compared using the total
population.
2. There was no signIfIcant d I tference found between the mean scores by
question when ninth and twelfth grade males were compared by grade level to
ninth and twelfth grade females.
3. The three concepts that the total population scored the highest in
were: al personal health (68%l; bl faml ly lite C57%l; and cl mood mcdlfylng
substances <5c%l. These three topics are taught In alI six schools at the
secondary level, within the Mounds VIew School District.
4. When a! I students were asked how useful they felt their health education classes were to them in their everyday lite, 10 percent said very useful,
42 percent said useful, and 41 percent felt they were somewhat useful.
In conclusion, the study revealed a wide range of knowledge strengths and
weaknesses between the six schools Involved, with a hypertrophy of knowledge
occurring between ninth and twelfth grade students. Students seem to demonstrate difficulty with several baste health knowledge questions and concepts,
that would seem to Indicate a less than adequate understanding of Issues to
be an effective health information user. Finally, It appeared that students
curricular needs are who! istlc rather than topical. This pattern revealed
Itself when students were given the opportunity to list current areas of
Importance they desired Information be presented on.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, M..AI 1980

Frank Oser.dorf, Chairperson

LIBRARY AND AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION
ADVANCING MEDIA IN EDUCATION,
!rEDIA ORGANIZATION

MINNESOTA' 5

EDUCATIONAL

MichasZ Buck

PROBLEM: There are many members and supporters of the Minnesota Educational
Media Organization <MEMO> who knew little or nothing of the organization or
its purposes. In order to develop an expanded pub lie relations program, MEMO
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sought to develop an Informational messase that could be easl ly transported and
shipped to meetings throughout the state with a minimal cost and a maximum
amount of effectiveness.
PROCEDURE: The slide/sound presentation was selected as the medium best suited
to deal with the problem; and a single tray, single screen program was selected
as being most feasible. The field study was designed to research and produce
such a program, and the study was subsequently divided Into two parts. Part
one was historical research In that It was designed to capture In writing the
history of the two parent organizations, the Minnesota Association of School
Librarians and the Minnesota Audio-VIsual Coordinators of Minnesota, and the
subsequent merser into MEMO. The second part was to research the history of
~~EMO and to develop a slide/sound presentation that was to Include:
(1) a
short historical sketch, (2) the organizational structure of MEMO, (3J the
activities of MEMO, and (4) the future of MEMO.
CONCLUSIONS: The presentation portrays, positively, through narrative and
persona I commentary, that r·lEMO Is an educat Iona I medIa organization of peep Ie
and programs, which is committed to promoting professional Ism in the teaching
and learning process.
APPROVED B:t RESEARCH C0l1UITTF:E, MAY 1980

LcD.Jr(mCe Smel.ser, C'ttaiztFerson

SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING IN A RANDOM SAMPLI/IG OF T6rrm FILMS, WITH
RELEAST DATES AFTER 1973, INTENDED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE WTTH
CHILDREN OF KINDERGARTEN THRO£-GH SIXTH GRADE AGES

Cynthia Friis
PROBLEM: The problem of the study was to determine if producers and distributors of Instructional 16mm tl lms located In the Hopkins School District ti lm
library for children cf kindergarten through sixth grade ages have el lminated
sex role stereotypes In their tl lms since the Title IX regulations of the
Education Amendments of 1972.
PROCEDURE: The fifteen ti lms selected for the study were a stratified random
sample of 16mm Instructional fl lms, having release dates of 1973 or later.
Three films from each of five different curriculum subject areas In the
Hopkins School District #274 Fl lm Library were randomly selected. These fl l~s
were viewed together, over a two day period, and were then evaluated separately
by a male and female, each using a check list evaluation sheet. A consensus
of what was viewed was arrived at by the male and female together on a separate
"consensus" sheet of this same evaluation form. The fl lms were evaluated to
determine if al ~ales and fe~~les were portrayed in sex role stereotyped ways,
b) a wide variety of jobs were open to both sexes, cl both women and men were
equally vlsable in films, and dl one sex was put In a secondary position
through the use of language.
FINDINGS: The data collected Indicated that sex role stereotypins has not
been el imlnated In 16mm Instructional fl lms for elementary age children since
the Title IX regulations of the Educational Amendments of 1972. Sex role
stereotyping stl I I exists and Is evidenced by the high percentage of sex
stereotyping of activities, roles, characteristics and occupational opportunities
In the sampled fl lms with release dates after 1972.
SW.iMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: From the data collected, It was concluded that sex
role stereotyping sti I l exists In 16mm instructional ti lms tor elementary
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school age children. 1'7 was recommended that this study be made avai !able to
d t str t ct medIa personne I anc to producers and d Istr I butcrs of f i lms. A
follow-up study, using only films produced In the last two years, should be
made to determine If these films indicate that more progress has been made in
eliminating sex role stereotyping. Studies should also be done concerning sex
role stereotyping In non-print Instructional materials such as videotapes,
slIdes, fi lmstrlps, audlc recordings, etc.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979
LCIL."%'enae B. Smelser, C'nai:rperson

kr:JUNDS VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT COMPUTERIZED lAC CATALOG OF
NONPR/1\7 /114TERIALS

Robert E.

Grar~k

PROBLEM: It was the problem of this research to describe the computerization
of nonprlnt materials In the Mounds VIew School District and to evaluate the
effect of the computerization on the ability of teachers to locate and use
nonprlnt ~~terials.
PROCEDURE: The description of '7he development of the computerized catalog was
obtained from the notes and Interviews by the author and the Mounds VIew Data
Processing Department personnel. A questionnaire given to twenty-one teachers
at Pinewood Elementary School provided the catalog's evaluation. These
teachers were selected because they had used the catalog longer than other
teachers In the District and they had been at Pinewood school at least one
year prior to the Introduction of the computerized catalog. AI I twenty-one
questionnaires were returned.
FINDINGS: The catalog was a cooperative effort of the Mounds VIew Data
Processing Department, Darrel Van Orsdel and this writer. In 1970, Mr. Van
Orsdel and this author assumed new positions in the Mounds View School
District. Immediately, both were faced with a common problem--the dissemination of information on nonprlnt col lectlons to teachers.
Several meetings were held with the Data Processing Department which
eventually led to a computer program being written and tested. In 1973, the
first catalog was printed. The computerized or IMC fl le consisted of one
hundred and fifty records stored on a disk storage fl le. Each record contained
the type and key numbers, title, Dewey number, publisher code and grade level
of each Item. Also Included In each record were the count and fund fields for
each school, the District office and four open school areas. Changes,
additions and deletions were processed randomly against the 1~1C file from
punch cards. There were three listings which a user could request from the
IMC file: An entire file, a school llstlng, or i!ldheslve li!lbels.
Because of a lack of funds, the future of the IMC fl le and catalog were
questionable at the time of this study. However, a majority of the teachers
who answered the questionnaire ranked the catalog excel lent or good. They
also stated that the ci!ltalog helped them find and use nonprint materials~ The
teachers concluded that the catalog should be updated and continued.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: It Is this author's opinion, based on the questionnaire
results, that the computerized catalog has been accepted and used by the
teachers and therefore should be continued.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMl<diTTEE, OCTOBER 1976
LCIJHenae B. Sme Z.ser, Chairperson
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADMJNISTRATIVE POLICY MANUAL FOR MEDICAL
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER STAFF AND A USERS GUIDE TO THE
MEDICAL LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER, VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
.
GZ.enn E. Basse

INTRODUCTION: In 1975 an afff lfatfon between the United States Veterans
Administration Center, Fargo, North Dakota, and the University of North Dakota
Medical Schoof, Grand Forks, North Dakota, was established.
Traditional library service, adequate for many years, could not provide
the wide range of Information services required. Proposals and contracts were
formulated and approved. In 1976 enlarged col lectfons, enlarged fact lftfes and
the addition of continuing medical education audiovisual programs and computerIzed capabf lftfes for searching medical literature Indexes were added as
regular services.
This field study related to a very real need, the further refinement and
definition of pol Icy and procedure baste to operation of the Fargo Center.
Veterans Administration Center Office guide! ines do not and cannot cover the
variety of situations and contracts extended by 170 field libraries.
Veterans Administration staff are now one of many groups of qualified
users. Medical faculty, residents, students, professionals and paraprofessionals
in the Southeast area of North Dakota are served by the Fargo Center under the
terms of atff I lations with the University Medical School and the federally
funded Area Health Education Center <AHECl program.
The situation at Fargo was Ideal for a field study leading to preparation
of an administrative policy/procedure manual for Medical Learning Resources
Center staff and a Users Guide to the Center. This study was pursued by the
author over a period of fifteen months.
COLLECTION OF INFORMATION AND DATA: An extensive literature search was conducted. Sample pol icy/procedure manuals and users guides were requested, but
few were found to exist. Telephone interviews provided an Important means for
Informal exchange of Information and Ideas with col leagues In the medical
field.
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA: What Is policy and procedure? Why
and how are they developed? Polley Is generally approved by top level administrators and put Into written form. Procedure can be written or unwritten,
consisting of methods and techniques by which policy Is carried out, how things
get done In a manner acceptable to higher authority.
PREPARATION AND USE OF FARGO VAC MANUALS : Results of this study show it Is
mere difficult to arrive at spec i fic policy In federal health care centers.
The medical profession keeps a close eye on ancl I lary service departments.
Furthermore, a very long chain of command exists, supplemented by the very
real needs and desires of newly affi I fated University Medical School and AHEC
administrators. Two loose-leaf manuals were produced as a result of this
study, found in appendixes A and 8 of the field study paper.
SUMMJI.RY AND RECOr.t-1ENDAT IONS: The author recommends that persons emp Ieyed in
federal resource centers cooperate fully with their agency central office
staff to update general guidelines. These can be supplemented locally with
bul letlns, handouts, fact sheets and Informal, loose-leaf administrative
manuals and users guides.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, NOVEl.fBER, 1977
La:z,-rel".ce B. SmeZser, C'haiz>Ferscn
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A STUDY OF THE 3/v/ TATTLE TAPE BOOK DETECT/Of\' SYSTEM OF
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Har Zan J. Jenser.

PROBLEM: The problem of the study was to determine If a book detection system
would reduce book losses from open stacks and prevent unauthorized borrow i ng
from a non-circulating col lectlon.
PROCEDURES: A sample of four classification sections within the Reference
Col lectlon were selected for the study. A pre-inventory of those sections was
conducted prier to the establishment of the detection system. A post-inventory
of the identical sections was done after the detection system was In operation
for two academic quarters. The book loss rate per academic quarter was then
determined to establish If the detection system would reduce the rate of books
lost.
FINDINGS: It was determined after the pre-Inventory out of a sample ot 7, 7i0
books, 49 books were missing after eight quarters of use or an average book
loss per quarter of 6.1 books. Following the post-Inventory after the detect! on system had been used tor two academic quarters, six books were reported
lost from a sample of 7,682 books. After a! lowing tor the variable length of
time between the two Inventories, It was determined that the book loss rate
per quarter has been reduced by approximately 50 percent.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study Indicated that: (1l the
detection system reduced the book loss rate within the Reference Col lectlon at
St. Cloud State University; (2) the book loss rate at St. Cloud State University
was below the average loss rate reported by other libraries; <3> patrons would
receive better service because fewer bQoks were stolen or borrowed without
authorization; and (4) a reduction in the book loss rate would save replacement costs of needed materials. The results further suggest a need for
addltlona·l studies on cl rculatlng collections to determine book loss rate.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM11ITTEE, JUNE 1977

Laurence B. SmeLser, Chairperson

POLISH NOVELS IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AND A GUIDE TO THEIR LOCATION IN THE LIBRARIES OF THE
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL !r'£TROPOLITAN AREA
Pau~

Theodore KuZas

PROBLEM: The problem of the study was to Identity the novels of Polish authors
that have been translated Into English and to Indicate those translations which
are available in Minneapolis-St. Paul area llbri!lrles.
PROCEDURE: To Identify the Polish novels which have been published In English
translation, general works on Polish literature and blographlci!ll dictionaries
of Europei!ln and world authors were examined and various appropriate bibliographies of translations were searched. The titles that were Identified were
then checked i!lgainst the catalogs of I lbrarles In the Minneapolis-St. Pi!!ul
metropoliti!ln area to determine If the translations were Included In their
col lectlons. The libri!lrles Included In the study were the MELSA (Metropolitan
Library Service Agency) libraries i!lnd the library of the University of
Minnesota.
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Biographical information about the authors and book reviews of the translations Included In the study were sought.
FINDINGS: The study lists a total of one hundred and thirty-six translated
Pol i sh titles by sevenTy-five different Polish authors. Of these one hundred
and thirTy-six translated titles, eighty-nine were found In the various
libraries In the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, f.f.AI 1978
La:Jrero.ce B. Sms Z.ser. Chail'fle%'6on

A PROFILE OF !rEDIA GENERALISTS AND THEIR ACCEPTANCE OF THE
INTEGRATED tiED/A CONCEPT

PROBLEM: The media generalist Is a basic component of the school media program.
Yet, In Minnesota, the media generalist is a new form of licensure. Because of
the media generalist's influence upon the media program, and eventually upon
the students who are served by the program, It was important tr.at the media
generalist be studied.
In Minnesota, as wei I as In the rest of the nation, the concept of an
Integrated media facl lity Is relat i vely new . The attitudes that media generalists exhibit towards the concept of Integrated media, wl II eventually determine
whether or not the concept wi I I survive.
Speclfical ly, the problem of this study was (1 ) to establish a profile of
licensed media generalists from within the state of Minnesota, and (2) determine
whether licensed media generalists agree with the integrated media concept.
PROCEDURE: The descriptive survey characterizes the approach used for gatherIng data In th i s study. The survey, in the form of a questionnaire, was sent
to a group of randomly selecTed media generalists, licensed as such by the
state of Minnesota. The data received was coded and transferred to data
processing cards for computer analysis and a printout of the frequency data.
From the descriptive patterns which emerged, the writer was able to establish
a profile of Minnesota media generalists and determine their acceptance of t he
integrated media concept .
FINDINGS: A profile, describing various characteristics of ~edla general lsts,
was established. Those characteristics, which were descr i bed, i ncluded sex,
age, title, tenure in present posit ion, previous positions, previous i nstitut ions, areas of responsibiliTy, and education .
It was found that media general lsts do accept the integrated media concept.
Their media faci l !ties are Integrated, and t he majority of ~edia generalists
strong ly agree with the i ntegrated media concept.
APPRCVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1978
L~Ter.ce

B. smeZser, Chcil'flerBon

PREDJCTII'G FUTURE INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CURRICULUMS

Robert K. Smith
PROBLEM: The intent o f this study was ( 1) to ident i fy future areas of
competencies Instructional ~eaia personnel need assistance in de vel opi ng;
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(2) to uti I i:e the Delphi technique as a means of predicting which competencies
of the state media standards Instructional media personnel wl I I need further
renewal in the next 20 years; C3l to predict which area Institutions of higher
learning in the State of Minnesota offering curriculums In Information media
should possibly direct their energies and resources In the next decade to meet
the future renewal needs of media personnel; (4) to further the growth of the
author in designing a method of pred i cting Instructional media curriculums and
tn designing a needs assessment of personnel presently In the field of informat ion media; CSl to observe the social dynamics of the Delphi approach as the
participants partake In the needs assessment; (6) to observe how the values
of the group participating In the study have changed tr. the course of the
study.
PROCEDURE: A series of three Delphi questionnaires was administered to
Individuals listed by the State Department of Education as being assigned as
media personnel by their epproprlate school districts. Thirty-four Delphi
questions were formulated fro~ lnformetlon obteined from the Minnesota State
Certification Standards. The means and variations of the three modified
Delphi questionnaires were examined to determine what the working media
"professional" thought about their competence as a certified media person.
The fourth correspondence with the participants reported to them the results
of the first three modified Delphi questionnaires. The results of each
quest ionnaire were tabulated via computer and cross-referenced. At-test was
used to establIsh the significance of the mean and variance for each question.
The results of each of the 34 questions from questionnaires one, two, and
three were then compared. Each participant was sent a copy of the final
results. A number of generel conclusions were drawn from the data.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results of the three Delphi questionnaires were
not particularly conclusive. The study, Predicting Future Instructional Media
Curriculums, tended to indicate thet those lndlvlduels surveyed generally were
rather confident about their capebl I ltles as media persons. A high rate of
variance on ten of the 34 questions tended to show more disagreement than the
other 24 competency based statements. The areas of greeter variance may
Indicate areas where Institutions of higher learning In the State of Minnesota
might offer new or Improved media curriculums. These possible areas are:
a. Abl llty to use computer resources
b. Abl lity to meet needs in the year 2000
c. Evaluation of processing services
d. Abl lity to meet needs In the year 1980
e. Ability In staffing
t. Abllltylnbudgetlng
g. Involvement In research
h. Abl I lty to use non-electronic resources
1. Ability In community relations
j. Ability In Inventory
k. Abl llty In electronic production
I. Abl llty to meet needs In the year 1990.
This study should encourage others to use the Delphi technique as a method of
predicting future media curriculums. Possibly this Information can be used to
establIsh more concrete guidelines tor using the Delphi technique as an
effective social scientific method tor predicting future curriculum needs.
APPROVED EY RESEARCH COf.flof..I'l.'TEX, OCTOBER 1978

LaLJrenae E. Sme Zser. Chairperson
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READING CONSULTANT
A COt.'PARATIVE STUDY OF TKO METHODS OF TEACHING A STUDY SKILL
IN A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS

Dennis T. lJu.mul
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study w~s to investlg~te the comp~ratlve effectiveness of (1) te~chlng socl~l studies at the junior high school level uti If zing~
textbook cont~lnlng ~supplemental, te~cher-deslgned study ald which w~s
lncorpor~ted Into the text as comp~red to C2l the rel~tfve effectiveness of
te~chlng social studies at the junior high school level using a textbook th~t
did not contain a supplemental, teacher-designed study ald. The supplemental
aid consisted of numbers written next to the assigned questions In the textbook
and the students being Informed that these numbers would refer them to a page
In their textbook where Information could be located to assist in answering the
assigned questions.
PROCEDURE: The sample consisted of 71 seventh graders who become eighth graders
during the course of the study . The students were divided into two groups. One
group consisted of 39 students who received a textbook containing numbers which
directed them to the pages In the textbook containing the answers to the
assigned questions. The other group consisted of 32 students who received a
textbook which did not contain the teacher-designed study supplement. The
group which received the textbooks containing the supplemental study aid was
cal led the Experimental Group. The group which did not receive the supplemental
study aid was cal led the Control Group. The students In the Experiment~ I Group
as wei I as those In the Control Group were divided Into sub-groups according to
their reading comprehension achievement scores on a standardized reading test.
The sub-groups were entitled the Low, Middle and High Reading Abl lfty Groups.
The test scores and the assignment scores of the var 1ous groups •11ere ana Iyzed
to determine whether or not there was a significant difference between the
groups prior to the time that the supplemental material was introduced as wei I
as during and after the time the supplement was provided. These ~ree phases
of the study were entitled the Pre-treatment, Treatment and Post-treatment
Phases of the study.
An analysis of variance was conducted to determine If there was a
significant difference between the mean test and mean assignment scores of
students who (1) received the supplemental study aid as compared to students
who did not receive the supplement and (2) students whose reading test scores
placed them i n the lower, middle and upper one-third of their class.
FINDINGS: The analysis of variance Indicated that there was no s ignificant
difference In the Pre-treatment, Treatment and Post-treatment mean scores of
the Experimental Group as compared to t he mean scores of the Control Group.
Tr.e analysis of variance, however, Indicated that at the .05 level there was a
significant difference between the mean scores of students In t he Low, Middle
and High Reading Abl llty Groups. This difference was found to exist during
the Pre-treatment, Treatment and Post-treatment Phases of the study .
AFPROVE:D BY RESEARCH COMJ.fiTTEE, NOVEMBER 1979

Roger L. Row::h, Chairperson
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THE EFFECT OF ADVANCE ORGANIZEPS ON SELECTING THE MAIN
IDEA IN EXPOSITORY PROSE PASSAGES

LuaiZZe I. FiZZenworth
PROBLEM: Sixty-two college students currently enrolled In Reading 120, a
reading rate improvement class, were giver, 20 expository prose passages rangins;
from 95 to 145 words in lens;th. The students were divided equally into two
groups. Group A received reading passages with the advance organizer as the
title ot the selection; Group B received identical passages but without the
advance organizers. The students were asked to read each passage, then select
the correct main idea from a series of five items. The students were not
allowed to see the items before reading the selection, nor were they allowed
to refer to the passage once reading time had been cal led. Although time was
not a factor In the study, a reasonable time limit was established tor both
reading and passage and selecting the main idea.
FINDINGS: AI I findings were established by using the t-test tor Independent
samples. The value for the t ratio was required to be significant at the .05
level tor a one-tal led test to Indicate a statistically slgnlflcant difference
between Group A and Group B. It was found that in this case the difference was
not large enough to support the experimental hypothesis.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiONS: The many variables which constitute comprehension and
the cognitive process must be more clearly defined before the efficacy of the
advance organizer can be established. These variables not only Include clarification of the elements of comprehension, but how these elements are perceived
by readers of differing cognitive styles and abllltles.
AFPROVETJ BJ RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1978

Roger R. Rouch, Chairperson

AN EXPERIMENTAL

INVESTIGATION OF n10 SPELLING METHODS

Jane A. Ho1"ns

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to investigate the relative effectiveness of two methods of spelling Instruction. The two methods, the Language
Arts Approach and a Unified Approach, were utilized In grades three and tour
during the 1979-80 school year, in two Robbinsdale Pub I lc Schools.
PROCEDURE: A random sample procedure was uti llzed to select from the tour
classrooms the two groups of subjects who were using the methods being
compared.
The two groups of sub j ects were administered two pretests <October, 1979)
and posttests <Apr! I, 1980) separately for each grade.
To test the slx nul I hypotheses on the relative effectiveness of the two
spelling methods, the Mann Whitney U-Test was administered to the sets of scores
obtained from the pretests, posttests, weekly tests and maintenance tests. The
sets of scores were compared to determine It there was a significant difference
in achievement at the .05 level of confidence.
FINDINGS: On the basis of the statistical results of the Mann Whitney U-Test,
two of the six nul I hypotheses were rejected for grades three and four. Grade
three experimental group pretest and posttest scores showed a slgnlflcant
d l tterence tor both the Wide Range Aahievement Test and the Stanford Aahievement
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Test scores.

However, only the Stanford Achievement Test pretest-posttest
scores showed a significant difference for both grade three and four of the
control group. The remaining tour hypotheses were accepted tor both grade
levels.
The results of the statistical analysis of the data compl led tor this
study revealed that the data was Inconclusive to accept or reject the nul I
hypothesis that there was no difference In achievement between the performance
of the experimental subjects using the Unified Approach, and the control
subjects using the Language Arts Approach .
CONCLUSIONS: Although there were no significant differences In attainment
through the weekly tests, maintenance tests, and pre-posttests tor grade tour
subjects, grade three exper imental subjects demonstrated significant growth
over control group subjects on the Wida Range Achievement Test pretestposttest scores.
The writer concludes that the Unified Approach provides equal spelling
proficiency In elementary school subjects as the Language Arts Approach .
However, the Unified Approach displayed Inherent elements which provides for
sood spel I lng Instruction: 1) an Individualized spelling list; 2) a systematic
method of study; and 3l a pretest of the weekly spel I lng words.
AEPROVED BI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, !-'.AI 1980

Roger Rouch, Chairperson

A STUDY OF THE DIAL SCREENING INSTRUMENT AND ITS
PREDICT READING~CCESS

ABILITY TO

PhyZZis Joanne MUrphy
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to Investigate the relationship that
reading ability has to the ~re-school screening device, DeveZopmentaZ Indicators
for the Assessment of Learning, hereinafter referred to as the DIAL, and two
other testing Instruments used at the conclusion of kindergarten and first
grade. This study was conducted ln a rural community ln East Central Minnesota.
PROCEDURE: This study was conducted during the tal I of 1975 consisting of
alI children who were four years old In the tal I of 1975. From a total of 209
children from this district, 197 or 94~ eligible children were screened, but
tor purposes of this study, only 89 subjects were used. These subjects had been
screened by the DIAL and had subsequently completed kindergarten and first grade
at the John F. Kennedy Elementary School at Lakevi I le, Minnesota. The measuring
instruments used In this study were the DIAL screening Instrument, the
Metropol-itan Reading Readiness Test and the Gates-MacGini.tie Reading Test. The
four subtests of the DIAL, namely gross motor, tine motor, concepts and
communication, were compared with the composite reading scores from the above
mentioned tests.
FINDINGS: A statistically significant Pearson product-moment correlation
coeffIcIent ( . 05 Iever ) was fcund to exIst between subtest scores on the DIAL
and the scores on the MetropoZitan Reading Readiness Test when an Intercorrelation matrix was comp leted. Positive correlations existed between the
gross and fine motor subtests of the DIAL and the Gates-MacGinitie Readi~~ Test.
The correlations of the concepts and communication subtests of the DIAL were
not statistically significant •11lth the Gates-MaaGinitie Reading Test.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: As a result of the study, the writer has found the
reI at! onsh I p between the performance on the DIAL subtests corre Ia tee 10 i th
reading achievement at the end of kindergarten as measured by the MetropoZitan
Reading Readir.ess Test. These same s~btests on the DIAL are not as statistically significant as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Teet.
The results of the data collected fn this study Indicate that other
variables have Interacted to make the results of the DIAL scores Invalid as
the child gets older. This Is borne out by the low correlations between the
DIAL subtest scores and the scores from the Gates-/4acGinitie Readir~ Test.
APPROVED EI RESEARCH COMJ.!ITTEE, AUGUST 1979

Roger Roueh, Chairperson

A CO/.f'ARJSON OF THO METHODS OF VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION

Mary Jo RoZZins
PROBLEM: A comparison of the sight recognition method and the decoding method
of vocabulary instruction to determine which method is the most effective mode
of teaching primary children.
PROCEDURE: A sample of 60 first grade subjects of the White Bear Lake school
district were used as the population of the study which was conducted from
September through February of the 1976-77 school year. The students were
administered the MetropoZitan Readiness Test, Form A, and the ~e-Thorndike
InteZZigence Test, Level 1, Form A, Primary 5attery. The students' scores and
observed abl litles were assessed by teachers. Upon this consideration,
children were assigned to the experimental and control groups over three
ab1 I lty levels which were low, middle and high. The experimental group of
subjects were taught reading vocabulary by the sight recognition ~~thod, while
the control group subjects were taught by the decoding method.
A test-retest design was established to compl lethe data collected. The
subjects were periodically given vocabulary tests based on Dolch word lists
(1941, pp. 196-215). The post test scores obtained were used to determine
means, standard deviations and T-scores.
FINDINGS: AI I findings were established for the values oft (the critical
ratio) at the .05 levels of significance. The findings of the study are the
fc flowing.
1. At the low abflfty level, Nul I Hypothesis #1 was accepted. There
appeared to be no significant difference In reading vocabulary mastery performance between the experimental and control groups on reading test 2-D-1.
2. At the middle abfllty level, Null Hypothesis 12 was accepted on
tests 2-D-1, 3-D-1, and 4-D-2. There appeared to be no significant difference
In reading vocabulary mastery performance between the experimental and control
groups.
3. At the middle abl I lty level, Nul I Hypothesis #2 Is rejected on test
4-D-1. There appeared to be a significant difference In the reed i ng vocabulary
mastery performance between experimental and control groups.
4. At the high abi llty level, Null Hypothesis #3 was accepted. There
appeared to be no significant difference In reading vocabulary mastery performance between the experimental and control groups en reeding tests 4-D-1, 4-D-2,
5-11-D-1, and 5-11-D-2.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: As a consequence of very slml far post test scores of
reading groups In both the experimental and control group classifications at
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all abl llty levels, each method of vocabulary Instruction, sight recognition
and decoding, appear to be relatively gocd Instructional approaches for the
teaching of reading vocabulary. AI I reading groups, regardless of abl llty
level, attained mastery levels established by the school district.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1977
Roge~

Rouch,

Chairpe~son

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF EARLY READING BEFORE FORk/AL READING
INSTRUCTION HAS BEGUN IN KINDERGARTEN ON READING
ACHIEVE!r£NT THROLGH GRADE SIX
Jean Et.izabeth Sahts1:zoom

PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this paper to try to determine to what extent
the child's early reading abl llty affected the reading achievement over a
period of time.
PROCEDURE: The California Achievement Test, Grades K-12, Form C and Form D
jointly referred to as CAT C and D, was used in alI test cases; it was
administered per standard Instructions.
The testing took place over a seven-year span, 1972 to 1979.
It was noted that authorities In the field of early reading showed
divergent and conflicting views on early reading. Approximately one-half of
the I iterature researched leaned away from the benefit of early reading whl le
the other half favored early reading.
FINDINGS:

Several Items of Interest were noted:
In this study most of the varl abIes tested found no signIficant
dl fference between early readers and nonearly readers.
2. Early readers may benefit from their early reading experience as it
relates to the mechanics of language and vocabulary.
3. According to this study early reading Instruction may be more
effective for the girls than boys In relation to vocabulary ski I Is.
1.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Since the statistics used were limited tc the two-way
analysis of variance, more research should be done on the long range effects of
early reading. This research would help educators, administrators and parents
more accurately determine If their children are ready for formal reading
Instruction.
APP!WVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1980
Roqe~

Rouch,

~aairp~son

SPECIAL EDUCATION
PERCEPTIOI'IS OF THE MAINSTREAM TEACHER, THE SPECIAL LEARNING
DISABILITIES TEACHER, AND PARENTS REGARDING INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS USED IN AN
INDIVIDUALIZED PLANNING CONFERENCE
Kathz•yn N. ACZZ'seth

It was the purpose of this study to Investigate the perceptions of
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Interpersonal communications and problem solving by the mainstream teacher, the
Special Learning Dlsabl I !ties teacher, and the parents d~rlng the IndividualIzed planning conference for a learning disabled student.
The sample population was drawn from the parents of learning disabled
students, mainstream teachers, and Special Learning Dlsabl litles teachers
Involved in Individualized planning conferences in the Crow River Pup! I Study
Services Cooperative, Joint Powers District 937 from the elementary and middle
school grades of seven participating schools over a period ct nine months.
Permission was obtained from the Coop Director and SLD lead teachers of the
seven participating schools. A questionnaire was given to each of the three
types of participants to be answered tel lowing the planning conference whl le
their perceptions were fresh In their minds and hopefully not contaminated by
any Intervening events.
Tests of significance Indicated that there were no differences In perceptions tor 37 of the variables on the questionnaire. The five variables
that had levels of significance were perceived differently by the observers.
These variables dealt with participation In the development of the lndlv!dual
educational plan, learning new Information about the student, Identification
of the reason tor the conference and teaching methods for the student and the
length of time spent In the conference.
Recommendations Include Improved conterenclng ski I Is such as sharing of
Information In simple direct language and Increased efforts In joint decision
making with the parent and teachers. It Is also recommended that the purpose
of conferences for lndlvlduallzed educational plans be thoroughly understood
by alI the participants.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMZ'ITEE, AUGUST 1979

Richazod Scribnsro, Chairperson

A COM'REHENSIVE THREE-YEAR FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF GRADUATES AND
DROPOUTS FROM THE CAREER EDUCATION CENTER COWONENT eF THE
BECKER-CLAY COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION COOPERATIVE
Larry L. Anderson

PROBLEM: There has been little or no feedback relating the degree of effectiveness of CEC programming as It applies to the problems and successes of Its
former students.
PROCEDURE: The research population Included twenty-five graduates and twentyfive dropouts who were randomly selected from lists of male and female
students compl led between 1973 and 1976. A third group was comprised of the
parents of the randomly selected students. Data was obtained through the
use of the Interview schedule technique with lte~s relating to academic,
vocational, social, and personal competencies. Separate Interviews with
parents and students were conducted In the homes of the Interviewees. The
responses were coded and tabulated by code, then processed tor computer
programming. Where the data lent Itself to such an analysis, a Chi-square
was computed to determine the slgnltlcance of differences between the groups.
A probabl llty of .05 or less resulted In the rejection of the nul I hypothesis.
FINDINGS: The successes of the graduates are more numerous than those of the
dropouts. They rate their ski lIs higher and possess better self-concepts.
,A.Ithough the dropouts are earning higher salaries, It Is hypothesized that,
given equal amount of time on the job, the graduates wl I I be earning substantially more than their promotions and frequencies and amounts of salary
Increases have outnumbered those received by the dropouts. The parents of the
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graduates are more aware and appear to be more concerned of their children's
problems and educational needs than the parents of the dropout students.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: There Is evidence from the data gathered that the
instructional programs In the academic and vocat ional areas are benefic ial to
the learning and application of basic ski I Is necessary tor obtaining and
keeping a job and that they are contributing directly to the successes of the
former students. There Is a need to better educate the parents regarding the
CEC programs n general and also a vital need to reach the potential dropout at
an earlier age In an attempt to keep them In attendance untl I graduation.
This Inference was made upon statements made by many of the graduates and
their parents that the CEC had offered an alternative setting and had renewed
Interest sufficiently to where the former student opted to remain In school
and receive his diploma. However, over seventy-five percent of the dropouts
left school shortly after their sixteenth birthdays when the legal option to
drop out was theirs.
AEPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JANUARY 1978

StanLey C. Kno:, Chairperson

SUM.1ER LOSSES OF VARIOUS PHYSICAL EDUCATION SKILLS DUE TO
NON-PROGRA/1/I(U/\G FOR THE TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDED

ArLene K. EeaL
PROBLEMS: The purpose of this study has been to explore the effects of consistency of physical education programming and t he maintalnance at physical
ski I Is In trainable mentally retarded chl ldren.
PROCEDURE : ihe sumple consisted of 54 trainable mentally retarded chi ldrer.
who were ambulatory and had been Involved in an adapted physical education
program In a public school for one year prior to testing. Thirteen tests
Involving strength, flexibility, endurance, and ski I I were administered to
each student at the end of the school year and again at the beginning of the
tal lowing school year. A smal I sample of seven non-summer school students was
matched with a sample at seven summer school participants to explore in a
very limited fashion, the possible effects at Involvement In min imall y
structured, short term programming.
FINDINGS: The absolute probability fer pr imary students was .087 and found
not to be significant at the .05 level of s ignificance . The probabili ty for
the secondary students was .0095 and found to be s lgnlflcar.t. The MannWhitney U Test used to compare the ranks of the non-summer school versus t ~ e
summer school group found no differences In 12 of 13 tests.
CONCLUSIONS: Results of this study suggest ·t hat trainable mentall y r e+arded
children require continued programming to maintain the ski li s acq ~.; ired lr.
physical education. Since there was no d i fference in the rank order of
scores In 12 of 13 tests when comparing summer school versus non-summer sc hool
group, It was concluded that non-spec i fic programming wi I I not ~alnta i n physical
skills for the TMR child.
f..FPRCVED BY RESEARCH CC!-JMI':':EE, AUGUST 1978

F!cyd W. Ayers, Chairperson
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A COMPARISON OF LOCUS OF CO!vTROL FOR NORA1A.L ELE!Y£NTARY AND
LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS
Janice J. Benson

PROBLEM: The Intent of this study was to determine If a difference exists in
the locus of control of Identified learning disabled ~nd a normal elementary
student population.
Locus of control Is a psychological trait Involving the control an
Individual believes he may or may not possess over both positive and negative
events In hls lite.
A review of literature revealed only one completed study comparing the
locus of control of a learning disabled population-and a normal populatlor.,
Hisama (1976). Replication of the study was recommended before any definite
conclusions were drawn.
Past studies on various populations have shown locus of control as a
variable that has tendencies towards certain characteristics, Is possibly
developed and influenced by environmental conditions and Is a variable that
should be considered when selecting reinforcements and classrocm settings.
The study attempted to answer the question: Is locus of control an
Identifiable trait that distinguishes the learning disabled frorr. a normal
population? It so, past research on other populations may be helpful in
setting up programs for learning disabled students.
PROCEDURE: A list ot alI regular classroom students in grades three through
six was obtained from the school administration. The Identified learning
disabled subjects · were palr-wlse matched with another subject of the same sex,
grade and ability as well as with another subject of the same sex, grade and
achievement level.
Abl llty was based on test scores obtained from the Kuhi~-Anderson
Test. Achievement scores were based on the results obtained from the Iowa
Basic Tests. Age and sex dat~ was obtained from their cumulative folders.
The locus of control was based on the Intellectual Achlevemer.t Responslbl llty
Questionnaire. The questionnaire was pre-taped and typed so each subject
could listen and read questions as he recorded hls answers.
Once the testing was completed, the t-test was used to determine the
significance ot differences between groups.
CONCLUSIONS: The t-scores showed no significant differences in total or subtota I I nte I Iectua I Achievement Res pons l b l II ty Quest lonna l re scores tor l dent!fled groups. Three Individual questions showed significant differences for
one or more groups. Due to the heterogeneous nature of Items and populations
Involved In the three questions, the differences were of little v~lue. Locus
ot control did not appear to be a distlngulsh~ble trait identifying a learning
disabled student from a normal student. The three nul I hypotheses were
accepted.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM<!ITTEE. MAY 1979

Rie'hazod S. Seril:mer, Chairperson

LEARNING DISAB/LrTIES:

A FAMILIAL STUDY

Linda Sue Benson
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to demonstrate tendencies of learning
dlsabi lltles In multlchl ld faml I les with one elementary aged child diagnosed
LD and to determine slml larltles In LD characteristics shared by the learning
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disabled child and his/her parents and siblings.
PROCEDURE: The percentage of elementary aged students In the Osseo School
District affected by LD was determined. A letter cf Introduction and a survey
formulated from Osseo's school enrollment form and Sl lver's (1971) conference
questionnaire were sent to the parents . Telephone Interviews with the parents
were also conducted and descriptive statistics were compl led on eighty-seven
LD students of multi child faml I les who responded to the survey.
FINDINGS: Four percent of Osseo's School District elementary aged population
was diagnosed learning disabled. In multlchlld families with one diagnosed
LD, eleven percent of the LD subjects' siblings were also so classified.
Thirty-nine percent of their parents and twenty-eight percent of the LD
siblings could be described as having a learning problem.
The survey demonstrated that forty-seven of the sixty-seven tam! lies
sharing learning problems also shared the same subject area weaknesses. Prenatal, perinatal and postnatal stress were considered without significant
results toward hypotheses.
SUMMARY: The study dealt with children In the Osseo School District. Results
Indicated more Incidences of LD In multlchl ld tam! lies having one of them
diagnosed LD. Parents and slbl lngs share similar LD characteristics with
their LD child.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, !I.AI IBBO
Riahard Sc:wflmsr, Chairperson

TEACHER ATTITUDES
FOR COPING

TOWARD MAJNSTREA.,WED CHILDREN:

STRATEGIES

Beth EZZen Bessesen
PROBLEM: It Is the purpose of this paper to determine the particular attitudinal factors Influencing the successful malnstreamlng of handicapped children.
Teacher artltudes toward the handicapped are examined, as wei I as classroom
organization and technical ski I Is.
PRCCEDURES: The research groups consist of two public school teacher groups,
and one group of Laboratory School teachers. The three groups were selected
because each group uti llzes a different form of classroom organization, from
"traditional" classes at one extreme, to an "open school" format at the other.
AI I three of the teacher groups were asked to complete a 24-ltem ques71onnaire. The survey is designed 7o el iclt Informat ion about teacher attitudes
toward the handicapped.
A chi square analysis was used to determine significant differences in
attitudes according to the type of classrocm structure uti I ized.
FINDINGS: Five of the survey items yielded a significant difference in
attitudes between the three teacher groups. Three additional items shewed
differences which were nearly signif i cant. All three teacher groups held
positive attitudes toward mainstreamed handicapped students. The Laboratory
Schocl teachers, with an open school format, held the most pcsiti ve ·attltudes.
The pub I ic school teachers, using a classroom organization wi t h learning
centers, ranked next In positive attitudes. The least pos itive attitudes were
held by the public school teachers in the more t radit ional classrooms.
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Suggestions are made for the special education
for facl liteting mainstreamlng.

teacher / cons~ltant

responsible

AFPBOt'E:D BY RESEARCH CO!ffi!ITTF:E, FEBRUAirr 1980

Stanley

Kno=.

Chairperson

A SEVEN YEAR
,'vfAJNSTREAMED

FOLLOI~P STUDY OF EMR
Hl~J/ SCHOOL PROGRAM

GRADUATES FROM A

Robert J. Carruth
The purpose of this study was to determine the vocational and personal
outcomes of the graduates of a ~~lnstreamed program for the educable mentally
retarded.
PROBLEM: There has been a lack of data In determining the relevancy of the
special education program to Its graduates. As a result, program decisions are
made that may affect the post-school adjustment of the graduates of the program.
PROCEDURE: Graduates from the years 1970 through 1977 were Interviewed tc
determine their vocational success and their level of self-sufficiency within
the community. The population was personally Interviewed and categorized
Into three groups according to the length of time since their graduation from
high schoo l . This was done to determine any trends In the vocational and
personal outcomes of the graduates.
FINDINGS: It wl!s determined th~t the graduates of the special education
program have made good vocl!tlonal adjustment. There was great diversity among
the types of jobs the graduates held. The per hour wage of the graduates were
toand to be wei I above minimum wage requirements. The male graduates received
a significantly higher wage per hour than the female graduates. The majority
of the graduates were employed on a tul I time basis. A number of procedures
were used to secure employment with parents being the most frequently used
source.
The personal outcomes Indicated that the majority of the graduates are
sti I I living at home with their parents. As the graduates were out of school
longer, they tended to I lve more Independently. Fifty-seven percent of the
graduates had a driver's license and alI the graduates experienced no difficulty
In mobility. The majority of the graduates uti llzed a savings account, whereas,
only 43 percent made use of a checking account. Twenty-five percent of the
graduates had married with slightly more than half of these ending In divorce.
There was a considerable involvement by the graduates In secondary and
post-secondary training programs. The secondary level Included vocational
technical schools and work study programs, whereas,post-secondary training
agencies Included rehab! lltatlon agencies, colleges and vocational technical
schools.
SU~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS:
Several recommend!!tlons were made I!S a result of this
study, with the Intent of assisting the future graduates In ~aklng a more
positive post school adjustment. More extensive Involvement by the DVR
counselor was recommended to provide Information on services provided for the
graduates. There Is a need for a job preparation class to tacl !!tate the
transition from school to the world of work.
There Is a need to develop an apartment training program tor the high
school seniors to prepare them tor Independent living.
There should be Increased support services tor secondary students whl le
attending the vocational technical schools. The vocational technical institute
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staff should receive an In-service training on how to deal with special education students within their classroom.
The special education staff should be continuously aware of post school
training programs. This Information should be shared with parents as wei I as
the special education student.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1978

WiZZiam LoveZa.c:e, Chairperson

WRITTEN LANGUAGE SKJLLS OF BLOOMINGTON TITLE I CHILDREN AS
COM' ARED WITH NON-TITLE I CHILDREN

The purpose of this study was to Investigate the written language ski I Is
of children In three grade levels. It was hypothesized Title I students would
make significant gains but not exceed non-Title I students; that there would
be a slcnlficant difference between male and female scores and between scores
of students with less than one year of service and those with more than one
year.
There were 29 second graders, 44 third graders and 34 fourth graders In
the Experimental group. There were 24 third graders in the Control group. The
Picture Story language Test was used to pre and post measure on five scales,
Total Words, Total Sentences, Words Per Sentence, Syntax and Abstract thinking
level.
The study followed a quasi-experimental design centered around nonequlvalent control groups. After testing a t-test analysis was used. An Analysts of
Variance and ~~ultiple Classification were used tc determine overall main
effects on three variables--grade, sex and service.
When results were examined the Experimental group made significantly
greater gains In four out of five scales but did not exceed the Control group
which meant the first hypothesis was supported. Females scored significantly
greater gains than males In two out of five scales I~ a total group comparison
which !ended partial support to the second hypothesis. The amount of service
a child had received was of no significance In gain scores. The third hypothes is ·.;as not sup ported.
When syntax error types were examined the same top four error categorl es
remained on the post test at a! I grade levels. Those categories were omission
of punctuation, emission of capital letters, word usage-addition and word
usage-substitution.
The significant gains made by the Experimental group suggest continuation
of the treatment program. Findings also suggest that beginning •o~rlters show
no difference between males and females but differences begin showing up at
the end of second grade with females making significant gains. Perhaps females
profit more from academic Instruction or a different instructional approach
should be taken with males.
Gains In syntax appear to be made slower than other areas. Perhaps this
Is due to a correlation between written and oral language with oral language
patterns wei I established before school age. This finding suggests a different
approach to syntax instruction should perhaps be used.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMIT!'EE, AUGUST 1979
Stan~ey

C.

Y~oz,

Cr~irperson
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A STUDY OF THE ATTITUDES
AFTER INSERVICE TRAINING

Connie Faye

(Is~e )

OF EDUCATORS TOWARD HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Christiansen

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to assess malnstreamlng lnservlces
which were presented during 1978-79 In the Little Crow Cooperat ive to see If
di tferences exist between the qual lty of malnstreaming lnservlce proposals
and attitudes cf schools toward the handicapped after receiving malnstreamlng
lnserv!ces.
PROCEDURES AND FINDINGS: The subjects for the study were alI educators In the
Little Crow Cooperative ll'hlch consists of fifteen school districts In and
around WI I lmar, Minnesota.
AI I educators In the cooperative were requested to answer the Attitudes
Toward Handicapped Individuals CATHil Sca le along with an eleven question
Information sheet. There were 628 questionnaires received from educators in
the cooperative.
A malnstreamlng lnservlce proposal was developed by each school district
and submitted to the Special Education Director. Three Independent judges
rated the malnstreaming lnservlce proposals using pre-determined criteria.
The proposals were then assigned a point value and a quality of rating of
either poor, average, or excel lent.
T-test, analysis of variance, multiple regression and Pearson r Corre lation
were used to test levels of significance on the nul I hypotheses. Years of
teaching experience was found to be significant on alI of the tests. Other
var i ables found to be significant Include: Cll location of school, C2l credits
beyond baccalaureate degree, (3) sex of educator, (4) number of special education credits, (5) handicapped friend or relative, and (6) grade taught.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: Valuable information was collected In regard to
teacher's aTtitudes toward the handicapped In the Little Crow Cooperative.
AI I school district s were found to have overal I positive scores toward the
handicapped, but particular variables tested suggest that possessing certain
characteristics may predict a more or less favorable aTtitude toward the
handicapped . This i nformation can now be used to help bu l ld more effect i ve
training programs that wl I I meet specific schoo l district's needs and hopefull y wl I I create change In educator's attitude toward the handicapped.
APPROVED EI RESEARCH COm.ITTEE, J ULI 1979

James LMs, C"nairperson

CONTENT ANAL YS/S
REVIEW STAFFINGS

OF EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAM PLAN AND PERIODIC

Joanne M. CZepper

This study investigated the categories of parental Involvement present In
IEP and per iodic review stafflngs of special education students, as wei I as
Investigated the frequencies of verbal contribution categorizations of differing
staffing participants. Using a Sattler-MI I ler Contribution Classification
System (modified by author), the dialogue of seven tape recorded stafflngs
from t wo school districts were classified . Special Learning and Behavioral
Problem teacher, parent and classroom teacher were the most common participants
In the seven staffings examined. It was found that the greatest percentage of
tal I led categorizations In alI the stafflngs was In t he problem centered
contr l butlor. area. This was also found to be true for each overal I part icipant
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role. However, a low percentage was recorded for parents In the category of
giving suggestion or solution. Only four categorizations were tal lied In this
category over all seven tapes . Procedure centered contributions were cons Istent Iy Iow or nonexistent In each tapIng and by each partIcIpant ro Ie .
Special Learning and eehavloral Problem teacher was the only participant role
to measure contributions In the category of giv ing a procedural suggest ion.
The highest level of participant centered contributions over alI staffir.gs,
was made by the parent.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH CO!!MITTEE, .'lOVEMBER 1978

Floyd W. Ayers, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF SOME SPECIFIC VARIABLES ON ATTITUDES OF LEARNING
DISABLED CHILDREN TOWARD SOME COM!IDN DIMENSIONS OF SCHOOL

Audrey Luci!Ze DaZien
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was t o determine if the variables of age,
grade, sex, IQ, months of service delivery, minutes of dai ly service, arithmetic
score, spelling score and reading score have a significant relationship on the
attitudes of learning disabled children toward the following s ix dimens ions of
school: ( 1) Teacher-Mode of Instruction, (2) Teacher-Author ity and Centro:,
(3) Teacher-Interpersonal Relationship, (4) Peers, (5) Learning, (6) School
Social Structure and Climate.
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS: Fifty-two LD children were administered the School
The test Inc I uded 80 dIfferent quest! ens whIch were read to
them by proctors. Multiple regression analysis revealed variables of age,
grade, spel I lng score, and arithmetic score were significant i n the prediction
of attitudinal responses of some school dimensions as measured by the Schoo~
Sentiment Inde:: beyond the .05 level.

Sent-=.ment Inde::.

APPROVE:D B:t RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

Richard Sr::ribner, C1-.airperson

A PROCEDURE FOR REINFORCER ?REFERENCING IN SEVERELY/ PROFOUNDLY
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
Nei l R. Doughty

It is important to the s uccess of spec ial educat ion ~rograms using
behavior ana lysis techniques to identify strong reinforcers fer students. Data
are presented that show a procedure uti II z i ng an int erlock in g progress ive-rat io
(!PR J schedule of reinforcement can be used to quickly determine reln f orce~en t
preference for some mu It I hand l capped ch II dren. Fl ve students were assess-sd by
calculating response t itration level across six stimulus events . Two severel y
handicapped subjects preferred the tact! le and auditory reinforcer categories
more than the baseline condition but less tnan the visua l reinforcer category.
This pattern was stable across both subjects. The three profound ly handicapped
sub j ects either di d not have a preference for any of the rein forcers or t his IPR
procedure was not sens itive tc them. The signif icance of t he d i fferences In
per formance generated by t he severe ly handicapped chil dren an d t he profounc ly
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handicapped children are discussed. Future areas of data co l lect lon and program
design, such as using the IPR procedure as a diagnostic tool and determining
those visual stimul i which can be effect i vely used as reinforcers are suggested.
APPROVED BY F.ESEARCl:i COMMITTEE, !.JAY 1S78

StanZ.ey C. F.r.o:::, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF SOCIAL AND TOKEN REINFORCEMENT ON THE PRODUCTION
OF NOVEL AND DIVERSE FORMS IN THE DRAKINGS OF SECONDARY
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Jean EZ.izabeth Ege

The purpose of this study was to determ i ne if Instructions alene, token
reinforcement, or descript i ve reinforcement would Increase form diversity In
the drawings of high schoo l students. Genera l ization to a standard i zed test
of creativity was also explored.
Creativity was defined as behavior which had not been previous ly displayed
by the Individual. Diverse art forms were defined as forms new for a particular
session, but not new compared to alI prev ious sessions. Novel forms were
defined as drawing forms which were new compared to forms appearing i n alI
previous drawings.
The subjects were three students from St. Cloud Apollo High School in
St. Cloud, Minnesota. The selection was made on the basis of low production
of diverse forms during an Initial drawing session.
The experimental phases consisted of a baseline measure and t hree exper i mental conditions. Sess ion duration, novel forms, and diverse forms were
recorded for each drawing.
Phase I consisted of instructions. Phase I I consisted of token reinforcement for novel forms and descriptive reinforcement tor diverse forms. Phase I I I
consisted of descriptive reinforcement only.
The subjects attended the experimental sessions during their free time at
school. Each student participated for 20 minutes, two or three times a week.
A small reinforcer (10 cent value) was awarded for each session, non-contingent
on the production of novel forms.
The results of this study were In agreement with previous s imil ar research.
Instruct l ons to "be cr'eatl ve" had no cons l stent effect on the product ion of
novel or diverse fo~s. Form diversity Increased during the exper imental phase
of token reinforcement and descriptive reinforcement for al I three subjects.
The length of time spent on each drawing also Increased across exper imental
phases for alI three subjects. The high rate of diverse form producti on was
maintained when token reinforcement was withdrawn.
It was found that the directly treated aspects of creativity (novelty and
diversity> generalized to the circles and squares subtest of the Torrance Test
of Creative Thinking.
The results of this study suggest that creative aspects can be i ncreased
through the type of re i nforcement given .
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

Joan BigZ.er, C"nairperson
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INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BET!iEEN PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT AND
TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTION
Bradford Morris E!ZevoZd

PROBLEM: It w~s the purpose of this study to determine the relationship of
pupil achievement and pup! I sex on te~cher lnter~ctlon style In dyadic contacts with children.
PROCEDURE: Forty children age seven through ten were administered the California Achievement Test. Four pup! Is from each of the ten classrooms observed
were selected for this study. In e~ch classroom the two pup! Is Cone boy and
one g!rll receiving the lowest cumul~t!ve achievement score and the two pup! Is
Cone boy and one g!rll receiving the highest cumulative ~ch!evement scores
were selected. Teacher-pup! I Interaction for two hours of class time for each
child was recorded according to the Flanders' Interaction Analysis Category
System. A second observer trained In Interaction analysis provided a reliabl llty measure. When the data was col !ectad an analysis of variance was
computed between the achievement groups and teacher interaction style
(lndlrect:Direct ratlol, and an analysis of variance was computed between pupil
sex differences and teacher interaction style ( lndlrect:Direct ratio).
FINDINGS: The chi ldran of the different achievement levels were treated
differently. Low achieving pup! Is received a more direct teaching style while
high achieving pupi Is elicited a more indirect teaching style. There w~s no
relationship found between pup! I sex and teacher interaction style.
SUMMARY: Te~chers Interacted differently with the students of different
achievement levels. Teachers did not interact differently with pup! Is on the
basis of sex.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JULY 1977
F7..oyd Aysrs, Chai.rperson

ANALYSIS OF A SCREENII\G BATTERY FOR EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF
LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN
Doris M. Entfll'

PROBLEM: Recent emphasis on early identification has brought about a need to
f ind tests which are most useful for Identifying students with learning problems.
PROCEDURE: The study centers on an analysis of a screening battery of tests
used for the early identification of kindergarten students who were reported to
be learning disabled. Comparisons were made of test scores and test codes,
test scores and special teacher ratings, and test scores and type of service.
FINDINGS: Tests cf basic academic ski I Is were found to be most useful for
early Identification of students with learning prob lems.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977
Stan.Zey Kno:r, Chairperson
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PEER ACCEPTANCE OF LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN IN THE CLASSROOlrf
My1'71Cl L. Erickson

The purpose of this study was tc determine social acceptance and peer
relationship of learning disabled children who leave their classroom for one
hour of resource room service per day.
The method employed was to administer a sociometric instrument to nine
fourth and fifth grade classrooms In which there was at least one learning
disabled student. The sociometric Instrument used was designed to measure who
the children would like to sit near, work with and play with. The achievement
ability of the children was determined by their most current Iowa Baste Ski I Is
Test score.
Findings indicate a significant relationship between sociometric status
and achievement in the three activities tested. High achieving children as a
group received a significant amount of the choices, placing them ir. the above
average and most popular categories whl le low achieving children received
significantly fewer choices, placing them in the below average, neglectee
categories. The most significant difference was found In who the children
would like to wcrk with and the least significant difference was found in who
the children chose to play with.
When comparing choices received by learning disabled children and low
achieving children, no significant difference was found in the amount of
choices given to either group in the three activities tested. However, learnIng disabled children were chosen the least in alI activities tested although
the differences were not significant.
Most chi idren chose to sit near, work with and play .... lth chi idren in
the other two achievement areas as wei I as their o....n. Learning disabled
children and low achieving children as a group were chosen less often by their
classmates and chose each o~her !ess often than they chose from the two higher
achieving groups.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMJ.!ITTEE, AUGUST 1978
WiZZiam LoveLace, ChaiT'person

PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION DUE PROCESS PROCEDURES
AND PARE/IfTAL KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR LEGAL RIGHTS AS STATED IN
PUBLIC LAW 94- 142
Nancy Ann Fenna

This study examined parental perceptions of and involvement In the due
process procedures of their special education chi I d. It also measured parents'
kno....ledge of their legal rights as stated In Public Law 94-142.
The purposes of this study were to determine: 1) If parents of special
education children are being afforded a coequal status with school personne l ,
2l It parents are Informed of their legal rights, and 3) If different groups of
parents have different perceptions regarding their Input Into educational
decision making.
Parents whose children were receiving special educational services from
elementary or secondary SLBP, elementary or secondary EMR, or elementary speech
were surveyed. Questionnaires were mal led to 263 parents of special education
children. This represented a random sample taken from a population of
approximately 845. One hundred twenty-five of the questionnaires were returned.
The data were analyzed using a combination of descriptive and Inferential
statistics.
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The study found that: ll parents feel their Input Is necessary when
educational decisions are made about their child, 2) parents feel they make
decisions together with school personnel, and 3) parents were able to respond
correc~ly to two-thirds of the questions pertaining to their rights.
There
were no significant differences between groups on any of the survey quest ions.
APPROVE'[) BY RESEARCH COMMITIEE, AUGUST 19'19

StanLey C. YJWz, Chairperson

A STUDY OF ELEMENTARY TEACHER ATTITUDES
STUDENTS

Tm!~RD

HANDICAPPED

PROBLEM: The purpose ot this study was to determine If a populat ion of
elementary teachers exhibit simi far attitudes toward handicapped ir.d lvlduals In
their classroom. A secondary purpose was to determine the extent of significance of certain variables: location ot school, sex, years of experience,
number of students currently In the c lassroom, arr~unt ot additional education,
education In the field of special education, number of special education
students in the classroom, contact time with the special education personnel,
friend or relative who Is hanc!lcapped, amount of time special educati on students
receive spec i al services, and the type of educational setti ng In relationship
to the attitudes that the teacher possesses.
PROCEDURE: The elementary teachers of the Litt le Crow Cooperative were
administered the Attitudes Toward Handicapped Indi~iduats Scate and a data
sheet In the spring of 1979 . The scale was administered by the schcol di strict
personnel and then returned . The data and test scores were computed. Analy s is
of variance was uti I I zed to determine significance of the quest ions. · T-tests
were employed on slgnlf1cant questions. Pearson correlation coeffic ients ·. ;ere
computed between attitudes and between att !tudes and questions. AI I questions
were f urther analyzed with the multiple regression technique.
RESULTS: After examining the variables to determine if differences exist in
the attitudes of elemen~ary teachers In the Little Crow Cooperative, it was
determined that two variables were significant: years of teaching experience
and amount of addit ional education. A relationship exists between those twc
variables and the age of the teacher. This re lationsh ip does not exist beTween
the other descriptors: school district teacher works in, sex, numbe r of students
currently In their classroom, educat ion In the field ot special ec!ucat io n,
number of special education students in their classroom, time sper.t with
special education personnel, friend or re la~lv e who is han dica pped, amount c~
t ime handicapped receive services and type of setting. They were not
stat i stically analyzable due to the limited variance In th e responses. T~e
ATHI Scale had a high amount of Internal consistency.
CONCLUSIONS: There exist differences In teacher att itudes toward the hanc!i cappec among the elementary teachers In the Little Crew Cooperative. Yea rs o~
experience and the amount of additional education are the areas ·~here t he
differences exist. A high amount of Internal corsistency was found lr. us!r.g
the ATHI Scale. It was difficult to respond to the statements, due to the use
of the term handicapped which was too general. A s~ecif ic dlsabil ity shou ld be
examined.
AFFF.OVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, AUGUST 19'19

Richard Scribner,

Gr~irperson
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF REGULAR EDUCATION AND LEARNING DISABILITIES
TEACHERS' KNOWLEDGE OF PHONICS GENERALIZATIONS

PRC8L~:
Teachers of children wltM learnlna dlsabi litles are ofte~ faced with
the task of teaching pho~ics as a part of r;adlng to disabled readers. The
quest ion arises as tc whether these teachers are adequately prepared concerning their own knowledge of phonics.

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE: The purpose of this study was to determine whether
learr.lng disabi I itles teachers as wei I as regular education teachers were wei I
versed In phonics generalizations. Four groups of teachers were tested on
phonic generalizations: Secondary teachers, elementary teachers, LD teachers
from elementary backgrounds, and LD teachers from secondary backgrounds.
FINDINGS: The results showed that of alI those tested, the
73 percent correct on the Durkin Phonics Test for teachers.
for each group follow.
SLBP Secondary
SLBP Elementary
Ele!Tl6ntary
Secondary

average score was
The mean scores
49.5
51.4
47 .C
32.2

CONCLUSIONS: It was cone I uded from these scores that secondary teachers are
net as wei I versed in phonics as any of the other groups. The mean scores of
the other groups seem to indicate that no significant difference exists between
therr.. Experience was found tc play no significant part In teacher knowledge.
It can also be concluded that teachers with previous secondary teaching backgrounds show an increase in their knowledge of phonics when they become SLBP
teachers.
EFP.CVED EY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, NOVE!.fBER 1978

F!oya

w.

Ayers, Cnairperson

AN ANAL YS/5 OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
ON hVPROVING COMPREHENSION

OF THREE TEACHING PROCEDURES

Barbara K. Hakes
PROSL~I:
An effective teaching procedure was needed to Improve the comprehension ski! Is of an eight year old male.

PROC9JURE: This study examined the effectiveness of three teaching methods.
These methods were quest! on i ng (Procedure A.l, sequence of I de as (Procedure Bl
and outlining the rraln Idea and detai Is (Procedure Cl. The three methods were
alternated with instructional sessions on an unpredictable schedule. A 100
word story was used in each session followed by ten questions •. Questions consisted of five textually explicit questions, three textually Implicit and
two scripta! implicit questions. A multi-element design was used. Results
were graphed.
FINDINGS: Training for Procedure C took longer to master. Procedure A
resulted in 61 per cent accuracy on questions. Procedure B resulted In 71
per cent and Procedure C resulted In 87 per cent accuracy. Accuracy according
to types of questions ranged from 71 per cent to 75 per cent. Procedure C
sho~· ed the most accur~cy or. the three types of questions.
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CONCLUSIONS: Using an outline procedure of maln Idea and datal Is was the best
method of comprehension Instruction tor this chl I d. Thls supports earl fer
theories that the abl llty to organize material alds comprehension. The method
utlllzlng sequence was not as effective as the method of outl l nlng but It was
more effective than the method of questioning.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITrEE. MAY 1980
WiZZiam LaveZace. Chaizoperson

AN ANALYSIS OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE RELATING TO THE REFERRAL
PATTERNS AND ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS OF ELENENTARY
SCHOOL CHILDREN
Frank R. HCD"!'ington

The primary purpose of this study was to determine lf there ls a relatlonshlp between chronological age and the referra l of students for special service
programs . It also attempted to determine the relationship of age and achievement .
The procedure included a tabulation of Stanford Achievement Test scores
tor grades K-4 students who had been categorized by grade, by age, and by
referral or non-referral to spec ial service programs. Chi-square and the
Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation were used to examine the data.
The results showed that there was no relationship between age and referral
patTerns when examined by chi-square. Nlne of the twelve coefficients of
correlation were not significant. The pattern of the three significant
coefficients was such as to not be meaningful.
The conclusion of the analysts In this particular study finds no relationship between the age cf entrance and various school outcome measures.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE. AUGVST 1979
F!oyd W. Ayers. Chairperson

REDUCTION OF INAPPROPRiATE VOCALIZATIONS IN SEVERELY RETARDED
ADOLESCENTS IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL SETTING

r.·.

MichaeZ Eokeness

Inappropriate vocal izat lons may disrupt the learning environment ln a TMR
special education classroom by interferrlng with t he verbal cues presented to
the student. The reduct ion of these behavior by the appl icatlon of a minimall y
aversive procedure would be desirab le for professional and ethical reasons.
The procedure used should not have undesirable effects on collatera l behaviors.
In this study, the effects of contingent applications of an overcorrection
type procedure on Inappropriate vocalizations were assessed. The procedure
consisted of placing a cloth over the student's mouth for two seconds. The
subjects were three, severely retarded, Institutional !zed, adolescents enrol lee
In a pub! fc school TMR classroom. An A-8-A-8 reversal design was employed to
determine experimental control of the target behavior. The effects of t he
procedure applied on three variable-ratio schedules. Variable-ratios of t our,
eight, and three were successively Introduced following the A-8-A-6 phases
with one of the sub j ects of the sTudy.
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The effects on coll~teral beh~viors were ~!so assessed. Bel':~viors
observed were i nappropriate v oc~llzations in a control sett i ng, the percent
of successfu l responding on classroom ~ctlvltles and the dally frequenc y of
ur.des i rab Ie beh~vl ors that were being cons equated by other behav i ora I
procedures.
The results were varied. With the first sub j ect, the rate of the target
behavior dropped lnltlally but recovered in the second treatment phase. Wit h
the second sub j ect, the rate of vocalizations Increased with the applicat i on
cf the procedure. With the third subject, the rate of lnapprcprlate vocalizations dropped substantially and maintained a low rate across three different
variable-ratio schedules. The more frequently the procedure was applied in
these schedules, the greater was the effect on reducing the rate of the target
ber.av ior. Nc adverse effects were observed on the target beh11vior In the
control sett l na or in the rate of otl':er undesirable behaviors. There were no
adverse effects on the percent of successful responses In classroom activities
in the second and third subjects. There was an adverse effect on the classroom performance of the first subject. Classroom performance was measured
solel y on the resu lts of speech training In the first subject whereas the
performance measures taken or the other subjects were on less closely related
activities.
It was recommended th~t the procedure be used In the classroom as long as
possible adverse effects on speech development are monitored.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COf.!P..ITTEE, MAI 1980
~·ames

F. Leur:s, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION ON DISAFFECTED STUDENTS

Judith ftf. HonkoZ.a

The purpose of this study was to Investigate the effects of alternative
l on on disaffected students at the j un lor h l gh schoo I l eve I. It was
hypothesized that there would be no difference in growth between four groups
of students. These groups being: Cal students receiving alternative educat i on, ( bJ those referred, but not accepted because of program limits,
(c) S.L.S.P. students receiving service, and (dJ mainstream students.
The means of pre and post testing of reading, math and composite scores
on the SRA <Science Research Associates) and past records of attendance and
school behaviors were compared. A sign test was employed to measure absolute
and relative growth. The binominal probability test was used to see If the
results were s ignificant. In comparing students In the alternative program
with other groups of students the nul I hypotheses were rejected at the .05
level of significance. The nul I hypotheses for the other groups of students
were accepted.
Further, It was recommended that additional research into the effectiveness
of alternative education on these students be executed over a longer period of
time.
educ~t

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM!J.ITTEE, FEBRUARY 1980

Floyd W. Ayers, Chairperson
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RANDOM VERSUS PATTERNED WRD LISTS
FOR LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS

IN SPELLJJIK; INSTRUCTION

Pa-tricia H. Howe

The purpose of this study was to Investigate the comparative effectiveness
of two methods of presenting spel I lng lists to learning disabled secondary
school students. It was hypothesized that presentation of spelling words
grouped according to their linguistic patterns would result In better performance on a test of those words and transfer words than would the random
presentation of the same words.
Using a posttest-only control group design and applying a t-test for
Independent samples, It was found that no significant differences resulted
between the experimental and control groups. It was concluded that presenting
words according to linguistic patterns was not more effective than random
presentation.
Further, It was recommended that additional research into the topic of
spelling for learning disabled students sho~ld uti llze a deductive teaching
method and be executed over a longer period of time.
APPROVED EY RESEAE.CH COMMITTEE, .4UGUST 1977
F!oyd W. .4yers, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF LABELJJIK; A STUDENT LEARNIJIK; DISABLED IN RELATION
TO TEACHER EXPECTATIONS
Roger W. Hunt

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine It two randomly selected
groups of teachers from Sample A <Chaska Elementary School l and Sample 8
<Chanhassen Elementary School) plus two non-randomly selected groups from
Sample C (teachers enrol led In a practlcum In SLD through St . Cloud State
University) would differ In the evaluation of one student using a rating
Inventory to evaluate reading, math, spelling, and other observable behaviors
when one group was Informed that he was of average abl llty and the other
group was Informed he was learning disabled.
It was also Intended to determine If the years of teaching experience,
grade level the subjects taught at, and training In SLD have a significant
Influence on the subjects evaluation as It relates to the labeled or unlabeled
student.
PROCEDURE: A total of 79 subjects were divided Into two groups. One group
was Informed the student was learning disabled wht lethe other group was
Informed he functioned normally In school. The subjects evaluated a fourth
grade boy who was chosen on the basts of "normal" functioning In alI academic
and non-academic areas plus his Intellectual performance, as measured by the
Wechsler Intel ltgence Scale for Chi ldren--Revlsed. A 30 minute color videotape was developed and shown to the subjects of the student performing in
reading, ~ath, spelling, and other observable behaviors (wh ich included
language, attention span, and ~~tor activities>. Just prior to the showing
of the videotape, the subjects were gi ven a non-normed rating Instrument
which was developed by the researcher. It was the intent to give the subjects
(classroom teachers and SLD practicum students) a relatively complete and
comprehensive tool to evaluate the student in areas which coincided with the
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videotape. St~tlstical evaluations were then made on the reading, mat h,
spelling, observable behaviors, and the total evaluation score.
FINDINGS: A multi-analysis cf variance and a "t" test between mean scores,
using a .05 level of confidence, was employed. It was found that when the
sample groups were Informed he was learning disabled, he was evaluated
significantly lower in reading, math, and the total evaluation score compared
to the sample groups that were Informed he functioned normally in school.
There were no significant differences In the evaluation In spelling and
observab Ie behaviors. The years of experl ence of tr,e teachers dId not have a
signiflcar.t effect. The different grade levels that the teachers taught at
had a significant Influence In reading and the total evaluation score but not
in math, spelling, and observable behaviors when comparing teachers that were
told the student was learning disabled and teachers that were told he functioned normally In school. Although, significant differences existed between
classroom teachers and the SLD teachers there were also significant differences
between the two sample groups of classroom teachers. Therefore, SLD training
cannot be demonstrated as an effective deterrent to being affected by labe ls
In this study.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: The results Indicated that labeling has a lowering
effect on the evaluation of a student. The findings were not conclusive
enough or the sample sizes large enough from which to base very strong
generalizations. Further study on the effects of labeling learning disabled
are necessary. It the negative effects of labeling are significant, change In
educational policy Is warranted.
APPROVED EI RESEARCB COMJIJTTEE, AUGVST 19'19.

Jamu F. Leu.;i.s, Chairperson

A REL/AB/LfTY AND VALIDITY STUDY ON A VISION ASSESSM£1\T INSTRUMENT
FOR TEACHEPS OF PROFOUNDLY AND SEVERELY RETARDED MULTIPLY
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Mary Eutchings-Ruprecht
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to determine whether The VIsion
Assessment Instrument, devised by this investigator, was a valid and reliable
Instrument capable of being used by teachers of the trainable mentally retarded
to supplement a visual diagnosis completed by medical professionals.
PROCEDURES: Twenty-two classroom teachers were asked to complete a VIsion
Assessment Instrument on twenty-nine trainable mentally retarded students.
The assessment consisted of three sections: 1) observations of the physical
structure of the eye most commonly related to eye disorders or diseases;
2) a series of assessment Items In which the teacher was asked to elicit a
response tor the student; and 3) a set of questions that the teacher was asked
to answer, based on his/her long term prior knowledge of the student's visual
behavior. The consulting optometrist associated each Item on the assessment
with one or more of five possible categories: 1l poor focus, 2l muscle
Imbalance, 3l eye pathology or disease, 4l photosensitivity, and 5l visual
functioning. Three optometrists, in addition to the consulting optometrist
also categorized each of the thirty-eight assessment Items tor validation of
the consulting optometrist's categorizations.
A VIsion Assessment Instrument was completed by the consulting optometrist
on each of the students In the sample, using his reports as the criterion tor
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answering the questions. For valldatlon purposes, these assessments were
correlated wtth those completed by the teachers. Inter-rater rellabl llty was
obtained for ten cf the twenty-nine assessments completed by the teachers.
Ref lab! lity was also calculated between teachers tor each Item on the ten
assessments.
FIND INGS : The results of the investigation Indicated that categorizations of
the consulting optometrist were an accurate measure of how an optometrist
would categorize the Items on the VIsion Assessment Instrument . When the
teacher's assessments were correlated with those of the consulting optometrist,
the results showed that the teachers were able to perform ln a slml lar manner.
Hlgh coefficients shown In the ref lab! I ity results further indicated that the
teachers could use the vlslon Instrument reliably and accurately, and that
they could provide supplementary Information to the medical professionals to
ass lst them ln making rno're accurate diagnoses of the student's vi sua I acuity
and functioning.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMIT!EE, NOVEMBER 1978

StanZey C. Kno:, cr.airperson

THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF POTENTIAL DISAGREEMENT BET':YEEN PARENTS
AND TEACHERS IN THE BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT OF MJDERATELY TO
PROFOUNDLY RETARDED CHILDREN
David R. Kie!J)(ltt

Research generally supports the prem ise that parents as a group can
accurately estimate their chi ld 1 s level of funct ioning with results quite
consistent to the professional estimates. However, when school personnel
meet with the parents of moderately to profoundly handicapped chi ldren to
plan educational programs, they must deal with the reality of fac i ng s i ngle
sets of parents who may or may not agree with the professionals' estimate of
their child's ab i lity. '~hen disagreement occurs, it may. cause severe communication problems, lengthy due process proceedings and possibly a lack of service
to the child while Issues are being resolved. Educators have often guessed at
possible causes and probable trends in regard to disagreement between parents
and professionals.
This study tested the significance of a relationship between t he parent s
i n a sample population who had the highest level of disagreement with the
professionals in the behavioral assessment of t heir ch ild a~d nine i ndependent
variables commonly perceived as being related to the level of agreement/
disagreement.
The subjects consisted of th e parents of 36 menta l ly retarded st udents i n
t he Special Intermediate School Distr i ct #91 6 Specia l Educat ion Programs t or
moderately to profoundly handicapped students. A strat i fied random samp li ng
was used to select t he 36 students whose parents were invo lved In the study .
The parents and teachers completed the Minnesota Develoomenta l Prof! le System
Scales CMDPSl through an Interview technique using a trained interviewer. Th e
paired responses for the 360 Items of the MOPS scales were then divided into
four sub-groups: 1) parents and teachers agree behavior Is absent, 2) parentbehavior present/teacher-behavior absent, 3) parent-behavior absent/teacherbehavior present, and 4) parents and teachers agree behavior is present. The
parents were rank ordered In each of the sub-groups and divided Into quart l les .
The nine Independent variables were: 1) Intellectual ability, 2) family
wealth rat ing, 3) ~ge of child, 4) ext ent of handicapping conditions, 5) element ary or secondary program, 6) functlona l ab i I ity est imate, 7l type of student
residence, 8) socioeconcmic/ lunch status, and 9) parent invo lvement wi t h schco l .
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The chi square was used to test the significance of the relationship
between the sub-groups and the nine Independent variables. No significant
relat ionships were found between the Independent variables and the sub-groups
representing disagreement, putting tc rest some of the common mi sconceptions
relating to problems of parent-professional disagreement.
AFPRCVED BJ RESEARCE COMMITTEE, MAY 1980
Stan~ey

C.

Kno:r:,

C'nairpersor.

A COW'ARJSON OF SPECIAL
ltfTH THOSE IN MINNESOTA

EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN FINLAND

FZorence E. Kno:r
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to compare special education programs
In Finland with those in Minnesota.
METHOD: Data were collected through a review of the literature, site visits
and Interviews with Finnish education officials. Programs were compared on
both program and population variables.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that many phi losophlcal simi larltles existed
as far as goals ot special education, responslbl llty of local schools, normalization and placement options, and Individual educational programming were
concerned. Finnish statements were usually broader In Impact and less formal.
Some differences In definitions were noted. The major difference was the
Finnish emphasis on the mobl lity of the child to function In the regular
program in spite ot the handicapping condition, compared with the Minnesota
definition wherein the handicapping condition adversely affects the child's
educatlona I performance.
Special services which are aval lable through special education programming
are not funded In Finland. There appear to be problems of definition In
learning dlsabl !!ties In both programs and In the delivery system tor
emotionally disturbed.
Finnish schoo Is tend to serve a Iarge number of mi I d 1y menta I Iy retarded
whc in Minnesota would be classified as "slow learners." The more severely
retarded are the responslbl lity of the state, not the local schools.
Teacher training Is more formal and more centralized In Finland.
Whl le local districts have the responslbi llty tor educational programs,
only a small share of the financial obligation Is their responsibility In both
systems.
It was noted that Finland se~s to have started with serving the more
severely handicapped whl le Minnesota has traditionally served the more ml Idly
handicapped. It was also noted that programs In Finland are based more on
bread policy statements, while In Minnesota they are based on very specific
detal led requirements In laws and regulations. It was suggested that, because
of the differences in the sources and methods of regulation, Information mi ght
be generated whIch wou Id y.Je Id evl dence of the most eft! c I ent procedures.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

FZoyd W. Ayers, C'r.airpersor.
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A SURVEY OF PARENTS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS TO DETERMINE
THE NUI.'BER AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN IIHO HAD AN
AVERSION TO SCHOOL AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF AVOIDING
SCHOOL TO PRE-SCI-IOOL ATTENDANCE

Judith K. Larson
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to survey the parents of Fridley
elementary students at Robert Lewis Stevenson Elementary School to determine
the Incidence and characteristics of elementary students who avoided or were
afraid of school and whether there was any difference between those who avoided
school and those that did not avoid school on the selected variables of:
1) grade, 2l sex, 3l number of children In the taml ly, 4) position In the
family, 5l pre-school experience, and 6l the descriptive behaviors whl le
attending pre-school and elementary school. Another purpose was to determine
If there were: 1l common characteristics of the school phobic child, and
2l what methods were effective In getting the child to school.
PROCEDURE: The Instrument used to survey the parents was a questionnaire
developed by the researcher. It was distributed to a population of 700
students, kindergarten through grade six. They were asked to have their
parents/guardians complete the questionnaire and return It to the classroom
teacher. Four-hundred and twenty-six questionnaires were returned (61% return).
The responding parents reported 348 students had no problem In getti~g to
school C82%l and seventy-eight students (18%> had some sort of problem, whether
complex or minute.
Hypotheses were generated to determine If attendance In pre-school had
any relationship to school avoidance problems. A descriptive study was also.
conducted concerning those seventy-eight children who had problems In school
avoidance. Questions 11-20 on the survey were the descriptive variables that
were answered by parents of the children. The var iables were as follows:
1) the grade level the child first avoided school, 2l the length of unwi I lingness, 3l why was the child afraid of elementary school, 4l what behavior did
the child display when trying to avoid school, 5) how did the parent get the
child to school, 6) did they need assistance In getting the child to school,
and 7) was the advice given appropriate in their opinion. ·
RESULTS: In the present study attendance in pre-school was not found to make
a significant difference In whether a child did cr did not later display school
avoidance problems. It should not be concluded that pre-school in seneral may
not lessen school problems. The lack of significant differences may have been
due to the weakness of the questionnaire. Other instruments should be used to
determine If pre-school attendance lessens school avoidance.
RECOMMENDATIONS: It is recommended that simi Jar studies be conducted on
attendance In pre-school and the parents' description of school avoidance
behavior concerning those children who have been labeled as "school phobic" by
professionals.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, ,"t,JAy 1980
James Lewis, C'aairperson

A STUDY OF THE USE OF TEXTURE IN TACTUAL POLITICAL M4PS

Richard William Larson
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine whether it is easier for
blind persons to use maps wh ich contain both raised l i nes and texture than maps
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which employ only raised I ines. A secondary purpose was to discover whether
or not a difference exists between the congenitally blind and the adventitiously
blind with regard to this question.
PROCEDURE: The sample consisted of ten congenitally blind and ten adventitiously blind Individuals. None of the subjects had any condition which was
considered likely to affect the read i ng of a tactual map, and all were between
the ages of twenty and sixty-five. None was ab le to count f i ngers v isuall y
at any distance. The subjects were shown the two maps in succession and were
asked questions which required the extracting of Information from the maps.
After the subjects had answered the questions whl le using both maps, they were
asked whether they felt one type of map was easter to use than the other. Half
of the congenitally blind and half of the adventitiously blind subjects used
the raised line map first, whl lethe remaining Individuals used the textured
map first. The scores obtained by the Individuals were tabulated with regard
to the type of map used, the order of the presentation of the maps, and consideration of whether the subjects were congenitally bl lnd or adventitiously
blInd. These scores were analyzed by means of the t-test. The opinions of the
subjects concerning which map they felt was easter to use were analyzed with
regard to the same factors; these results were analyzed by means of the chisquare .
RESULTS: No significant difference was found In the scores of the subjects
when they used the raised line map and when they used the textured map.
However, when they were asked which map they felt was easter to use, a significant difference was found In favor of the textured ~ap. The responses of the
congenitally blind and the adventitiously blind subjects to this question were
sfmf tar. The subjects viewed the first map examined sfgnfffcantfy more
favorably than the second map, but did not differ significantly in the scores
which they obtained when using the first and second map. The scores of the
adventitiously blind subjects were significantly higher than those of the
congenitally blind subjects.
CONCLUSIONS: It appears that the addition of texture to raised line maps can
make such maps easier to use for many blind persons, including both congenitally
and adventitiously blind Individuals. The observation that none of the subjects
In this study experienced serious difficulty with these maps suggests that
most blind persons can gain much Information from appropriate tactual maps.
The fact that the subjects reported the textured map was easter to use but did
not obtain higher scores whf le using this map can probably be explained by the
simplicity of the maps, which made the use of both maps fairly easy.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1978
Stan~ey C. Kno::, Chairperson

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE JOB SUCCESS OF THE STUDENTS KHO
COMPLETED A VOCATIONAL EVALUATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

Dennis L. Lesher
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to col teet descriptive data on TMR
students who have completed vocational evaluation to obtain Information on job
placement (where employed), salary, how long employed at present job, and
employment status (competitive employment, sheltered employment, In-training,
and unemployed). A second purpose of the study was to determine If work sample
data can predict job success of TMR students who have completed a vocational
evaluation program.
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PROCEDURE: Part one of the survey was completed predominately by telephone
Interview with the TMR student or a close relative. A review of the vocational
evaluation recommendations on t he thirty-four TMR students comprised part two
of the tot low-up questionnaire. The follow-up study which was completed during
the summer of 1979, dealt with the actual work and living status of thirty-four
TMR·students who had completed the vocational evaluatlon In 1975, 1976, and
1977 . An analysis was then done to determine the accuracy of the vocational
evaluation recommendations to job success.
RESULTS: The descriptive data indicated that overal 1 seventy-eight percent of
the vocational evaluation recommendations were accurate upon tot low-up. The
evaluation outcome and training recommendations showed that eleven of the
fifteen TMR students (73.3 percent) were competitively employed. Also, fifteen
of the nineteen (79 percent) of the students recommended tor sheltered
employment were In fact In sheltered employment. Of the eighteen of the
twenty-two (82 percent) of the TMR students had actually completed a recommended
traIn 1ng program.
Eleven of the thirty-four TMR students C32 percent) were competitivel y
employed. Five of the thirty-four (14.7 percent) of the TMR students were In
training, and fifteen of the thirty-four (44 . 1 percent ) of the TMR students
were In sheltered employment. Only three of the thirty-four (8.9 percent) ot
the students were unemployed.
Eleven of the thirty-tour TMR students were In the annual salary range of
$2,000 to $4,999. Nine of the TMR students were making less than $1,000
annual Jy. These were predominately TMR students who were In sheltered employment.
The Jiving situation of the thirty-tour TMR students located in the 1979
fol lew-up Indicated that ten students were I lvlng In a group home, twenty-two
students were living with faml ly or foster faml ly, and two students were
married and living Independently.
The second part of the study was to determine if work sample data can
predict job success of TI4R students who completed a vocational evaluation. No
significance was found when comparing work sample data to job success. This
may have been due to. the smal I sample size.
RECOMMENDATIONS: There Is a continual need fer follow-up and program evaluation
research to determine effectiveness of vocational evaluation recommendations.
There Is a need for change In research format fer col lectlng follow-up data .
One of the needs pertains to Increasing the sample size; another cr iteria that
should be considered In doing a follow-up study of this type Is the level of
training recommended and the amount of training effort needed to get a TMR
student successfully placed.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, ,'<!A.Y 1980

Jcur.es Lewis, Chairperson

A DESCRiPTIVE EVALUATION OF WRK EFFORT THAT t'.1AINSTREAMJNG OF
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS REQUIRES OF THE REGULAR CLASSROOM
TEACHER

Phy l lis A. Linaoerg
The purpose of this study was to Investigate the amount of work-effort
Involved In the Integration of the handicapped students into all classes of this
middle school as wei I as to assess the attitudes of the regular c lassroom
t eachers toward the handicapped students within the i r classes. Using a
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student accommodation quest ionnaire and app lying a chi-sauare test tor each
item on t he questionnaire, i t was found that there was a 'sionlficant difference
1n tr,e behaviors for the regu Iar c Iass room teachers toward spec Ja I students
and the regu Iar students Jn a I I but two of the J2 Jterns. It was cone 1uded
that there was a recognizable awareness of need tor accommodation of the special
education students in the mainstream by the regular classroom teachers.
A second aspect of the study was the use of an opinion survey to assess
regular classroom teachers as to attitudes toward malnstreamlng the handicapped
students and to needs for preparation prier to service or need tor inservice
tor those already involved In the mainstream movement. It was concluded that
this group ot teachers' responses Indicate agreement with present research
that the teachers In general are wl I ling to receive the handicapped students
Into their classrooms but are uncertain ot their capabl lltles to deliver
services and consequently seek help and support from special education personnel
and administration.
A genera I cone Ius Ion was made that research Jtse It needs to preduce more
studies In alI these areas: teachers' at"t'ltude toward the handicapped at this
stage of progress toward malnstreamlng, teachers' work-effort toward accommodation of the handicapped students, and effects of inservlce and changes In
teacher training tor the regular classroom teacher toward accommodating handicapped students with special learning needs.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COW-TTTEE, FEBRUARY 1980
StanZey C. Kn.o:c, Chairperson

A STUDY OF TEACHERS' RATIMZ YS INDEPENDENT CLASSROOM OBSERVERS'
RATINGS OF BEHAliiOR ON EMJTIONALLY DISTURBED ADOLESCENTS

Ted B. Lorentzen
PROBLEM: The purpose ot this study was to determine whether the teachers'
ratings of student behavior In a hospital setting, using a teacher made rating
form, was a better predictor of success of students as they move Into a nonhospital setting than ratings done by classroom observations by a non-participant
observer using a pupJ I observation rating form.
PROCEDURE: Th J rteen emotl ona II y d Jsturbed ado Iescent students were rated on a
behavior rating form completed by each of the students' teachers and by a Pup I I
Observation Schedule completed by an Independent classroom observer. /',s the
students moved from a public school program In a residential treatment hospital
to a school program located ott the hospital grounds, the students' behavior
was rated again by the teachers. Step-wise regression analysis was used to
determine which rating device was the best predictor of success.
RESULTS: The results Indicated that the teachers' rating form was superior to
the pupl I observations by an Independent observer In predicting student
success as they moved from a residential school program on the hospital grounds
to a public school program located within the community.
The teachers' ratings were more valid and were thought to be more
economical and feasible to use than the ratings done by the Independent classroom observer.
AFPRCVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 197?

James Ler.Jis, Chairperson
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THE EFFECT OF INDIFFERENT TEACHER INTERACTION ON WRD RECCGN/TION AND
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR OF SECOND GRADE LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS
Myra Ma:ngan

PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this paper to find the differences In classroom
behavior and reading word recognition of second grade learning disabled
students during a period of Indifferent teacher interaction and of positive
teacher interaction.
PROCEDURE: Four second grade learning disabled students were observed during
a twenty day period of Indifferent teacher interaction followed by a twenty
day period of positive Interaction. A chart was kept for each student recordIng the frequency of behavior patterns during the forty day period. The Wide
Range Achievement Test, Word Recognition <Level 1l was given as a pretest and
posttest for each period.
FINDINGS: The significant findings were:
1. The students' Interaction with the teacher was determined by how the
teacher Interacted with the students.
2. The frequency of undesirable classroom behavior was much higher during
the Indifferent teacher interaction period than during the positive
period.
3. In alI cases except one there was a greater rate of gain on the score of
the WRAT Reading Word Recognition (Level 1) during the period of positive
teacher interaction.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Since this research was limited to four learning
disabled students no generalization could be made. The research did show,
however, that with alI four students, positive teacher interaction resulted In
Improved classroom behavior. With three of the students positive teacher interaction resulted In Improved reading word recognition. Additional research
needs to be done with a larger sample and with more observers recording
student behavior.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MARCH 1978

WiZZiam LoveLace, Chairperson

FEMALE jUVENILE DELINQUENCY:
Caro~

A CO!.'PARAT/VE

STUDY

A. Narkh.am

This study Investigated the relationship between female juvenl le delinquents and non-delinquents and their attitudes toward the women's movement.
The Intent of this study was to demonstrate that the dramatic increase In
female delinquency within the past five years was significantly influenced by
this move~ent. Another comparison Is made between number of reported offenses
from both groups and social Influences to determine If a correlation exists.
A comparison was made of 26 adjudicated juvenile females and 26 nondelinquent females between the ages of 13 and 18. The Nye-Short Delinquency
Scale determined the number of reported offenses from both groups of females.
These results were compared with the degree of pro-feminist attitudes held by
both groups as measured by the Attitudes Towards Femlnis~ Scale. The
California Psychological Index measured the extent to which social values are
internalized fer both groups and was compared with the Nye-Short Delinquency
Scale. A dependent t test was used to determine any significant differences
between groups.
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An analysis cf the results lr.dlcatec that nc significant differences were
found between delinquents and non-delinquents on the Attitudes Towards Feminism
Sea Ie anc the Ca II forn i a Psycho Iog I ca I Index. However, a dependent t ana 1ys Is
ot the scores on the Nye-Short Delinquency Scale Indicated that the delinquents
reported a significantly higher involvement with unlawful acts. An analysis
of the Pearson Product-moment among the three measures for both groups
demonstrated no statistically significant correlations.
APPROVED E! RESEARCH COJ.JMIT:EE, MAJ 1980

Sandra Reese, Chairperson

THE DEVELOP!I'ENT OF METHODS OF OBSERVATION SKILLS
KEEPING FOR THE LEARNING DISABILITIES TEACHER

AND OF RECORD

Lorraine Mat;t;hias
The purpose of this thesis was to discover the techniques of observing
the learning disabled child In the classroom and to Identify types of record
keeping used to make the observing a meaningful and helpful alo to prc;ram
planning for each child.
The potential and the need for higher education Instruction In the area
of observation and record keeping of the learning disabled child and the
educable mentally handicapped child In the near future Is a posslbl llty.
Therefore, the questionnaire was developed In a manner which would not only
Identify the types of record keeping being used In the past year, but also the
types of record keeping that would be perceived to be useful In the future,
and the personnel who would use these various types.
The purpose was accomplished by various methods. First, literature was
reviewed In order to ider.tlfy various procedures used To collect data. Sample
record forms were collected as a resource for developing the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was designed to Identify the types of record keeping which
were used in the past school year, the types of record keeping perceived to
be useful in the future, and the personnel who would use these types of record
keeping for each technique.
The quest! onna l re was then ma i Ied to spec i.a I education personne I In three
administrative districts In central Minnesota. Forty-six out of 150 (31~)
were returned.
The results of the questionnaire indicated that the special education
teachers were the most frequent users of alI types of such procedures with
classroom teachers ranking second. Projections Indicated they would continue
to be the major groups of school personnel who use such procedures. However,
there was also a predicted increase In use by school psychologists and
school social workers.
Charting and graphing, behavior tal lying, checklists, and anecdotal
records were the most frequently used methods ot gathering data In that order.
It was predicted that behavior tal lying would become less popular In the future
and that charting and graphing would become more frequently used.
APPROVED BJ RESEARCH COMMITl'EE, AUGUST 1979
Stanl,ey Kno:::, Chairperson

THE I!.'PORTANCE OF LEGIBLE HANDWRITING IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Norma XasteZZa MaNeiZ
The present study investigated the importance ot handwriting to employers
In a smal I rural Minnesota community. Twenty-two employers were surveyed with
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regard to their feelings about the Importance of handwriting. They were also
to Identify the positions wlthln their firm that needed legible handwriting and positions where legible handwriting was not required. A third
task was to rank order a set of job appl lcatlon letters . The letters consisted of good cursive writing, good ~4nuscrlpt writing, legible printing,
legible writing and poor cursive writing.
The results Indicate that alI of the employers felt legible handwriting
was Important for at least some of their jobs. Seventy-seven percent of them
felt It was Important for al I of their positions. The twenty-two employers
were divided Into five categories: Industry, Community Services, Health
Services, Clvl I Services, and Business and alI of the Identifiable positions
listed were given an occupational status score. The occupational status
scores were significantly higher for positions that require legible handwriting
In Industry, Health Services, and Community Services. The scores were not
slgnlflcantly higher for Business although they were In the direction of the
hypotheses . For the fifth category, Clvi I Service, no statistical test could
be considered because there were no positions listed that did not require
handwriting.
The final task of rank ordering the letters of application was very
consistent in that these potential employers were very capable of ~aking a
clear and reliable distinction between levers of leg!bl lity.
The conclusions are that handwriting Is important and should be continued
as a curriculum element. Further Investigation needs to be done to see If
these results would also be obtained If the handicapped status of the potential
employee were known to the personnel officer.
~sked

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, tVOVEr.tBER 1979

Floyd Ayers, Chairperson
POST-SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT OF GRADUATES OF THE VOCATIONAL
CEl'fTER OF LITTLE FALLS, MINNESOTA

DEVELOPMENT

John P. Uessett
The purpose of this study was to find out how wei I former students of a
secondary program for the educable mentally retarded ad j usted vocationally ~nd
socially as an adult, to what extent they have been able to live independently,
and how they felt about the high school program In which they were involved.
PROBLEM: There has been a lack of data on which to base rationale for making
program adjustments In the Vocational Development Center. There has been ~
Iack of consIderation,· as a resu It, of how these program adjustments may atfect
the post-school adjustment of the graduates of the program.
PRCCEDURE: Gradu~tes from the years 1972, 1973, and 1974 were interviewed to
determine how wei I they have adjusted to society and to determ i ne what sort
cf ! I fe sty Ie they have adopted. They ·~ere persona I Iy l nterv i ewed and the
data recorded In terms of frequency and percentages of responses.
FINDINGS: It was determined that the Vocational Development Center graduates
have m~de geed vocational adjustments. They have acquired jobs that pay wei I
and Indicated that they found satisfaction In what they were do f ng.
The social ad j ustments of the graduates were not as impressive. There
was very little Involvement In group activities or social clubs and organizations. There were few ways found in which the students could spend their
leisure time. There were few who married.
There was considerable dependence on parents in regard to living and
financial matters. Many of the subjects were recei v ing some sort of f inancial
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assistance;, and severe I of these were receIving support tror., more than one
source.
There was little involvement In vocational training after graduation
from high school. Most of the post-school education was for personal enjoyment
rather than job-ski I I training. Several were Involved In day activity centers
and she Itered workshops.
Most students indicated a preference for vocationally oriented classes,
although several Indicated an attraction for academic classes such as mathematics, English, social studies, etc. A high percentage named these academic
classes as those they strongly disliked. The subjects felt that it was the
vocational classes that have been the most helpful to them since they have lett
schoo I.
SUt>'MARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Severa I recorm'iendat i ens were made as a resu It of
this study, with the Intent of assisting the future graduates In making a more
positive post-school adjustment. Added Involvement of job placement agencies
wes Indicated. In order to Improve mob! I tty a greater emphasis on obtaining
a driver's license Is warranted.
The students need additional training In personal financial management.
There should be Increased awareness of post-school training programs with
encouragement tc become more Involved In vocational courses whl le In high
school. A change In the physical education program is necessary to provide a
more positive experience for Vocational Development Center students.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1978

WiHiam E. Lovelace, Chairperson

THE EFFECTS OF AUTOMATED AND SOCIAL REINFORCEMENT ON UPRIGHT
HEAD POS/TIONII\G IN MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED STUDEI'vTS
Mazogaret M. Moore

The acqulsitlor. of mid-line vertical heed control Is en Important stage
In the motor development process. For multiply handicapped Individuals, the
development of abnormal patterns or delay of this ski I I may seriously affect
growth In the motor and cognitive areas.
A photo-electric relay system was used to train upright head positioning
witr. four multiply handicapped, cerebral palsied Individuals. Subjects were
positioned so that appropriate head posture broke a light beam and activated a
visual or auditory reinforcer. Delivery of social reinforcement occurred when
the subjects' performance met a specified criterion.
The percentage of upright head positioning demonstrated by the subjects
during each session and the mean percentage performance which occurred during
criterion chances indicated that the use cf social reinforcement In conjunction
with automated-reinforcers did not produce a significant positive effect on
the upright head behavior of the tour subjects.
Modifications of the procedure, the environment, and the head control
apparatus are suggested for future study.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

James F. Lewis, Chairperson
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A STUDY OF PROFESSIONALS' OBSERVATIONS, OPINIONS, AND ATTITUDES
CAk4D CONFIDENCE AND YEAR-ROUND CAMPING 'FACILITIES FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

OF

DaJJid L. Netson

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between
selected variables at Camp Confidence and the profession, sex, years of
professional experience with the handicapped, years at their present professional position, and years of personal camping experience of the counselors
who used Camp Confidence during 1977; to Investigate the possible relationship
between the travel tng distance to and from Camp Confidence of the counselors
and the days-per-year usage cf said camp; and to examine the position of the
professionals regarding year-round camping opportunities for the populations
they serve, and the need/lack of need for more year-round outdoor education,
recreation and camping fact I ttles for the mentally retarded.
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire survey was sent to the 197 professionals who were
responsible for bringing groups of mentally retarded persons to Camp Confidence
during 1977. Professionals surveyed were asked to rate several Items regarding
Camp Confidence and year-round camping for the mentally retarded. A chi-square
analysis was used to test the six hypotheses, whl lethe three pertinent
questions were summarized by tabulating the percentages of professional
responses.
RESULTS: The results Indicated that the profession, sex, years of professional
experience with the handicapped, years at present professional positions, and
years of personal camping experience had some effect on how activities and
fact I !ties found at Camp Confidence were rated. Statistical evidence did show
a direct correlation at the .0003 level of confidence between the counselors'
proximity to Camp Confidence and their usage of said camp.
Ninety-eight and five-tenths per cent of the professionals surveyed agreed
that Camp Confidence is a worthwhl le alternative In meeting the outdoor educational and recreational needs of the mentally retarded; ar.d 99.2% of these same
professionals felt that there Is a need for more camping facl titles designed to
meet the needs of the mentally retarded, operating on a year-round basts.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, M.AY 1978
James F. Lewis, Chairperson

PRE-SERVICE TRAINING FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EDUCATION FOR ALL
HANDICAPPED LAW ( PL 94- 142) IN MINNESOTA FOUR YEAR COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY TEACHER TRAINING PRCGRAMS
BeverZy

E.

Neeti~~en

The purpose of this study was to Investigate the types of teacher training
programs currently offered in the four-year private eel leges and universities
In ~~ i nnesota. It sought to determine If the changes mandated by PL 94-142
(Education for At I Handicapped Law) were Included as components of the training
programs and If the ski I is and competencies required to relate knowledgeably to
the law were being taught.
PROCEDURE: Questionnaires were sent to col lege faculty and graduating education majors. Beth were addressed speclflcal ly to the characteris ti cs of
existing regular education programs. This was done to determine the components
of PL 94-142 faculty members considered part of their program and also what
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components

gr~duatfng

sen iors felt competent to include as acquired ski 1 Is.

F !NO INGS: It was determIned tl'lat the majorIty of four- year cc I I eges and
universities are Including the components of PL 94-142 In the i r pre-servi ce
programs. This Inclusion Is, however, an a~areness of the law and Its demands
r~ther than the teaching of spec i fic ski I Is and competencies necessary to meet
Its demands.
The m~jorfty of faculty Indicated that concrete steps were being taken
to improve upon current programs so they could Include the ski I Is and competencies demanded by the law.
Most of the graduating seniors indicated that they felt Inadequate t o deal
with handicapped students and would like to have acquired more specific ski I Is
and competencies In order to t~ch alI students.
APPROVED BY RESEA!iCB COMJ.I.ITTEE, NOVEMBER 1979
WiZZiam Lovetaae, cr~irperson

A STUDY OF THE ABILITY OF DEAF ADOLESCENTS TO COWREHEND FACTUAL
INFORMATION USING FOUR COMMUNICATION IDDALITIES
WiZZiam J. NeweZZ

PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to determine If manual communication enhances educational opportunities for deaf students by allowing them t o
comprehend more Information In Instruct ional settings. A second purpose was
to determine whether results of previous Investigations Into the effectiveness
of manual communication conducted with res idential school students would be
simi far when the subjects had a significantly different educational history.
PROCEDURE: Four factual stories were narrated to twenty-eight deaf adolescents using simultaneous, manual, and oral communication, and Interpreting.
Following each story/modal lty presentation a ten point mult i ple choice
comprehension test was administered to each subject. Data consisting ot
scores of from 0 to 10 points for each story/modality presentat ion tor each
subject were analyzed using analysis of variance and t-test of comparison of
means to determine which method of communicat i on was most effective .
RESULTS: Significant differences were found between s imultaneous communicati on
and each of the other three modalities. A significant difference beyond the
.001 level ot significance was found between the Int erpreted modal i t y and the
oral modality. No differences were found between i nterpreted and manual
modalities and manual and oral modalities. Sim i larly no difference was found
between junior high school subjects and senior high school subjects in the ir
abl ll ty to comprehend factual Information using the t our communication
moda I it! es.
CONCLUSIONS: Simultaneous communicat ion was found to be super ior t o the ora l ,
manual, and Interpreted modalities. The difference between the simultaneous
and Interpreted modalities was not, however, as clearl y proven (p < .03). The
Interpreted modality was superior to the oral modality (p < .00 1> wh ich
suggests that the di fference found between the simultaneous and the Interpreted
modalities deserves further Investigation. The results suggested that deaf
students would benefit from the use of both simultaneous and Interpreted
communication In Instructional settings. These results also confirmed the
findings of previous studies conducted with residential scnool students thus
confirming the benefits of manual communication tor deaf students who have
had little or no exposure to sign language In their prior educational or
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social lni"eractlons.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMJA.ITTEE, AUGUST 1977

StanZey Kno:, C'nairperson
DESCRiPTION, PROBLEMS, AND SUGGESTIONS

Katherine Toft

OF HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Ni~Zsen

Of the enrol led s-tudents ln Alexandria, Minnesota, ln 1975-76, 4.3 percent
wli"hdrew from their high school program. Research and si"ai"lsi"lcs predict a
bleak outlook for these people In the future. This si"udy describes the dropout
student In terms of specific variables and Identifies the specific factors
instrumental In the termination process.
A s-tudent/parent questionnaire was used to collect data from the dropouts
via written or telephone responses. Response rai"e was 93 percen-t.
Subjects felt most of their problems began ln grade tour, junior high, or
grades ten and eleven. Grade ten had 44 percent of the withdrawals. More
girls dropped out than boys. Grade fa! lure at the secondary level was experIenced by 23 percent. There was I lttle Involvement In special programs or
school activities. The primary factors lnfluenclng witharawal were schoolrela-ted tor 62 percent and out-of-school related tor 38 percent of the
respondents. Attendance problems are the best Indicators of school problems,
reflecting lack of interest, academic problems, and clashes with teachers or
administrators. Administra-tors, teachers, and friends were encouraging
withdrawal; family opposing rt •
•Concerns were expressed about teachers and administrators caring, taking
time to help and understand. A need was expressed for more emphasis on baste
and job-related ski I Is. There were few regrets; tew would consider returning.
Present occupations reflected unskl I led jobs, unstable marriages, and unemployment. There were tew future plans.
In 1976-77 an advisor-advisee program Including paren-t conferences was
implemented, a family counselor added, and the learning dlsabi lltles program
expanded. In 1977-78 an Alternative Learning Center wi I I be implemented at
the junior high. Senior high science curriculum has been revised to Include
basic classes. The work experience program wl I I be aval lable for ninth and
tenth graders. An alternative program Is ln planning stages to be implemented
in 1978-79.
Recommendations to Jefferson High School Include the alternative program,
expansion ot the learning disabilities program, provisions of day care services
for teen mothers, a school social worker, a review ot attendance and withdrawal
procedures, f Iex 1b II 1ty on graduation requ 1remeni"s, emphas 1s on i nvo Ivement
in special programs and school ac-tivities.
Recommendations tc District 206 Include curriculum review, emphasis on
caring teachers, and taking advantage ot Public Law 94-142.
Recommendations to the community are fer support of the school.
Al'PRCVEJJ BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1977

Riahard Scribner, Chairperson
THE EFFECTS OF INTEGRATION ON THE SOCIAL INTERACTION, EATING, AND
GROOMING SKILLS OF A GROUP OF PREVIOUSLY SEGREGATED TRAINABLE
ivtENTALL Y RETARDED STuDENTS

Riahcrd W. Nortr~of
PROBLEH: The purpose of th 1s study was to determine if there was a difference
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in soc i a I interact Ior., eating, and groom! ns ski I Is of a group of TMR students
eating In an i ntegr!lted !IS opposed to a segreg!lted cafeteria as rated or. a
checkl i st of Items t!lken from the AAMD-ABS. The checklist was also used to
determine If the group of TMR students and a group of randomly selected high
schcol stwdents behaved differently in a high school cafeteria.
PROCEDURE: A group of te!!chers r~~ted the TMR students in the cafeteria of
the she ltered workshop where the TMR students 11ttended class. A group of high
schcol student sponsors who accomp!!n I ed the TMR students dur 1ng the i ntegr!ltlon experience In the high school c!lfeterla !!lso r!lted the TMR students. Two
hired observers rated !I group of r!!ndo~ly selected high school students in
t~. e high schoo I C!l feter i a.
The r~~t l ngs were done over a per Iod of n l ne weeks.
The results were !ln!!lyzed non-par!lmetrlc!!l ly by use of the WIlcoxon MatchedP!!lrs Signed-Ranks Test !!nd the M!lnn-Whltney U Test.
RESULTS: Significant differences In the grooming portion of the check! 1st
were found that effected the comp!!rlsons of the second student sponsor r!!tlng
of the TMR students with the other ratings. The slgnlflc!!nt differences were
determined to be the result of the sponsors reluct!lnce to ev!!luate the perform!lnce of the TMR students on the checklist and not due to student beh!lviors.
Five bl!!nk checklists and seven p!!rtlal ly completed checklists resulted i n a
tot!li of 114 omissions on the grooming portion of the second sponsor rating.
Fr i endships between the sponsors !!nd the TMR students were concluded to be
the c!luse of the spcr.sors reluct!lnce to rate the TMR students !I second time.
Ar""PROVED BY RESEARCH COMP.ITTEE, JULY 19'18

James Leuis, Chairperson

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP

BET~EN

SOCIAL

GROUP POSITION AND

DISRUPTIVE CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR
Margal'et M. NO'I)akoske

The purpose of this study was to comp!!re social group status with the
number of disruptive Incidents of each student within !I cl!!ssroom. Subjects
were two groups of first grade students In a tr~~dltlonal c i!lssroom setting.
O!!t!l w!ls collected over a two-ye!lr period with !I fa I I pre-test and a spring
post-test. Observers were the classroom teecher, two professional aides, and
the music teacher. Data w!ls collected using a teacher constructed sociometr ic
test and !I t e!lcher constructed beh!lvioral checklist.
The nu I I hypothesIs st!lted that there wou Id be no sIgnIfIcant d i fferer.ce
between the social group status of a student !!nd the number of disruptions
caused by that student In the classroom. There would !!lso be nc significant
differences In the number of disruptive Incidences when sex, time of year, and
sub j ect matter areas were compared.
Means were compared through use of the t-test and an analysis of variance.
Levels of significance were .05.
The data supported the nul I hypothesis stating that there was no signlfic!lr.t difference between the socia l group status of !I student in the classroom
and the number of disruptive Incidences caused by that student In the classroom. The nul I hypothesis st!!tlng th!lt there wi I I be significant difference
in the number of disruptive Incidences In a classroom when time of ye11r, sex,
and subject m11tter are!ls were compared was not completely supported by this
study. In comp!!rlng the tot!li number of Incidents It wes found that there
wes !I slgnlflc!!nt Increase of Incidents In the spring as oomp!!red to the f!!l I
total. A breakdown of incidents by groups, however, showed th!lt this w!ls only
true for one group. The other group's pre and post test tot!!ls were not
slgnlflc!!ntly different. This s!lme group showed !I slgnlfic!lnt lncre!lse In
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Incidents In spring over tal I tests In subject matter areas also, with reading
being particularly high. For this group, sex differences were also suggested
with boys showing a higher number of disruptive Incidents !~the subject matter
areas tested with reading again being the area of greatest Incidence.
Although the nul I hypothesis was supported by the data, several trends
were noted which Indicate several posslbl lltles tor further study. The area of
social group status as It relates to classroom achievement could be further
researched. The relationship between achievement and behavior Is another
possible area for research. Dupl lcatlon of this study with a more representative group of subjects or with subjects from different geographic areas or
from different social classes would possibly give quite different results.
Further study regarding sex as a variable might reveal useful data on learning
patterns or behavior problems.
Group structure emerges as a factor deserving of further study. In this
research, where alI the variables were bas leal ly the same except tor the
difference In the subjects, effective management would seem to be the key to
behavior In the classroom. From the results of this study, generalization
could be made to the extent of stating that alI groups of students are
different In the way they react to what appear to be the same conditions.
AFPROVF:D BY RESEARCH COM>!.ITTEE, AUGUST 1979

StanLey Kn.o:, Chairperson
TEACHER AIDE jOB SATISFACTION AT THE CAMJRIDGE AREA DEVELOPMENTAL,
REHABILITATION AND EDUCATION CENTER

John James O'Brien
PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to Identity areas of job satisfaction,
or the lack of It, as perceived by teacher aides employed at the Cambridge Area
Developmental, Rehab! I itatlon and Education CCADREl Center.
PROCEDURES: Teacher aides were asked to complete a confidential opinion survey
administered by classroom teachers. The survey consisted of ten categories of
job sat Isf act Ion: The Work ExperIence, Pay, Genera I \•lorkl ng CondItions,
Employee Relations, Employer Relations, Serving Handicapped Students, identlflcatlon, Self-esteem, Security, and Duties. A total of five positive and
negative statements was randomly generated fer each of the ten sources of job
satisfaction. Aides were asked to rate each statement using a scale of
agreement (SA, A, U, D, SOl. A frequency analysis of responses at each scale
point for each statement was performed on the surveys returned.
FIND I~S: The resu Its of the study i nd l cated that the teacher aides are
generally satisfied with their jobs, with except ion of pay, fringe benefits,
and ccmmunlcatlon between aides and CADRE administrators, all of which are
ucsatl sfactory.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, APRIL 1978

StanZey C. 1&w:,

C"t~airperson

THE CONTROL OF TOPXRAPHICALLY DISSIMILAR MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS
EXHIBITED BY A PROFOUNDLY RETARDED SUBjECT WITH SHORT DURATION
HAND EXERCISES AND DIFFERENTIAL REINFORCEMENT OF OTHER BEHAVIOR
Len

D. Peterson
Due to an increasing number of laws and regulations restr icting the use
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of electro-shock and other averslves In public f~cl litles serving the mentall y
retarded, It h~s become Important for professional behavior modifiers to
develop behavior modification techniques which are both effective ~nd ethically acceptable.
In this c~se study, nine maladaptive behaviors exhibited by a profoundly
retarded institutionalized subject were sisniflc~ntly reduced by consequatlng
each of the behaviors with a short duration C15 second) manu~ I iy guided h~nd
exercise supplemented with differential reinforcement of ether behavior CDROJ.
The consequated behaviors were of varying topographical cl~sslflc~tlons and
included aggressive, self-stimulative, self-injurious, and disruptive responses.
The investigation was carried out over a period of 36 consecutive days without
Interruption of the subject's normal dally routine.
Reversals were conduc~ed on six of the nine target behaviors with at I but
one demonstrating significant Increases when consequatlon of the behaviors
were discontinued for a three day period. When Intervention was resumed
following the reversal condition, the m~ladaptlve behavior frequencies again
decreased to pre-reversal frequency levels. The uti llz~tion of the hand
exercise and ORO Intervention procedures resulted In a 97 percent reduction of
the combined initial baseline rate.
The success of the procedure was attributed to seven factors. One of
the major factors stressed the Importance of breaking or Interrupting Inappropriate behavior chains.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MARCH 1979
WiZZiam E. Love'Lace, Chai.rperson

PAREI\'TAL CRJTERJA FOR NURSERY SCHOOL SELECTION

This study was done to determine the relative Importance of eight selection criteria for parents selecting a nursery school, and to determine what
effect parental educational attainment level had on the relative Importance of
the selection criteria.
Thirty percent C77l of the parent units from five nursery schools In the
central Minnesota communities of St. Cloud and St. Joseph were asked to rate
the importance of each of eight selection criteria (program offered, teacher's
training, teacher-student ratio, school loc~tion, physical facti itles, professional recommendation ) In choosing the nursery school for their child to
attend. Parents indicated the most and the least important criteria, selected
their most Important reason for sending their child to nursery school, Indicated the extent of which they knew information relev~nt to each of the
selection criteria, and Identified the educational attainment level of each
parent.
The results suggest that educational attainment level has I lttle or no
effect on how parents rated the Importance of the selection criteria. The
school's program was the highest rated criteria, and the location of the school
was rated ~s least Important. Most parents possessed Information relevant to
the school's program, and "kindergarten readiness" and the "opportunity to
pI ay wIth others" were the most 1mportant reasons for sendIng chI I dren tc
preschool.
The educat ional attainment levels of mothers was lower than that of
fathers, but the educational attainment levels of couples were correlated
(Spearman's Rho, r = .49, p < .OOil; the educational attainment levels of the
parents w~s not representati~e of adults In the same geographical area,
according to 1970 census data.
A relationship between the school parents chose and parent's most
Important reason for sending their children to nursery school was shown.
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Suggestions tor future research are discussed.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE. SEPTEMBER 1977

F7,oyd A. Ayers. Chairperson
AN INSERVICE EDUCATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATORS RELATIVE TO
EFFECTIVE MAJNSTREAMJNG OF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
Kenneth E. Rwtberg

Recently the concept of "rm!llnstreaming", educating handicapped children In
the most normal setting possible, has created much Interest and anxiety amongst
educators, parents, lawyers and legislators. This Interest and concern has
appeared within the Crow River Pupi I Study Services Cooperative, which consists
of nine Independent school districts within the Hutchinson, Minnesota area.
This field study represents a needs assessment of ski I Is and attitudes
that educators within the cooperative exhibit relative to malnstreamlng handicapped students. It Is anticipated that the results of this field study wl I I
be uti I ized In the development of an lnservlce program to promote effective
education tor these students In the least restrictive environment.
In reviewing the literature, rational fer mainstreamlng was noted IncludIng state and federal laws, court cases, educatlcnal principles, student
achievement, and social development. The literature indicated numerous
problems with malnstreamlng Including two major categories:
1. Regular school programs are not wei I suited tor absorbing and
serving handicapped students.
2. Communities are not wei I suited tor accepting and absorbing
handicapped Individuals.
The I iterature provided Items that are necessary to facl I !tate malnstreamlng
lncludlng, pre-service and lnservlce training. Information relative to who
should receive lnservice, the content of the training, and planning procedures
are Included In the review of the literature.
The method of completing the needs assessment included the uti llzation of
a 50-item special education questionnaire which was designed by the author.
AI I educators within the cooperative were asked to complete the needs assessment, which incorporated both attitudinal and cognitive questions on a Likert
Scale Format. Eighty-six percent (86%l of the questionnaires were completed
and returned.
The results were evaluated as follows:
First, educators were divided Into groups based on the professional ass i gnment. Accuracy by group was establIshed tor each test item. Second, each
educator group was compared based on the results of the tota l questionnaire.
Third, an Item analysis was completed to determine the most difficult areas for
each group. Areas that appeared to present the most serious difficulty
Included:
1. Attitudes towards the handicapped
2. Knowledge of handicapping conditions
3. Curriculum and method alternatives
4. ldentlflcatlon procedures
In conclusion, the field study recommends that an inservice program be
established to provide training to all staff In the above listed areas. The
inservlce should cover general Items on a group basis followed by in-depth,
indlvlduallzed training, Including both Instruction and practlcum.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCH COMJ.!ITTEE. AUGUST 1978
Stan~ey

C. Knox. Chairperson
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CHARACTERiSTICS OF PARTICIPATING AND f','ON-PARTICIPATING PAR£/I.TS
I'HOSE CHILDREN RECEIVE SPECIAL SERVICES
Barbara L. Trooz.in

Th ls sTudy ex~mlned differences of p~rents who at tendee parent-te~cher
conferences wlth those who dl d not aTtend p~rent-teacher conferences during
F~l I of 1977.
The parent groups were compared on several Items that are
classified In the tot lowing categories:
1. socio-economic and demograph ic facTors
2 . . parent s~tlsf~ction regarding conferences
3. parTicipation ln school rel~ted ~ctlvltles
4. attitudes towards spec!~! services progr~ms
One hundred twelve parents whose children were receiving special services
from Title I, Speech, SLBP, or EMR were surveyed. ihls represented a r~ndom
s~mple t~ken from a popul~tlon of approxl~tely 1,200.
Ninety-eight ~nd four
tenths percent of the identified p~rents agreed to p~rtlclpate in a telephone
Interview. Other inform~tlon was collected from the school records. The
frequency of observ~t l ons in the two groups was compared using a chi square
test.
The study found there were no slgnlflc~nt differences with regard to
socio-economic ~nd demographic factors. Differences did exist at the .05
leve l of slgnlf i ~nce en five Items. There was a difference In expected
frequency and obtained frequency regarding: (1l the explan~tion of their
child's special service program, (2) parents volunteer i ng at their ch ild's
school, C3l parents attending open house or visiting the school, (4) attitudes
about attending staffing, and (5) h~vlng the special services program of the
child expl~lned to the parent.
APPROVED BI RESEARCH COMJI..ITTEE, II.AY 1978

Ftoyd W. Ayers, Chairperson

A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF THE DEGREE OF AWARENESS PARENTS OF THE
ATH-l4TER SCHOOL DISTRICT POSSESS OF THE LEGISLATION P. L. 94- 142
Ma:ry E. Voss

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to determine the extent of awareness
parents of the Atwater School District, #341, have of their parent rights under
Public L~w 94-142, Education for AI I Handlc~pped Children Act of 1975 . The
major hypothesis was that there is no sIgnIfIcant d I Herence between the Ieve I of understsndlng of parents In relationship to PL 94-142 and what PL 94-142
guarantees.
PROCEDURE: Sixty parents of the Atwater School District were randomly selected
from Two groups; parents of special education students and parents of regular
class students. They were mal led to the p~rents or sent home with the student.
The questionnaire was returned by mai I.
RESULTS: Results of the study Indicate ~ b~slc and gener~l ~wareness of PL 94142 content by the p~rents. However, one ~rea of concern was evident. There
Is a lack of knowledge about p~rent Involvement In the IEP development,
evaluation, and Initiation. Also, mothers and parents of special education
students answered a higher percentage of questions on legislation correctly
than did f~thers and non-special education students' parents.
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CONCLUSIONS: Parents of the Atwater School District are aware of their
rights as evidenced by the parent questionnaire but they should be Inserviced In some manner on their role In the IEP process.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 19'19

Riahazod Sc:ribner, Chairperson
A DESIGN FOR PRcx;RAM PLANNING FOR THE TRAINABLE MENTALLY
HANDICAPPED
Rona Zd W. watkins

This field study was conducted In a central Minnesota city of approximately 40,000. The purpose of the study was to document the. process of
planning, designing, and implementing the bul !ding of a special education
facl llty tor the Trainable Mentally Handicapped uti I !zing the least restrictive alternative concept. To complete this precess, six major tasks were
conducted as fo! lows:
1. A needs assessment was conducted to determine enrollment projections,
special needs of the Trainable Mentally Handicapped, and the social/
political climate of the community Involved.
2. A committee was selected to assist the Special Education Department in
the planning and the promotion of upgrading the tacl I !ties tor the mentally handicapped. This committee reviewed existing models of service,
selected a plan of action, and received Board of Education approval to
proceed with Implementation of the recommended plan.
3. The committee identified specific components desirable in a new taci lity.
The existing accc~~odations were reviewed for revision, bui Iding codes
for new construction were gathered, and a listing of student needs and
their structural implications was completed.
4. Site visitations were conducted on three out-of-state exemplary programs.
Data from these visits was logged Into a format preconstructed by the
committee. Upon the completion of the three visits and the col fatten of
a! I data, the committee evaluated the observations for possible imp I ications In future planning processes.
5. A pub I lc relations campaign was conducted to bring information regarding
the project before the public in a positive manner. Special Interest
groups were Identified and various communication vehicles were reviewed
tor use with each selected group. The committee then matched the group,
type of Information required, and the dissemination process to be utilized
In the public relations process.
6. The staff, students, and parents of the selected school received an
orIentation regard 1ng the Tra I nab Ie ~lenta I Iy HMd I capped, the components
of their program, and general program objectives. The planning committee
conducted a series of activities, specific to each group, ~o accomplish
this orientation process.
The study contains the detcli Is of the above tasks, ex amp Ies of goa Is
utilized in the project, and finally, a statement regarding the degree of
success of various major activities. Activities perceived as the most
valuable were those which involved the school board, architect, program staff
and regular education students. It was judged that greater communication with
components within the district might have served to reduce misunderstandings.
APPROVFD BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 19'18

Stanley

KP~x,

cr~irrerson

1t 5

CLASSROOM TEACHER PERCEPTION OF THE SPECIAL
STUDENT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

EDUCATION

John R. Zeyer

PROBLEM : Does Special Education service those youngsters whom elemer.tary
teachers Identify as being the most problemat ic?
PROCEDURE: Forty (40) elementary classroom teachers working In departmentalIzed schools were randomly divided Into two groups of twenty (20 ) . each. The
researcher surveyed the two groups using two different formats. Format A asks
the teachers to identify In rank order the six most problematic students they
had in their class the previous school year. Then the teachers were given
three categories dealing with special education labels and asked to place
each of the six students in one of the categories. Format 8 gave the teachers
the three categories first and then asked the teachers to Identify the six
~~st problematic students in rank order.
This was dcne in order to see If
stating a question using special education terms had any Influence on the
choice of the student whom classroom teachers chose as the most problematic.
The three categories which were defined In the studies were: behavior
problem, learning disabl I ltles and low Intel I lgence. Both methods of Ident ification were compared with actual Special Education service rosters.
Teachers were then asked questions pertaining to whether they were
satisfied with the above categories, satisfied with the special education
services In their school, and could they Identify the EMH and SLBP students
they had on their class lists last year.
FINDINGS: The data were analyzed using the Chi Square cx 2 J formula to test
whether or not asking the questions using form A orB made any significant
difference on the category teachers chose to place students ln. Significance
was found at the .05 level on two statistical analyses. First, more special
education students were Identified as ~t problematic. Second; more behavior
problems were Identified as probl~~tlc than either of the other two categories.
The third statistic analyzed whether or not stating the question using
special education terms first resulted In teachers Identifying a significantly
higher number of special education students as problematic. This was not
found to be significant at a .C5 level.
APPROVED BJ RESEARCH COMM.ITTEE, NOVEMBER 1979

Floyd Ayers, Chairperson

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
ART
AN ANALYSIS OF YOUNG CHILDREN'S
THEIR ART'r!ORK

PREFERENCES ON DISPLAYING

Janis E. Johansen

Art education constitutes an important part of the curriculum In the
primary grades. The children's artworks are commonly found d isplayed throughout
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the school, with the assumption that children want their artwork displayed.
This research was conducted to determine whether or not most young children
consistently prefer to take their artwork home and whether or no~ the chi I d's
creative abl I !ties and/or aesthetic abf I ftles were significant factors In
his/her choice.
The research was conducted with one ki nders;arten c Iass and one second
grade class. Two art lessons (A and Bl were taught by the writer In each
class. For lowing the art lessons, each child Indicated what he/she chose to
do with the drawing produced. Tabulation of this data Indicated what the
child chose to do with his artwork and whether or not he was consistent In
that choice.
All of the drawings resulting from the A lesson were rated for their
aesthetic qualities by three judges. An average was determined for each
child and was considered the aesthetic abf lfty rating of the chi fd In the
study. The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking~ Figtata.Z Test B <Torrance,
1974al, was administered to the children, T-scores were determined and a
composite score was establIshed for each chi I d. The composite score indicated
the chi !d's creative abi lftfes.
Statistical evaluation determined that a number of children do prefer
to take their artwork home, but It was rejected that most children consistently
prefer to take their artwork home. The study found no significant correlation
between the chi !d's choice as to what to do with his artwork and the chi Id's
creative abilities. No significant correlation was found between the chi ld 1 s
choice and the chi !d's aesthetic abl litles.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1979

GeraZd Korte, Chairperson
THE RELATIONSHIP OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS SATISFACTION AND
THE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY 'r'ATH THEIR DRAWINGS

RonaZd

J. Kopp

PROBLEM: The satisfactory results In drawing experiences are a major concern
of most students at the junior high school level. When students are presented
with a drawing unit, little or no enthusiasm is expressed from the majority of
the students. For ~ny students drawing is the most difficult part of the
Junior High School Art Curriculum; students seem to fear the drawing tasks
and gain little or no satisfaction from their drawings.
If junior high school students are presented with alternate methods of
teaching a drawing unit, would a signif icant difference exist between the two
methods as measured by the degree of student satisfact ion? In addit ion, wi I I
a correlation exist between student satisfaction and the degree of difficulty
between the two teaching methods?
PROCEDURE: The writer devised a three week drawing prosr<:!m which Involved two
groups of eighth grade art students. The traditional or dependent program was
designed with teacher direction. Students in this grcup were not given a
choice of drawing subject matter they might l ike to draw. AI I sub j ect matter
for the dependent group was chosen by the instructor. The other group used in
the study was the independent group. The Independent group were given more
freedom. In this group students were a! lowed to choose any subject matter
they wished In order to solve the drawing task.
A ten-step rating scale was devised to measure student satisfaction and
the degree of difficulty encountered for each drawing. Each student in both
groups •11ere required to turn in one ten-step rating scale for each drawing.
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Each student in both groups turned In a tot~! of four dr~wlngs ~nd four tenstep ~tlng scales for the three week period. The dat~ was used to determine
what method of teaching produced the most satlsf~ctlon; and If a correlatior,
existed between s~tlstactlon and the degree of difficulty for each d~w i ng
method.
FINDINGS: According to the dat~ collected, more student satisfaction was
found by the use of the Independent method of teaching. The statistics show
a gain of .40 on a rating scale of 1-5 for student satisfaction for the
independent group ever that of the dependent group.
The amount of difficulty as measured by the rating scale of 1-5 Indicates
that the dependent group encountered the most difficulty.
A negative correlation existed between satisfaction and difficulty for
beth methods of teaching. The presence of a negative correlation coefficient
In both groups Indicates a lower satisfaction was associated with greater
dependency. The data Indicated that the dependent method of teaching had a
more closely related correlation between satisfaction and difficulty.
J..FPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1978
Gera~d

Korte, Chairperson

MUSIC
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUBLIC SCHOOL BANDS AND
COM'>1UNITY/ AVNICIP AL BANDS IN M/NNES OTA

James W. ThuZien
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: A large percentage of Minnesota public school students
participate In school Instrumental music prog~ms. Students volunt~rlly
participate in a wide variety of elective programs, as wei I. The ~jorlty
of these students do not participate in an Instrumental group after graduation from high school.
The purpose of this study is to trace the history and development of
Minnesota Public High School bands as related to the community/municipal
band tc determine the possible need tor providing performing opportunities
for post-high school Instrumental musicians.
PROCEDURE: A historical development was ~de of professional-touring bands.
This development provided an Insight Into the growth of community/municipal
bands, with their ultimate Influence upon public school band development.
A study was made of the current Instrumental music programs offered In
public schools and the amount of student participation. Data was obtained
from high school band directors and high school students.
A study was also made of community/municipal bands currently active In
Minnesota, with data obtained from community/municipal directors and participants. Information was also obtained from retired members of community/
municipal bands.
CONCLUSION: High school students participate In school Instrumental music
prog~ms for a wide variety of reasons.
Adults participate In community/
municipal bands for many of the same reasons.
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P. hIgh percentase of I nstrumenta I musIcIans do not contInue the dave Iopment of their ski I is and talents after graduation. There Is a need to provide
Instrumental music participation opportunities for those who desire to continue
their involvement. This need fat Is on the shoulders of the public school band
directors.
An fnvestfgatfcn Into each Individual community by the schcol band director would help to determine the number of possible participants in an adult ·
band. These people, along with the director, could become the catalyst In
the organization and development of a local community band.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1980
ShirLey L. Scfaoader, Chairpeztson

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

BIOLOGY

NUTRIENT AND HYDROLOGIC BUDGETS, AND TROPHIC STATUS OF LAKE
KORON/S, PAYNESVILLE. ,UNNESOTA, AND ELK LAKE, NEAR CLEAR
LAKE, NUNNES OTA

John U. Barten
Lake and stream water samples were collected biweekly from 15 March 1978
to 17 November 1978 at nine sites In the Lake Koronis watershed, arid at five
sites In the Elk Lake watershed. Rainwater samples were collected at each
lake, and rafnfal I and evaporation measurements were made. Water samples
were collected from 196 wei Is adjacent to Lake Koronls and 53 wei Is adjacent
to Elk Lake. Quantitative determinations of the physical, chemical, ar.d
biological parameters of the samples were made. Stream flows were gauged,
and the water and nutrient inflow and outflow for each lake was determined.
Sioassays with SeZenastrum caprico~tum indicated that algal growth in
the lakes was limited by nitrogen in August and September, and by phosphorus
in October and November.
Twenty five of 196 wei Is adjacent to Lake Koronis and six ot 53 wei Is
ad jacent to EI k Lake were contamf nated with feca I co I i form bacteria. We I I
water phosphorus concentrations ranged from O.COC mg/1 to 4.250 mg/1.
High levels ot fluorescein dye were found in both lakes Z4 hours after
dye tablets were flushed into septic systems adjacent to the lakes .
Surface r~noff, rainfal I, and groundwater seepage supplied Lake Koronis
with 11.3 x 10 1 m3 of water, and 11,479 kg of phosphorus in 1978. Twenty
five percent of the phosphorus, 2892 kg, remained in tr.e lake. Watershed
runoff contributed 78%, the Paynesvi I le sewage lagoons 11%, groundwater seepage
8%, and rainwater 3% of the phosphorus load.
The spring mean total phosphorus concentration in Lake Kcronis was 0.091
mg/1, the chlorophyl I a concentration was 28.8 mg/m3, and the Secchi disc
depth was 1.78 m. These parameters~indfcate that Lake Koronis Is eutrophic.
Elk Lake received 6.72 x 107m~ of water and 12,906 kg of phosphorus
frcm watershed runoff, groundwater seepage, and rainfal I in 1978. Twenty
five percent of the phosphorus, 3264 kg, remained in the lake. Nir.ety two
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percent of the phosphorus was contributed by watershed runoff.
The spring mean tota I phosphorus con cent rat I on of EI k Lake was 0. 130 rr.g/ I,
the chlorophyl I a concentration was 55.2 mg/m3, and the Secchi disc depth was
0.71 m. These parameters indicate that Elk Lake is eutrophic.
APPROVED BI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JUNE 19?9

Keith M. Knutson, Chairperson

A CYTOGENETIC STUDY OF THE SPIDER PLA/1/T,
( LILIACEAE)

Chlorophytum

Comosum

Gary R. Ba:uchan

A cytogenetic study was made of three greenhouse varieties of spider plant,
aomosum <Thumbergl Jacques <LI llceael: the green-leafed native of
South Africa and two variegated-leafed horticultural varieties, C. aomosum
'Plcturatum' (variegated center) and C. comosum 'Variegatum' (variegated margin).
The chromosome number is 2n = 28 and n = 14 with normal bivalent formation In
meiosis I. C. comosum and C. comosum 1 Varlegatum' each have a pair of
heteromophlc chromosomes; C. comosum 'Picturatum' has two pairs of chromosomes
with sate! lites. In the fermer two taxa, chromosome bridges are found at
anaphase I and I I; none occur In C. comosum 'Picturatum'. Because of the
presence of heteromorphic chromosomes and chromosome bridges, it is cor.cluded
that a heterozygous paracentrlc Inversion occurs In these two taxa. Glemsa
and fluorescent banding patterns of s~tlc chromosomes were Inconclusive.
Seed vlabl llty ranges from 62% In C. comosum, 54% In C. comosum 'Picturatum',
and 23% In C. comosum 'Varlegatum'. Pol len stalnabi lity (vfabl llty) Is 94.7%
and 92. 1%, respectively, In the former two taxa. Seeds from capsules on green
Inflorescence axes <C. comosum and C. comosum 'Varlegatum'l give rise to green
seedlings, with albino seedlings from seeds produced on whitish/yellow axes
<C. comosum 'Picturatum'l. Mechanisms to explain leaf variegation are cited.
It Is concluded that the variegated varieties are chimeras.
Ch~orophytum

APPROVED BI RESEARCH COMP.ITTEE, JULI 19?8
WayZand EzeZ.Z, Chairperson

A NATURAL HISTORY STUDY OF THE RED-TAILED HAliK IN CE/IiTRAL
MINNESOTA

Robert T. Bohm
Red-tailed hawk nest site selection, productivity, food habits, interaction with great horned owls, and uti I lzatlon of artificial nest platforms
were Investigated in central Minnesota In 1976 and 1977. General observations
of growth, development, and behavior of a red-tal I nestling were made at
weekly Intervals in 1976.
Red-tai Is were observed In the study area In mid-March of both years.
Courtship activities, territorial selection, and nest construction began soon
thereafter. Most nests were located during this time, when the majority of
trees were leafless. Seventy-two nests were examined. Nest size ranged from
33 em x 41 em x 43 em to 76 em x 94 em x 56 em. Nests were usually lined with
corn leaves; shreds of bark and tufts of grass or sedge were used occasionally.
Nests were decorated throughout the nesting season.
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Nest density In~ section of the study area was one nest per 4.7 square
kl lometers. Seventy-four percent of the nests were located In edge areas;
26% were In Interior locations. Forty-four nests were In northern pin oaks.
The average nest height was 13.6 m (range: 7.9 to 19.1 m). The most
Important factors in nest tree selection appeared to be the height of the
tree and the presence of a suitable crotch for nest support. The average
nest was located at 81% of the nest tree's total height . Nests were situated
such that they provided good access for adult birds. Nests average 0.59 km
from human dwellings and 0.5 km from graded roads.
Incubation began In late March or early Apr! I; the average clutch size
was 2.3. A selected nestling tripled Its weight between the ages of two and
three weeks, and decreased slightly In weight between the ages of four and
five weeks, perhaps due to extremely rapid feather growth during that time.
Territorial nest defense behavior showed considerable Individual variation.
Most nestlings In the study area fledged In late June.
Nest failures were higher In 1977 C47%l than In 1976 C28%> due mainly to
Inclement weather. Probable causes of other nest fa! lures were attributed to
human Interference and avian and mammalian predation. The causes of nest
failures could not be determined In most cases. Successful nests produced
1.8 young; 1.1 were produced per nesting attempt.
The most frequently occurring prey were chipmunks, pocket gophers, and
red-winged blackbirds. The appropriation of red-tal I nests by great horned
owls often forced red-tal Is to build new nests elsewhere. Red-tai Is showed
little Inclination to utilize artificial nest platforms. Due to human
population pressure, the future of the red-tal I In central Minnesota appears
bleak.
APPROVE:D BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

AZfred. H. GretJJe 1 Jr. • CJ..airperson

A STUDY OF THE VEGETATION IN THE UPLAND FOREST OF ST.
ABBEY AND UNIVERSITY, COLLEGEVILLE, lr/INNESOTA

joHN' S

Lorraine Westrup CofeZZ
PROBLEM: Data were gathered In the upland, hardwood forest of St. John's
Abbey and University to 1) determine the composition and stage of succession
of the forest, 2> compare an area that had been clear-cut fifty years ago
with areas that had never been clear-cut, and 3) discover differences in the
occurrence of species on north and south slopes .
PROCEDURE: Twelve areas of 10 acres each were chosen throughout the up land
forest. The point quarter method was used to gather data on t he trees listing the species of trees, circumference, and dis-tance from sample point. On
multiple trees, the circumferences of alI trunks of the clone were recorded.
In each quarter, the nearest shrub and sapling were also listed. The
herbaceous plants present In a t x 1 meter quadrat ~Teach sample point were
recorded and the topography of the ~rea noted.
The vegetational continuum Index value of each study plot was determined
on the basis of relative dominance, relative frequency, and relative density
of the trees. Possible continuum index values could range from 300 for the
most pioneer stand to 3000 for the most climax stand. The frequencies of
saplings, shrubs, and herbaceous plants were calculated for each study plot.
FINDINGS: The continuum Index values of the 12 plots ranged from 1470 for
the plot that had been clear-cut 50 years ago to 2274 for the most climax
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area. Seventeen species of trees were present In the upland forest. Of these
sugar maple was dominant In the four plots with highest continuum ir.dex
values; red oak was dominant In the eight plots of lowest continuum Index
values. Bur oak saplings had greater frequencies In plots of lowest continuum
Index values. Sugar maple saplings had highest frequencies In plots of
highest continuum Index values. Some species of shrubs, vines, and
herbaceous plants showed similar ~atterns of correlation with the continuum
index.
In the plot that had been clear-cut In 1926 many of the trees had
multiple trunks sprouted from stumps. The continuum Index value of that plot
Increased slightly when dominance was based on the total basal area of a! I
the trunks In e clone. The trunk density was twice that of any other plct
cut the average trunk size was much smal fer.
Definite differences were noted In frequencies of species on north end
south slopes. Bur oak was not found on north slopes. Birch, which occurs
here In the southern limits of Its natural range, had a frequency three times
greater on north slopes than on south slopes. Red oak, red maple, sugar
maple, basswood, trembling aspen, and green ash were present more frequently
on northern slopes. Ironwood, large-toothed aspen, American elm, and black
cherry had greater frequencies on southern slopes. Understory plants also
showed differences in frequency according to slope.
DISCUSSION: St. John's Forest has plant species typical of several types of
forest communities with species typical of southern dry mesic forest occurring
most frequently. Succession appears to be progressing from dry to more mesic
conditions. Variations are apparent throughout the forest. These variations
could have been caused by 1l ground tires In some areas which have acted as
retrogressive agents In forest succession, 2l a history of selective and
clear-cutting, and 3) a topography which Includes fairly level areas, steep
hi I !sides, end areas relatively protected trom tires by lakes end swamps.
APPROVED BY RESEARCE COJ.!MITTEE, JULY 1977
Me= L. Partch, Chairperson

8/0L(X;Y OF GREATER SANDHILL

CRANES IN BURNETT COUNTY,

KfSCONSIN

Rona'Z.d A. Crete

Status, reproduction, habitat and distribution of greeter sandhi I I cranes

(GPUs eanadensis tabidal In Burnett County, Wisconsin was studied from March
1976 to July 1978. The primary areas used by cranes were Crex Meadows, Fish
Lake and Amsterdam Slough State WI ldllfe Management Areas. Cranes returned
to these areas by 1 April each year. Minimum spring populations totaled 51,
67, and 63 cranes during successive years of this study. Seventeen nests were
located on Crex Meadows and Fish Lake areas. Territories of pairs where nests
were located averaged 126 ha. Sixteen nests contained two eggs and the other
one egg. The average hatch date for 11 clutches was 20 May. Nine days
occurred between earliest and latest hatch dates. Twenty-one of 33 (63.4%>
eggs hatched. Six eggs were lnfertl le and at least four eggs were destroyed
by predators. Fifteen of 21 (71.4%> colts fledged. Care= rostrata was the
dominant plant species at nest sites based on average percent canopy coverage
and frequency of occurrence. Twenty-nine cranes were captured end marked at
Crex Meadows during this study and a! I were Tabida subspecies. Radio-tagged
and color-marked cranes using Crex Meadows as a tel I staging area provided
Information on migration routes and wintering areas and spring distribution.
At least 181 and 179 cranes staged at Crex Meadows In tal I 1976 and 1977,
respectively. Radio-tagged crane behavior showed that roost selection during
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staging was Influenced by waterfowl hunting. Estimated annual juvenl le
recruitment observed at Crex Meadows was 12.2% In 1976 and 15.2% In 1977.
Those years, recruitment estimates at Jasper-Pulaski Fish and Wildlife Area
In Indiana were 13.0% and 10.3%, respectively. Breeding pairs of radio-tagged
cranes marked at Crex Meadows during the staging period were later relocated
near Hinckley and Little Fa I Is, Minnesota, near Fish Lake and on Crex Meadows.
Backpack radio packages did not affect egg fertl llty of three nesting pairs
In spring 1978. Management of state lands In Burnett County for prairie
grouse and waterfowl has been beneficial to cranes. Crex Meadows Refuge
provided safe feeding, loafing and roosting habitat for cranes throughout the
staging period. Cranes departed Crex Meadows by mid-November in 1976 and 1977.
KEY WORDS: greater sandhi I I crene; Burnett County, Wisconsin; status;
reproduction; staging; radio-telemetry; roost selection; recruitment; Crex
Mezsdows Refuge.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, ,"fAY 1980

.4Zfred li. Grewe, Jr., Chairrperson

ACUTE, CONTINUOUS-FLOW, EFFLUENT 8/0ASSA YS WITH 7 SPECIES
FISH AT THE COAL-FIRED SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATING PLANT
NEAR BECKER, MNNESOTA
~~~

o.

OF

Dittberner

A standard flow-through blozsssay procedure and apparatus were developed
to monitor the effluent at the Sherburne County Generating Plant. Six, acute
(96 hrl, continuous-flow blcasszsys were conducted between May and November
1977 with the tal lowing species of fish: the white sucker Catostomus aommersoni
(Lac~p~del, the black crappie Pamo:is nigramaauU%tus <Lesueur>, the bluegl I I
Lepamis machrochirus Raflnesque, the largemouth bass Micropterus saUr.oides
<Lacepedel, the smal !mouth bass Micropterus doZomieui Lacepede, the wal !eye
Stizostedion vitreum (Mitch! I f), and the fathead minnow PimephaZes prameZas
Ratlnesque. During the May to November period the plant's effluent ranged i n
specific conductance from 1600 to 5000 ~hos/cm and In sulfates (the prirc i ple
canst I tuent of the eft I uentl from 880 to 4100 mg/ I. Water temperatures
varied with the season but were consistently higher (1.0 to 9.90 Cl In the
effluent as opposed to the river water.
Linear regression analyses were done to determine if any relationships
existed between the observed temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and conductivity
values recorded during the bloassays versus the effluent concentrations used.
Conductivity and temperature were directly related to effluent concentrations
with average coefficients of determination (r2) tor the six bloassays of 0.87
and 0.60 respectively . Dissolved oxygen and pH were inversely related to
effluent concentration with respective average r2 values of 0.53 and 0 .20 tor
the six bloassays.
Though It was invalid to compute lethal concentrations of the effluent
due to either high acclimation mortality, temperature differences between the
river water and the effluent or low bioassay mortality, the data Indicate that
t he effluent Is probably not acutely toxic to the species tested. Fish
exposed to tul !-strength effluent tor 96 hrs survived as well as control fish.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JUNE 197 8

Alfred J. Hopwood,

Ch~irperson
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A KEY TO THE GYRINIDAE OF MINNESOTA
CANADIAN P P.OVINCES

AND ADJACENT STATES AND

1.7iZZW:m D. Ferkinho;!

This p~per presents adult keys, descriptions, ~nd distributions for 4
species of Dineutus ~nd 27 species of Gyrinus found in Minnesota ~nd ~dj~ce~~
st~tes ~nd C~nadi~n provinces.
An ~dult key to the tour North Amerlc~n gener~
Is ~!so included. Besides the keys, lnfor~tion on life history ~nd h~bits,
taxonomic ch~r~cters, ~nd l~bor~tory prep~ratlon of specimens Is given. There
is ~lso a gloss~ry of terms.
No new species were described, but nine specimens of G. gehringi were
identified. Prior to this, G. gehringi was represented by one p~lr of type
specimens described by Ch~mberl~in In 1929. One ~leD. nigrior from C~ss
County, North Oakot~ w~s ~lso Identified. This is the first D. nigl'ior
recorded tram th~t st~te.
J.FPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979
RaZ.ph W. Gundersen, Ci~airperson

LABORATORY RESOURCE COMPETITION AklJNG Daphnia Pulex,
Re ticulata,
AND /l'bina Afflnis (CRUSTACEA:
CLADOCERA)

Cerlodaphnia

John B. Gorentz
Cl~docer~n populations were grown in l~boratory cultures at 17 and 23 C
fed on ye~st ~t 0.2 ~nd 0.8 mg/llter/day. Growth ~tes ~nd densities
observed at three d~y lnterv~ls for~ 29 day period were fitted to the LotkaVolterr~ equ~tlons for competing species.
The fit was best when ~ lag-time of three days w~s considered. There
were no exact replicates tor each culture, but competitive relationships and
growth par~meters were consistent within the cultures of a given tre~tment.
Parameters and projections b~sed on biomass were less consistent with observed
events than those based on numerical densities.
Carrying cap~citles Increased with, but were not proportional to the food
supply. Moina affinis w~s rel~tlvely successful when competition w~s low,
consistent with categorlz~tlon of Moina ~s a relative r-strategist, with high
growth rates obtained at the expense of efficiency. Ceriodaphnia growth was
best in a treatment in which more single-eel led food particles were provided.
Theoretical conside~tions Indicated some niche separation, ~!though it was
not clear along which dimensionlsl the separation existed.
Analysts of population growth models indicates that l~boratory ecosystems
with constant food inpu~ ~tes might select for different species than simi tar
systems with self-limiting resources. 1". method Is presented tor measuring
lntro- and interspecific competition among various age classes. The response
of per capita growth rate to density w~s curvl linear, with gre~test devl~tlons
from the fitted equ~tlons occurring ~t low densities. This is also predicted
from a class of ~odels In which growth rate is a function of food Intake per
animal.
~nd

APPROVED EJ RESEARCH COM-!ITTEE, MAY 1978

Keith M. Knutson, Chairperson
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A QUANT"ITATION OF MACROPHAGE MIGRATION INHIBITION IN
OF VARIOUS AGES

RATS

Chaz•les Jones

Cel !-mediated Immunity determined by macrophage migration inhibition (MMil
A
modification of the MMI assay was developed using a trocar and cannula
technique to harvest the macrophages to avoid kl I ling the animal. Also a
culture chamber was developed as a simple and Inexpensive replacement for a
Sykes-Moore chamber. The results of the assay Indicated that maximal immune
competence was reached at 4 weeks of age and Immune competence declined
significantly with age (4 to 90 weeks). It Is suggested that by using MMI
a study could be developed to Investigate how different environmental
Influences may affect eel !ular Immune competence.

in vitro was studied as a function of age In female Sprague Dawley rats.

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, NOVEUBER 1378

.iohn MaCu8, Chairperson

EVALUATION OF A CONTINUOUS-FLOW PER/PHYrON BIOASSAY SYSTEM
US/foG THE WASTEWATER EFFLUENT FROM THE COAL-FIRED
SHERBURNE COUNTY GENERATII'G PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
NEAR BECKER, JfUNNESOTA

Debra L. F.Oehlinger

A continuous-flow per l phyton bioassay system was developed to assess the
Impact of a coal-tired electrical generating plant wastewater effluent upon
perlphyton communities Indigenous to the Mississippi River. Three 96-hour
bioassays were conducted from June through November, 1977 to test the procedure
and design of this bioassay system. In addition, a 12-day comparative test
was conducted In October, 1977 to verity the homogeneity of conditions within
the system.
An open bioassay system, in which test water flowed on a once-through
basis, was constructed to simulate natural !otic conditions. Perlphyton •were
simultaneously exposed to two df lutfons of the effluent and a control. The
natural receiving water, the Mississippi River, served as the diluent and
control for each bioassay. Prior to each bioassay, Mississippi River water
flowed through the bioassay system to supply a natural seed for the establ lshment of periphyton communities on glass microscope slide substrates. Glass
slides were removed at the outset ot the bicassays and later examined to
determine the structure ot perfphyton communities before exposure to the
eff I uent. At the ccmp Iet Ion of each bIoassay, the remaining s II des were
removed tc assess the Impact ot the effluent dl lutlor.s upon the structure of
periphyton communities.
One hundred and forty-seven dlatom species were observed during the entire
study. Individual analysis ot variance statistical tests were performed en
the eel I densities of the 15 most dominant diatoms frcm each bioassay and
comparative test. Statistics from the comparative test and the outset ot
each bioassay Indicated that similar perlphytol" communities In i tiall y co:onized
;lass slide substrates. Results from the completion ot each bioassay suggest
that there were no significant differences In the perlphyton community
str~c-ture due to various dl lutlons of the coal-tired power plant wastewater
effluent. Significant differences at a .01 alpha level <level ot signif i cance)
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occurred in seven of the '5 ind!vidual

~n~lyses

of variance.

APPROVED E:t RESEARCH COMMITTEE, YJJU 1979

Y.eith M. Knutson, Chairperson

K'INTER FORAGING ECOLet;Y, TERRITORIALITY, AND NESTING BIOLet;Y OF
THE WriiTE-BREASTED NUTHATCH IN CENTRAL 'MNNESOTA

Jeffrey

a.

Larson

From December 1977 to May 1978, aspects of foraging ecology, terrltoriailty and nesting of four pairs of white-breasted nuthatches Sitta carolin~~is
cookei were observed in central Minnesota.
Nuthatches foraged ir. trees with rough bark more than trees with smooth
bark, and spent more time on trunks than on branches. Oak, elm, and ash were
preferred over other species, and selectivity was not a function of relative
dominance alone. For each of two pairs, the birds spent 89 and 87~ of foraging
time searching tor food. Eleven and 13% of foraging time was spent caching
food, and caching rates were 8 and 16 caches/hr respectively. While foraging,
the nuthatches averaged 109 flights/hr, and spent 6% of foraging time flying.
Each flight averaged 2 sec, and the average flying tlme/hr was 218 sec. The
average distance traveled by climbing whl le foraging was 198m/hr.
Territory sizes were 16.1 and 18.4 he for two of the pairs studied.
Territories overlapped on the boundar ies, and trespassing nuthatches were
sometimes tolerated In these buffer zones. I divided territories into
exclusive areas and buffer zones. Exclusive areas tor the two territories
were 4.2 and 14.8 he, and buffer zones were 11.9 and 3.6 he respectively.
Courtship behavior was f i rst observed on 23 March 1978. AI I nests were
in knot-holes of maple trees. Ground to nest-cavity heights ranged from 8 to
9.5 m. Materials used while bill-sweeping included: insects, down feathers,
and fur. Nest-bul ldlng materials Included: outer and shredded inner tree
bark; cattle, deer, shrew, squirrel, and rabbit hair; and a rabbit tal I.
Clutch sizes were 7, 8, 9, and 10. For two pairs, egg-laying began on 30 Apr! I
and 4 May 1978. IncubatIon per I ods were 14 and 15 days respectIvely.
Clutches hatched on 17, 20, 20, and 27 May. Males brought food to the next
6 tlmes/hr when the- nestlings were one day old.
t.FPROVEIJ EY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MARCE 1979
Gret.1e, Jr., C'nairperson

Alfred H.

M4CROINVERTEBRATE FUNCTIONAL GROUP ECOLet;Y AND ORDER
CLASSIFICATION OF NORTHEASTERN MINNESOTA STREAio/6

Jeffrey Lee McCulloch
The ecology of stream macrolnvertebrate functional groups and their
relationships to stream order classlflcatlon were Investigated by drift
sampll ng.
Seasonal changes In relative abundance and taxonomic composition of the
functional groups were related to the seasonal nature of food supplies. The
annual relative abundances of the functional groups also v~ried in response
to stream order. This was the result of corresponding changes In the dominant
source of energy. As stream order Increased, shredders of live and dead plant
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matter became less Important, whl le col lectors and scrapers became more
important. Functional group analysis provided a simple way to evaluate the
functional aspects of stream communities.
Cluster analysis of the sites Indicated that stream order designations
may not always reflect preval ling biological conditions, and thus should not
be used as the sole basis by which streams are classified.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1979

RaZ.ph W. Gundersen, Chairperson

SELECTIVE CULTUR/N:; OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER PERIPHYTON GROWN
AT 30C IN AN ARTIFICIAL STREAM APPARATUS

Dennis James f.!cGovern
An artificial stream apparatus was constructed to assess the community
composition and growth rates of Mississippi River perlphyton collected on ten
occasions, between August 16, 1976 and January 16, 1977, and selectively
cultured at 30C. The apparatus simulated stream conditions by recirculating
Mississippi River water between two tanks. I I lumlnatlon, water temperature,
and current velocity were kept constant. Algae were Introduced Into the
system from seed rocks which were collected from the riverbed before each
test. Algae sloughed ott the rocks In varying quantities and colonized a
series of microscope slides that were suspended In the artificial apparatus.
The study consisted of ten tests each lasting eight days.
The same algal species dominated In each of the tests. Filaments of
Phormidi.wr: vaZderianum and OsciZ.Zatoria Z.imnetica were the dominant b I uegreen species, whl le Nitzschia paZea and Fragitzria conatruer.s were the
dominant diatoms. Green algae were not abundant In any of the tests. Dlato~s
colonized the glass slIdes first but were succeeded and dominated by the
filamentous blue-greens which comprised 90.4 to 99.0 percent of the total
community at the end of alI tests. Linear regression analysis Indicated that
the relationship between time and the log of algal densities tor the ten
tests had a mean slope of 0.4887 with an r2 value of 0.8613. Analysis of
variance showed that there was no significant difference among tests when
specific growth rates were compared, whl le algal densit ies and chlorophyl I
"a'' values Indicated there was a significant difference. The study indicated
that Mississippi River perlphyton can be selectively cultured to obtain the
same dominant spec ies with the same growth rates.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMP.ITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977
Keith M. Knutson, Chairperson

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND ITS EFFECT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF SOME
GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES IN RAT HEART AND SKELETAL MVSCLE

Hassan MoZtaji
Enlargement of the heart Is commonly reported In animals and men trained
to endurance exercise. Few studies, however, have documented changes In
glycolytic enzymes In the myocardium and skeletal muscle resulting frcrr. such
exercise.
Male CFN rats of different ages were exercised f i ve hours dally, five days
a week fer 12-16 weeks. The exercising program consisted of swimming In a
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34-36cC water tank and running on a treadmill. At the end of the exercislns
program, the anima Is were decapitated and cardIac anc s ke Iet~ I muse I e were
used for determination of LDH and other glycolytic enzyme activities such as
pyruvate kinase and phosphofructokinase.
Physically trained rats showed cardiac hypertrophy and an Increase in
heart to body weight ratio. There was also an Increase In total LDH and
pyruvate kinase activity and a decrease In phosphofructokinase of cardiac
and skeletal muscle.
APPROVED EY RESEARCH C0/-1-!ITTEE. NOVEl.JBER 1977
David F. Mork. Chairperson

A SURVEY OF THE ENTERIC BACTERIA
Chrysemys P!cta Bellii (GREY)

OF THE PAINTED

TURTLE

Robin D. Mo·nroe

PROBLEM: In recent years, salmonel losls has been associated with pet turtles.
There has been considerable study on the relationship of the bacteria SaZmoneZLa
sp. to captive turtles but I lttle work on wild turtles. This study deals with
the association cf wild turtles and SaZmoneZZa sp. Since I lttle research has
been done on any enteric bacteria of the turtle, I also Included Identification
of other enteric bacteria present In these turtles.
PROCEDURE: Turtles were captured and placed In aquaria unti I droppings were
deposited. These droppings were then subjected to various growth media In
order to isolate species of the faml ly Enterobacteriaceae. These were then
identified with the Enterotube system of Identification.
FINDINGS: SaZmoneZZa sp. was found In only two turtles out of 28 tested.
Since the likelihood of these being pathogens to man Is smal I, the posslbi lity
of these turtles transmitting salmonellosis to humans Is also smal I.
The other enteric species Identified were Esaheriahia sp •• Citrobaater
r'i>eundii. Proteus w.Zga:r'is. P. miribiZis. P. rrrorga:nii. P. rettgeri. Enterobaater
aerogenes. E. aggZorrrerans. E. aZoaaae. Serratia Ziquefaaiens. Providenaia sp ••
KZebsieZLa pneumoniae. EdwardsieZZa sp. and Arizona sp.

APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE. JUNE 1978
DCZT)id c. K:I'ar.rer. Chairperson

CAPTURING, TAGGING AND RADIO TELEMETRY MJNITORING GREAT BLUE
HERONS (Ardea herod/as L.) IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA
Riaha.rd W. Peifer

Methods for capturing, marking and monitoring herons were developed and
evaluated. Baiting herons to a terrestrial site was successful In only one
out of three years. Four male great blue herons were rocket-net captured at
an aquatic capture site, and were radio and wing streamer tagged. Streamers
were read! ly visible and did not deteriorate significantly. Some secondary
wing feathers were damaged by the streamers. Feeding territories ranged 13.7
to 34.1 km southeast from their colony. Two of the four marked herons
terrestrially foraged tor about three weeks and were observed capturing
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mammals almost exclusively. Mammals observed captured Included thirteen-lined
ground squirrels, eastern chipmunks, prairie pocket gophers, eastern fox
squirrel and cottontal I.
A comparison of the times spent at the colony by Individual birds based
on intermittent mob! le-tracking data showed no significant variation CP~0.999l.
The same type of comparison but based on continuous stationary remote scanning
data showed a significant variation CP~0.011l. Radio-tagged herons were more
often observed at the colony between 0700-0900 and 1700-1900. Diurnal feeding
Intervals by adult herons at the colony during the post-guardian period
appeared to be 5.0 hours. A short occipital plume late In the breeding season
may Indicate a bird that has been feeding nestlings. Slack or grey feathers
scattered throughout the forehead may be dlagnost!c for three year olds.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

AZfred. H. Grew4, Jr., Chairperson
A UNIALGAL BIOASSAY OF THE WASTE WATER EFFLUENT FROM A COALFIRED ELECTRICITY GENERATING PLANT AT BECKER, MINNESOTA
3arry E. Rosen

A static unialgal bioassay was conducted on the waste water effluent of
a coal-tired electricity generating plant (Northern States Power Company,
Becker, Mn.l to determine the effects of the growth of Nitzschia paZea (Kutz.l
W. Smith CBaclllarlophyceael and SeZenastrum aapricornutwn Prl ntz. CCh lorophyceael. Algal growth was measured as doublings per day using cell numbers
and chI orophy I I "a" t I uorescence.
The maximum growth rate during the exponential phase and the final
population size per unit volume showed two trends in algat growth due to
effluent treatments. Maximum growth rates based on eel I density were stimulated
In the 25 and 50% effluent, while the 75 and 100% effluent treatments were
Inhibited. This inhibitory effect was more pronounced in the growth rates
based on chlorophyl I "a" fluorescence, which were suppressed in the 50, 75 and
100% effluent treatments. In contrast, the maximum population size, based on
density and fluorescence during the stationary phase, was greatest in the 75
and 100% effluent treatments. The growth rates slowed sooner in the control,
25 and 50% effluent treatments as nutrients beca~e limiting. Hcweve~ the 75
and 100% effluent treatments continued to grow, using the effluent as a
nutrient, which supported the higher population.
The Inhibitory effects of the effluent on algal growth appeared to be
dissipated by the increase in algal density, posslbly . through absorbtlon,
adsorbtion or adaptation by the test organisms. Therefore, the overal I
pattern of algal growth was not greatly influenced by the effluent.
APPRCVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, JUliE 1978

Keith M. Knutson, Chairperson

PRODUCTION OF A STREAM CADDISFL Y (Hydropsyche Phalerata HAGEN,
TRICHOPTERA:
HYDROPSYCHIDAE) IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR
IY:ONT/CELLO. 1'r1/NNESOTA

wayne F. Sarappo
Production estimates were obtair.ed by the AI len curve method and the
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moctfiec Winberg method for Eydropsy~:he pha~erat;a larvae in the Mississippi
River trcm 25 May to 22 November 1976. fl. tot a I of 45,759 Iarvae were
examined, after subsampllng, to determine the head capsule size of lnstars
2 to 5, mean individual weight of each lnstar, and mean standing crop of
each i nstar.
The Allen curve method yleldec a production estimate of 39.61 gm-2 for
the 24 June- 22 September sampling period, and the modified Winberg methc-c
gave an estimate at 16.59 gm-2 tor the same time period. The coefficient
cf determination (r2) obtained from Pearson correlation coefficients tor the
two methods was 0.6022. The low river flow In 1976 affected the production
estimates by concentrating the larvae In the river because of decreased
aval table substrate fer colonization, and by raising the ambient temperature
of the river. Statistical analyses to determine the effect of the thermal
effluent from the Northern States Power Company Mor.tlcel lo Nuclear Generator
were based on production estimates from the nonheated and heated zones. The
heated effluent did not affect the number or biomass of the Eydropsyche
pha~erata population.

RESEARCH COMMIT':EE, NOVEMBER 1977
J. Hopwood, cr~irperson

ArPROVED BY
A~fred

DIATOM POPULATIONS OBSERVED ON ARTIFICIAL
IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR MJNTICELLO,

AND NATURAL SUBSTRATES
MINNESOTA

Orbbie Krith Webber, II
Diatom algae In the Mississippi River near Montlcel to, Minnesota were
studied during 1976. Three basic objectives of the study were: (1) to
develop a comprehensive listing of the diatom flora of this region; <2l to
study the variation of the artlflc~al substrate communities; (3) to compare
artificial ana natural substrate communities.
During 1976, 143 taxa of diatoms were observed. Surface sample counts
showed dominance percentages of individual species which could be separated
into four categories. One category Included species having a unimodal peak
of occurrence. Co~:~:oneis p~centu~ var. eug~ypta doml nated the fl rst four
months of the study, June through September. Diatoma vu~are dominated the
October sample. Other species displaying a unimodal peak of occurrence
Included Navicu~ graci~is and Achnanthes Zinearis. Another category Included
those species having a bimodal peak of occurrence. These Included
Gomphonema parvuZum and A~:hnanthes minutissima. The next category consisted
of those species of consistent occurrence, but having no obvious peaks In
their populations. The last category were those species of rare occurrence.
These Included two unknowns, Gomphonema sp.and Nitzschia sp.
Comparison of natural and artificial substrate communities showed significant differences between the two types of populations. High dominances of
Cocconeis plal:entuZa var. eugZypta and Diatoma vu~are on the art! flcla I
sampler Indicated a preference for the artificial substrate over the natural
substrate. However, considering the environmental optimum ranges of the
Individual species and the relatively short exposure time of the artificial
substrates, the floating periphyton sampler achieves a population representing
a young, new Iy estab II st.ed communIty.

RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977
Keith M. Knutson, Chairperson

APPROVED BY
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF LEAF PROCESSING RATES AND INVERTEBRATE
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS TO STREAM ()RDER IN NORTHEASTERN
IWNNES OTA

Steven Norman WiZZiams
Processing rates for aspen CPopuZus tremuZoides> and red pine (~mus
resinosa> leaves were measured In first through fourth order streams In 1977.
The purpose was to investigate the relationship between leaf processing rates
and stream order designations.
Artificial leaf packs weighing 10 g were used to measure weight loss
during two eight week periods; one during June and July the other during
October and November. Processing rates between stream orders were not
significantly different CP > .OS> except for aspen leaves during the summer.
Processing rates of aspen and red pine leaves were significantly more rapid
(P < .05) In the summer than In the tall. Average processing coefficients
for alI stream orders combined were: aspen - 0.0212 In the summer and
0.0082 In the fal I; red pine- 0.0026 In the summer and 0.0008 In the tal I.
The Invertebrates associated with the leaf packs were evaluated on a
functional group basis. Col lectors and fl Iter feeders were the dominant
functional groups at alI stream orders on alI dates. During both seasons
shredders generally decreased with Increasing stream order. In the summer,
the ratio of shredders to col lectors decreased with Increasing stream order.
In the tal I the ratio was highest In first and third order strea~s; lowest
In second order streams.
KEY WORDS:

Decomposition; detritus precessing, leaf litter, stream order,

PopuZus, Pir.us, shredder, col lector.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUI:J."l'££, MAY 1979

RaLph W. Gundersen, Chairperson

ENGLISH

CHARACTER AND THEME IN j. R. R. TOLKIEN' S The Lord of the R lngs:
AN EXAI'r!/NATION OF TOLKIEN'S USE OF !YUNOR AND NON-HEROIC
CHARACTERS TO DELINEATE FOUR MAJOR THEMES

.l ane L. BergstaZer
J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings has become one of the best
known works In modern literature, perhaps because the fantasy's messages
concern not some fairy-tale land of the past but our own world, for a! I
time. The story Tolklen created Is not a simp l istic fairy story, but ~n
I I lustration of alI he felt to be true In the world: ~any interweaving
themes, all dealing In some way with mankind. Four of his most significant
themes find their greatest expression in certain non-heroic or minor characters and groups of characters.
These themes Involve Tolkien's concept of good and evi I in man's nature,
the ef f ect of power, the Importance of nature and the environment, and t he
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movement of history and destiny. The bel let concerning 900d and evi I that
are expressed through the mi ncr and non-heroIc cha r~:cters and r~:ces Is that
nothing Is created evl I, but that man can become corrupt because of his tree
wil I, by choosing to serve his own selfish desires above the good of alI.
The message Tolklen's characters give concerning power Is that It Is inevitably ccrruptin9 because power Itself Is basically self-centered. Through
his minor characters Tolklen cal Is for the appreciation and preservation of
nature and the environment from the horrors of industrlaltzatlon. Finally,
his characters help to show Tolkien's belief In the importance of history as
a force constantly Influencing the present and In the concept of destiny,
the belief that there Is a guiding force In the universe.
AI I four of these themes can be found first In Tolklen's races. Those
which bring out a variety of aspects cf each theme are Elves, Dwarves, Orcs,
and Hobbits. Among the hobbits, the minor character 81 lbo l I lustrates how
even the humble can be affected by power, and how just one Individual affects
history. The clearest examples of power's corruption are the non-heroic
characters Boromlr, Denethor, and Saruman. Characters whose primary function
seem~ to be to delineate Tolklen's beliefs concerning nature and history are
Tom Bombed! I, Treebeard, and Ghan-burl-Ghan. AI I four themes are found again
in Tolklen's most lntrlgulng non-heroic character--Go! lum--who shows the
ccnfl ict between good and evi I in man's nature, the destructive effects of
power, the need for a good relationship between man and nature, and the
importance of the Individual In the scheme of history and life.
APPROVED EI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 19'18
Jonathan N. LazJson, Chairperson

C.

S.

LEWIS'S TR/LCGY:

MXJELS--MODERN AND MEDIEVAL

John..T. Ba:ugen
UnlIke more representative writers of science fiction, C. S. Lewis
disagrees that man's hope lies In man alone. His perspective Is based In
part on his studies In literary history and on his Christian beliefs, beth of
which contribute to his critical view of modern Western culture. This study
of Lewis's Out of the Silent PZanet, PereZandra, and That Hideous Strength
approaches the trl logy as a fiction of ideas, focusing on Lewis's comparison
of sclentlsm and the medieval universe of his trl logy.
The trl logy Is Lewis's response to sclentlsm, an Informal but Influential belief that Lewis detected In popular works by writers such as H. G.
Wei Is, G. B. Shaw, and Olaf Stapledon. In the trl logy, the beliefs of these
writers are presented through the characters of Weston and the members of
N. I.C.E., who hold that the ultimate good Is the perpetuation of man as a
species and that moral jucgments must be rooted In scientific data. Basing
his own position on natural law, Lewis argues that by reducing morality to
chance, scIent 1srr. offers a mora I system that ·is l tse If immora I.
LewIs opposes scIent l sm In the tr I Iogy by constructIng a un l verse that
Is medieval In content and structure. From the chain-of-being model, Lewis
adapts the principles of the triad and of plentitude. Within the settings
and situations of his novels, these principles contribute to the contrast
between the sterl le, chaotic universe of sclentlsm and the terti le, ordered
space of Lewis's own fictional universe. On a moral level, the application
of the medieval model supplies an objective standard for distinguishing
between good and evl I. Integrated with the space-voyage theme, the medieval
model provides an Intellectual perspective on sclentlsm by removing both
characters and readers from faml Iter spatial and historical contexts.
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As a fiction of ideas, the trl logy presents the problem of determining
how seriously to accept Lewis's medieval universe, for through characters In
the fiction, Lewis suggests that his fiction may be fact. Lewis's writings
on the nature of models, however, Indicate that the trl logy might best be
read not as a defense of the medieval model but rather as a defense of a
medieval attitude. Through such an attitude we are reminded that we must not
mistake descriptions for the real lty which they describe.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979

John Me7.ton, Chairpeztson

Lubabat
DTwan Al-~ababa
WITH AN INTRODUCTION ON ITS
AMJf\G THE ARABS

Wa Mawa'd Al·'l~aba:
A TRANSLATION
PLACE IN THE PROFANE LOVE GENRE

Rima i<azoam Eaugtm

The introduction provides a general discussion of the profane Love genre
among the Arabs from the pre--Islamic q~~ to the highly cultivated prose
and poetry of the Islamic Middle Ages; and, secondly, Indicates the significance of the fourteenth-century anthology D~wan a7.-Sababa in Arabic literary
tradition In particular, and In medieval courtly love in general. The D~wan's
theme of at-~ababa, ardent profane love, stresses the ennobling power of love,
thus continuing the spiritualized doctrine of courtly love which appeared In
the Arab world long before the existence of Provencal . poetry.
The translated text, Lubabat D~wan aZ-Sabaoa wa Mawa•d a7.-Isaoa, Is a
representative fifteenth-century Arabic condensation of the D~an. The
Lubaoat consists of the compi fer's Introduction, a brief prologue, and five
chapters treating ardent profane love: first, its definition; second, Its
degrees and etymologies; third, Its psychological causes and physiological
symptoms; fourth, whether it is voluntary or Involuntary; and finally, blame
and praise of love. The translation contains brief notes and a selective
bIb I Iography.
AFPROVED BY RESEARCE COMJ.f.ITTEE, UARCH 1979

John MeZton, Chairperson

THE STRUCTURE

AND FUNCTION OF IRONY IN Giants

in

the Earth

Karer. E. Maki

Giants in the Earth Is primarl ly Ironic In mode, and that irony lies in
the lncompatlbl lity between Beret's and Per Hansa's imagined roles and the
real lty of their situations. Per Hansa Imagines himself to be the aske~
of the Norwegian fairy tale who performs the Impossible task and thus wins
the princess and half the kingdom. Beret sees the horizon as a magic ring
within which everything Is corrupt and dying, and In her pietistic attitude
she imagines she must save the settlement by convincing the others of the
prairie's evil.
The irony of Per Hansa's situation is that in the American fairy tale
winning the princess Is the task, not the reward, and he cannot win Beret;
1 ~....

she can only retreat further into her sense of sin as Per Hansa unknowingl y
drives her there with his Insistence on the glory of his klngdorr.. Beret!s
Irony is that she does Indeed save the settlement, out she does so by giving
t:lrth to a son named "Victorious," whose presence gives the settlers renewed
strength to battle the hardships of prairie life.
This specific lronv reflects a more general irony, the conflict between
freedom and fate that ROivaag saw in the Immigrant experience: if one has the
complete freedom to cut the ties to the past, one wi I I be fated to lose that
past forever. ROivaag saw that the Immigrant's tendency was to see either
the promise of the new land, as Per Hansa does, or else the pain of breaking
with the past, as Beret does. What R~lvaag emphasizes Is the necessity of a
choice between these two extremes, and thus by drawing his ironic contrast
he provides the Subject to be explored In the succeeding volumes of his
trilogy. By dramatizing the tragic consequences of total freedom in Giants
in the Earth. ROivaag emphasized the I imlted freedom that Peder Victorious
must choose In the final volume--the freedom to pursue the American dream as
Per Hansa did whl le preserving, rather than destroying, the cultural heritage
of Beret and her kind.
F'lnally, the title of the novel emphasizes Its Irony. The "giants in
the earth"--God's chosen, whom Beret and Per Hansa believed themselves to
be--are finally crossed by another giant: Beret's God of wrath, without
whom she cannot live and with who~ Per Hansa cannot share his kingdom.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1978

John R. Bovee. Chairperson

THE TECHNIQUE AND TIME OF PRE-WRITING A VIEW OF THE
COM'OSING PROCESS

CaroZ ti. MoegZein
Too often, freshman composition Instructors attempt to teach students how
tc write by focusing only on the sentence and the paragraph, on style and
expression, on grammar and mechanics. During the mid-sixties, a smal I revolution took place among educators who realized that who a student Is, how he
discovers Ideas, how he thinks, and how he feels are often the determining
factors l n the qua If ty of the wrIting he produces. In other words. these
educators focused their efforts on exploring both the period of time before
a student begins to outline and write his paper and the methods which could
make this important time-period both mere concrete and more productive. This
time and this technique are cal led "pre-writing."
It is Impossible to talk about writing without talking about thinking.
Creativity and order, structure and choice, memory and time alI must be
considered by instructors who wish to stress the principles underlying the
concept of pre-writing. Students need to understand that the mind does
function in predictable patterns and that by actively using their minds, they
may be able to strengthen their abi I ity to examine, interpret, assimilate,
and categorize the information they have received.
A student cannot be expected to think If he does not have concrete
material to think about. Aristotle was the first rhetorician to systematically study the art of Invention; this word Is often used synonomously with
the term "pre-writing." During this period, the use of topics (in the
classic as wei I as the classical sense), tape-recorders, and free-writing may
help students discover new Insights, arguments, and information . The method
of pre-writing promotes the use of personal experience, journal writing, and
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meditation to achieve the same goal.
Since thinking and exploration may be exhausting and frustrating endeavors,
some way must exist for Instructors to motivate students to want to communicate
their findings. Man's innate sense of curiosity, his need to create order in
the universe, his fear of rejection and humi lfatlon, and his drive for selfexpression and self-development may Influence a student's desire to create
expository prose.
Composition Instructors cannot teach Inspiration; they cannot give
assignments "to think" or "to feel." They can, however, foster In students
an awareness of the Importance of experiencing the complexities within and
around them while simultaneously Increasing their potential abl llty to think,
to explore, to create--and finally to communicate--with greater keenness,
depth, and perception •
.4FPROVED BY RESEAECH COMMITTEE, MA:l 1978
Jonathan N. Laz.:son, Chairperson

VOYAGE THROUGH THE DARK:
JeD'~$

THE WRLD OF JEAN RHYS' NOVELS

Z. Opitz

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to assess the quality and Identify
the theme of Jean Rhys' novels.
PROCEDURE: After a general discussion of alI her fiction in the context of
her literary and personal background, this study focused on Jean Rhys' novels:
Ql.u:a'tet, After Leaving Mzo. Ma.cksr.zie, Voyage in the Dark, Good Morning,
Midnight, and Wide Sargasso Sea. Each novel was synopsized and examined
critically with special emphasis on character development, use of description
and Imagery, and expression of thematic concerns. Finally, the qual lty and
message of Rhys' novels were examined via the cumulative effect of these same
elements.
FINDINGS: Jean Rhys' writing reflects her biography and expresses her biased
viewpoint; both are seen clearly in her composite heroine who epitomizes
woman In the role of victim. '
Through precise manipulation of "descriptive matter," Rhys implies statements about the societies, the situations and the motifs of her novels: her
descriptions are reserved for the warm, lush '!lest Indies of her childhood and
her lack of description characterizes the cold, restrictive, masculine society
of England and Europe; her imagery either expresses the situation In which the
heroine finds herself or exemplifies a thematic concern.
Severa I mot i fs recur wIthin each nove 1-- fema Ie vu I nerab I I i ty, rr.a Ie
dominance, a need for money, a woman's desire for sexual love, the predominant
role of luck/fate in human lite. These, however, are not static Ideas; they
develop within and between novels, and their relative Importance fluctuates
from one novel to the next. Cumulatively, they express Rhys's basic concern
for society's victims who, although they include alI impoverished members of
society, are usually women.
CONCLUSIONS: Despite her lack of literary reputation, Jean Rhys' ~ovels are
carefully crafted artistic works that shew a tight unity of expression and
idea. She reworks the same elements--character, description and imagery,
motifs--over and over, each time refining their relati ons hip s untl I the various
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combinat ions express, mer& explicitly than could ar,y single working, her basic
theme that modern European society victimizes those who have no economic or
soci a I power.
AFP.r!O'v"ED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE,
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Marcia Summers, Chairperson

THE ARTHUR/AN LEGEND IN M4LORY AND THE 1970'S:

A COMPARISON

Ma:ri~ R. ;"!fm£eZ

The 1970's A~hurlan fiction represents the latest step In the legend's
growth; Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte Dart'Jnao represents a landing five-hundred
years down the staircase. The comparison of Malory and these 1970's authors
In their handling of Arthur's and Merlin's characters, of magic, and of
violence, not only distinguishes between authors and times, but explores the
aspects of the legend which future writers wl l I need to consider.
In working with Arthur's story, modern authors return the king to his
place of prominence and work with explaining the Inconsistencies In hls
character which they found in Malory--hls abdication of power and fame to his
knights, and his reaction to Guenever and Launcelot's affair. Merlin's
enlg~atic character in Malory also presents a challenge to modern authors and
they attempt to discover the source for his concern over A~hur's kingdom. In
the 1970's Arthur and Merlin regain their dominant roles In the legend and
begin emerging as fully developed characters.
Fantasy plays an integral pa~ in A~hur and Merlin's world; the legend
was born when the marvelous was a natural pa~ of everyday life, and Malory's
tale Is Itself fantasy, fl I led with giants, wizards, and miracles. The
modern authors, somewhat estran~ed from the marvelous, do not deal with magic
as naturally as does Malory, yet they do not sever fantasy from the tale.
Wh I I e they strugg Ie to exp Ia in their magic, modern authors show future
writers that the marvelous must shape and Influence the entire tale.
In A~hur's world, war is assumed. Two aspects of violence control its
use by Malory and the modern authors: relevance to the story, and distance
between the reader and the violence. The appropriateness of violence Is
determined by purpose and the author's efforts to give man an example of a
I lfe he must rise above. Malory achieves a delicate balance between distance
tc the reader, relevance to the story, and providing his characters with a
purpose; the modern authors do not achieve that same balance and It remains
the task of a future writer to do so.
The differences between Malory and the modern authors show what might
come next In the legend: Arthur's character wl I I continue to develop as the
modern authors have struggled to develop It; the elements of fantasy and
violence wl I I also be carefully considered and explored In order to achieve
a modern effort comparab le tc Malory's work.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COM!-!ITTEE, !J.AY 1980

John L. MeZton, Chairperson
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DRAM4 AS MUSICAL THEATRE:
A COMPARISON OF LYNN RiGGS' G run
Grow tire LJI acs Wml RODGERS' AND HAl~MERSTEIN'S Oklahoma!
AND FERENC MJLNAR'S L//1 om WITH ROCGERS' AND HAAMERSTEIN'S
Carousel

Annette E.

Schr~ider

PROBLEM:

This thesis analyzes two of Rodgers' and Hammerstein's musicals,
C1943l and CarouseZ C1945l, by comparing them to the original dramas
upon which they were based, namely, Lynn Riggs' American folk play, Green Grow
the LiZacs C1930l, and Ferenc Molnar's .Hungarlan fantasy, LiZiom C1909l. Its
purpose Is threefold: to Identify what plot, script, and character changes
were made In the original plays, to determine why these changes may have been
made, and to ascertain what role such adaptation played In their success.
Ok~a/

FINDINGS: In adapting Green Grow the LiZacs, Rodgers and Hammersteln chose to
retain Its folk characters and Idioms, but they made slight changes in plot,
script, and characters so as to develop more completely the story of Riggs'
play. In addition, the musical team Incorporated numerous theatrical and
musical innovations that significantly Influenced American musical theatre.
A comparison of Green Grow the LiZacs with Ok~!, therefore, suggests
that successful adaptation of Riggs' play resultea from few major plot,
script, or character changes but several remarkable innovations related to
the music, dance, and drama of musical comedies In 1943.
CaroussZ carried on many of the Innovations begun In Ok~ma/; however,
It also Incorporated significant innovations of Its own, Including an expanded
orchestra and numerous extended musical passages which gave the score of
CarouseZ operatic stature. The collaborators made minor changes to plot,
script, and characters so as to transform the pessimistic Hungarian fantasy
Into an optimistic American musical comedy. A comparison of LiZiom and
CarouseZ, therefore, suggests that successful adaptation of Molnar's play
resulted primarily from the Incorporation of Innovative, operatic music', from
the change In locale from Budapest to New England, and from the creation of a
more optimistic philosophy throughout the play.
CONCLUSIONS: Adaptation, especially Innovative adaptation, played a significant role In the success of both of these musicals. Whl le preserving the
Integrity of the original, and without seeming ridiculously operatic, Rodgers
' and Hammersteln succeeded In developing a new kind of drama, one which drew
an Immediate and favorable response from a popular audience.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE,

AZfred E. Leja,

AUGUST 1979

~nairperson

BLACK FOLK CULTURE IN THE FICTION OF THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE

Judith A. Schreiner
The Harlem Renaissance of the 1920's was a period which fostered the
development of a black I lterature that drew heavily upon the black folk culture.
Nevels representative of this literature are .vot Witr.out Laughter by Langston
Hughes, One Way to Heaven by Countee Cui len, Home to BarZem by Claude McKay,
The Walls of Jericho by Rudolph Fisher, GOd Sends Sunday by Arna Bontemps, and
Jonah's Gourd Vine by Zora Neale Hurston.
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Various aspects of black folk music are presented in the fiction. The
traditions cf minstrelsy are u7l lizec In characterizations of a city dandy and
two endmen. Dance traditions are represented by descriptions of a cakewalk
and a jazz dance. R.eterences to the circle-dance appear In a presentation of
secular dance and in a discussion of dance traditions and religious customs.
The fiction emphasizes the diversity of the spirituals and the haunting
qualities of the sorrow songs. The novels reflect various forms of the blue$,
several traditions associated ~ith blues singers, and the Instrumentation of
the blues. Diversity In blues themes is evident In the blues verses and
general themes which appear In the fiction.
Characteristics of black religion are wei I represented In the novels.
Physical manifestations and emotional sensations of religious frenzy are
depleted in detal 1, and the relationship between religion and magic and the
distinction between good and evl I are accurately presented. Traditions associated with the black preacher are evident In the characterizations of preachers
and preaching style. Preacher-congregation conflicts and style-of-worship
controversies also appear In the literature.
The oral tracltlons of black folktales, proverbs, and beliefs are
accurately depleted in the novels. The practicality and realism of folk
proverbs are apparent, and the presentations of folktale materials stress the
psychological functions of the .trlckster and preacher tales. Black language
traditions are reflected In the images and unusual word usages that appear in
the speech of a variety of characters In the fiction.
Praise of the Harlem Renaissance authors was the torte of Alain Locke,
who astutely assessed the unique qualities of the Harlem Renaissance fiction
and who l dent if led the to I k cuI ture as the source of tr.at un 1queness. Locke 1 s
opinions are supported by the high degree of correspondence between the
I lterary presentations and the actual black folk culture elements.
APPROVED B:l RESEARCH COMfi.ITTEE, OCTOBER 1978

Ez.izabeth S. VanPelt, C"nairperson

HUNTER S.
Char~~s

W.

T.'101'1'iPSON:

MORALIST OR SECOND-RATE ACCOUNTANT

Seef~~t

Many critics saw Hunter Thompson's work as little more than the ravings
of a vicious misanthrope, and he was often written off as a drug-crazed
lunatic. But, as an examination of his work shows, Thompson was really
concerned with what he saw as a growing amorality In America. He should be
read as a moralist, not as a maniac.
And, his effectiveness as a moralist is largely determined by a unique
style he developed--Gonzo. Thompson, himself, referred to this style as
"bursts of madness and fl llgree," and It Is, perhaps, this Gonzo style that
brought critical attention to Thompson In the first place. In its purest
form, a Gonzo piece is the story of a journalist covering a fictional (as In
Las Vegas) or non-t i ctl ona I (as on the campa l gn tra I I) event.
From the early days of the Free Speech Movement In Berkeley, he had
chronicled the growth of the counter-culture. Thompson believed that these
people, the Freaks as he cal led them, represented a massive searching for a
more moral, more humane course tor this country. In 1965, he quit his job as
a reporter and dropped out at the same time the hippies began their chant of
"tune In, turn on, and drop out." His first articles on the hippies, the
nonstudent left, and the Hell's Angels reflected his sympathy for the plight
of the counter-culture.
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Through He~L's AngeLs: A Strange and TerribLe Saga, he showed the
relevance of his outlaw stance. He wrote a book about a subject that could
only be honestly covered from the inside. And, in that instance, to be an
Insider required that the author be an outlaw.
When the counter-cu·lture became political, when the Hippies became the
Ylpples <Youth International Party>, Thompson also become political . The
Ylpples' delight in the democratic process and its possibl lltles was reflected
in Thompson's unsuccessful bid for the office of Sheriff In Aspen, Colorado.
The loss of the flower chi id philosophy and the radicalization of the
counter-culture were explained by Thompson's F~ and Loathing in Las Vegas:
A Sauage Jar.a-n.ey to the Heart of the American Dream. He showed that, to the
counter-c,u Iture, the P..mer 1can Dream I tse It had atrophIed. The amora II ty of
Americans in general was the cause of the alienation of the youth In the
Sixties. Because of the novel and his exposure In RoLLing S~.e magazine,
Thompson emerged as one of the spokesmen of the counter-culture.
He had been a cult hero to the readers of RoLLing Stons from the early
Seventies, and Fear and Loathing: Cn the Campaign TraiL '72 established him
nationally as the counter-culture's spy in the straight world. But, by 1972,
the counter-culture had begun to crumble and disappear. The "doomfreaks" he
had feared had begun to take over. Thompson's constituency was dwindling.
Eventually, Thompson himself began to sense the futl ilty of hoping for a
political revolution to straighten America out.
Though the Watergate debacle buoyed his spirits briefly, It turned out
to be the counter-culture's last battle with the forces of evi I and fascism in
America. When the last demon of the Sixties had been exorcised, the counterculture quietly died. Thompson's career died with them. He no longer believed
that America could be wrenched from Its disastrous course. He saw Nixon's
demise as a defeat for the forces of fascism In America, but he also believed
that fascism had become so deeply Ingrained In the United States that even
Nixon's exorcism couldn't relieve it.
In light of this, Thompson's endorsement of Jimmy Carter for President
was no surprise. He believed that Carter was a decent man and that America
could do much worse than elect him president. Essentially, that endorsement
was the logical outcome of his entire career.
APPROVED BY RESEAllCH COMMITTEE, NOVE/lEER 1977

James C.

Lur~ist,

C"nairperson

THE INFLUENCE OF CHURC'-1 AND STATE ON SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
EI\'GLISH BIOGRAPHY

Doris Bogut Simonett
The blosraphy of the seventeenth century reflects In content and style
the Influences of previous centuries of life writing, such as myth, the Bible,
saints' lives and ecclesiastical histories, although these works from ear li er
centuries were probably not thought of, even by their authors, as being a
separate form of I lterature. Nor did these earl fer terms of life writing
contain a! I the elements new considered necessary for a biography, especially
the critical element of "detached curiosity." Earlier forms of writing tended
to be dIdactIc In purpose and the subject was ·~~r I tten about, not as an
individual person, but as a representative of a type.
In addition to these Influences from the past, there were the influences
gathered In the seventeenth century. Two of the most Important were religion
and pol itlcs, Church and state. The development of biography was both nourished
and Impeded by changes In governmental and Church organizations and by the
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events and controversies which brought them about. Yet Church and state were
so closely tied together that It Is difficult to view one separately from the
other. Despite this blurring, religion appears to have had the greater
influence on the biographers, influencing choice ot subject, style of writing
and theme. The state was nc.t a patron of bIographers and Its I nf I uence was
prtmarl ly the negative one of discouraging critical c~ment which might invite
state disfavor or reprisal.
The important biographers Included clergy and laymen, male and female.
They wrote of important exemplary men of their time, some of whom were active
In the Ctvi I War and especially those active on the religious scene. Abraham
HII I wrote the Life of Dr. Isaac Barrow (1683l; Gilbert Burnet wrote the Life
of the EarZ of Rochester (1680l; John Aubrey wrote, among other sketches, the
life of Thomas Hobbes; Lucy Hutchinson wrote the memoirs of her husband,
Colonel Hutchinson; whl le Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle, wrote the
I ife of her husband, General Newcastle. lzaac Walton, the most important
biographer of the seventeenth century, first wrote a life of John Donne In
1640. This was followed by the lives of Sir Henry Wotton (In 1651l, of
Richard Hooker (In 1665), of George Herbert (In 1670) and of Dr. Robert
Sanderson (in 1678). The Church influence is particularly evident in Walton's
writings.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMJJ.ITTEE, AUGUST 19'1'1

AZ.fred. E. Leja, Chair-person

A CRJriCAL SURVEY OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE NATIONAL
TEACHERS OF E/IGL/Sil PUBLIC DOUBLESPEAK CO!rlri/TTEE

COUNCIL

OF

Roberta Peirce Trooien
The National Counci i of Teachers of English formed the Committee on Pub! ic
Doublespeak In response to two resolutions regarding public lying passed at Its
1971 convention. The responstbt ltttes of the committee are to cal I attention
to public misuse of language and to develop classroom exercises for teaching
about irresponsible language. The members of the Doublespeak Committee have
published books and articles on dcublespeak, and Hugh Rank, first chairman of
the committee, has, In Language and Public Policy, compiled and edited articles
on doublespeak by members and non-members of the committee.
The work done by the committee Is In two areas--advertising and politics-and In both areas the responses are varied. The approaches to advertising
range from strict analyses of logic to liberal studies of semantics. Regardless of the approach, most of the Doublespeak writers fat I to acknowledge the
myriad resources used by ad-writers.
Many of the articles on political language are discussions of the metaphors
and euphemisms of Watergate, and like the articles on advertising, they fall to
rely on any broader approach to the study of language. The problem In this
second area Is compounded by the political prejudices of many of the Doublespeak wrl ters.
Of alI the different approaches to studying about advertising and political
language, the authoritarian purist approach Is the least useful. Mario Pel's
work Is an example of this attitude which, because It encourages the status
quo, plays Into the hands of the advertisers.
What Is needed Is a better understanding of how language In general works,
rather than articles on specific Incidents. However, most English teachers,
especially at the high school level, are not prepared to teach about language
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manipulation.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, AUGUST 1979
Phi~ip

Keith, Chairperson

THE HERlriETIC M4GI OF THE RENAISSANCE:
THEIR THEORIES
POSSIBLE INFLUENCE UPON CHRISTOPHER M4RLO~
Kay

AND THEIR

E. Vaughter

The quesTion of whether Christopher Marlowe's religious thought was
basically Christian or atheistic has for a long time presenTed a problem to
students of Elizabethan d~ma. Generally, because of the numerous unorThodoxies present In his plays, Marlovlan critics tend to place him In the
atheistic category. However, when his d~mas are sTudied In conjunction with
the Hermetic religion, one Is able to examine Marlowe In a different light,
and new and more positive facets appear In his religious thought.
The Hermetica, the ancient account of the Hermetic religion, Is a record
of Individuals seeking revelation, Intuition Into the divine, personal salvation, and gnosis through a religious approach to the universe. The original
Hermetic manuscripts were first t~nslated Into Latin In 1463 by Mars! I io
Flclno, who, through the Influence of the Hermetica, worked out a system of
"natu~l magic" whereby he believed a magician could Influence the celesTial
spheres In a desired direction to benefit one's life.
Flclno's friend, Plco delIa Ml~ndola, extended the powers of this natural
magic to Include tapping the powers of angels, archangels, the ten seplroth,
and God himself.
In Elizabethan England, the Hermetic tradition was carried on by Dr. John
Dee, a noted scholar and Magus, and Giordano Bruno, the Italian Magus who
visited there from 1583 to 1585.
AI I of these Hermetic Magi had pub! !shed works that would have been
aval !able to Marlowe, who had an Interest In the occult, and he may even have
known Dee and B~Jno personally. In Tambur~ine, he portrays his hero as a
Magus, as defined and described by the Hermetic writers. Examined within a
purely Hermetic framework, Tamburlaine Is neither a blasphemer nor an atheist,
but a demigod, or Magus.
Tamburlaine, viewed as a celebration of man as Magus, is In obvious contrast to Dr. Faustus, wherein we are shown the futl I lty of a morTal striving
to become divine within the framework of Christian theology.
In a world which was searching for alternatives to the existent religious
sects in order to end religious strife, HermeTicism was one such alternative;
Marlowe was apparent ly aware of this, and used It as the basis for the contrast
between the forTunes of Tamburlaine and Faustus.
APPROVED B! RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

Marvin Thompson, Chairperson
A COWAR/SON OF THE HE!.UNGWAY AND BELLOW PROTAGONIST

Patr-icia A. Wez.ter
Although Ernest Hemingway and Saul Bel low stand In time at opposite ends
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of twentieth-century American literature, both are placed high In the rr~jor
tradition of American novelists, In large part because of their successful
treatment of the protagonist. The protagonists of each affirm the dignity cf
the self In the face of contemporary experiences which seem to annihl late lt.
Both protagonists are alienated and alone, but the Bello~· prctagonlst comes
to reject alienation and seek community. The crucial clfference between
the two Is the wl I llngness of the Bel low prctagonlst to admit the free play
of the Intellect and the emotions as guides for dealing with reality. This
may be viewed when the twc protagonists are examined as they participate in
the role of the contemporary literary hero: the victim-rebel.
This role Is adopted by literary protagonists In modern literature as a
means to affirm the value of human life. This may be termed radical
Innocence, and causes the literary protagonist to be sensitive tc the destructiveness of experience and to be victimized by lt. It causes him to rebel In
a stance of alienation and recol 1. The danger Inherent Is that radical
innocence may become a self-destructive pseudo-Innocence: a refusal to
recognize or ceal with real lty on any but limited terms. In America this danger
Is intensified by a heritage which arouses grandiose expectations, and the
Bel low and Hemingway protagonists reflect this danger as they adopt the role
of victim-rebel motivated by pseudo and radical Innocence.
The Hemingway protagonist as victim-rebel Is viewed In three characters:
Nick Adams, Frederic Henry, and Jake Barnes. Each is victimized by shocking
experiences which culminate In a near-death war wound, and each develops
defense mechanisms which become progressively stronger, but do not provide for
Introspection or reflection. The latter two characters becom~ more mature,
but neither transcends the role of victim-rebel.
For the three Bel low protagonists studied, Joseph Asa Leventhal, and
Eugene Henderson, harmony Is possible, but If they end In transcendence, they
be;in as victim-rebels. Dangling between the alternatives of alienation and
accommodation, the Bel low protagonist confronts the realities of responslbl lity
and death In a reflective and Introspective manner. In addition each succeedIng character allows his emotions fuller reign, thus permitting a fuller life
experience. In his journey the Bel low prctagonlst transcends his own egocentric concerns without a loss of dignity and becomes reunited with life.
The crucial difference between the Hemingway protagonist and Bel low
protagonist can be seen In the reality of death. To deal with this reality
the Hemingway protagonist requires action, courage, and self-discipline.
Thoughts and emotions are control led and never a! lowed free reign. The Bel low
protagonist confronts death withal I his faculties and thus discovers that · to
protect the self, one must ultimately lose the self. This a! lows him to
transcend the role of victim-rebel and achieve harmony with life.
!..PPROVED BY RESEARCH COMUITTEE, MAY 19'19
John L. MeZ-ton, Chairperson

GEOGRAPHY
THE PROMINENT ROLE OF THE STREETCAR IN
IN THE TKIN CITIES FROM 7870 TO 7920

THE DISPERSAL

OF POPULATION

NeiZ ChamberZain

Mlnneapol Is and St. Paul, following the Clvl I War were growing In size and
population largely due to the Influx of north and central European Immigrants.
As both population and size of the cities grew, need arose for better means of
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Internal t~nsport, which could reduce the tight yet swelling urban cores.
Several short-term transport modes were Introduced, namely the horse-drawn
omnibus and streetcar, cable car, but the electric streetcar or trolley was
probably the most Instrumental in re·l ievlng the constricted urban core.
During the 188Cs and 1890s, the urban scene of the Twin Cities was
changed dramatlcal ly as streetcar lines were rebul It and extended beyond the
limited range of horsecars. The Introduction of new electric traction streetcars proved overwhelmingly successful.
The electric streetcar changed the old traditional circular pattern of
~~~ nneapo II s and St. Pau I Into a more star-IT ke pattern as streetcar I I nes
stretched population Into finger-like Increments or nodes.
Several Interesting effects were created by the ave! lab! llty of these
transportation Innovations. These para! lei cevelopments were an outgrowth of
or directly related to the patterns that existed In each of the cities by the
last two decades of the nineteenth century.
First to be seen was the gradual shift of the upper class and later the
middle class residents from the core area to the more suburban settings of
southwestern Minneapolis and western St. Paul. As the shift became more
evident, particularly to real estate speculators, land In close proximity to
streetcar lines became Increasingly mere profitable to buy and sell. To
further encourage real estate buying and passenger travel, the TCRTC Instituted weekend and holiday service to city parks, including specialized
amusement parks and cemeteries to promote suburban real estate. Extensions of
lines also evidenced an Interesting smal I business development where streetcarstops or transfer points were created and where two or more streetcar lines
Intersected. And finally, the success of the streetcar and Its expansion, led
visionary city-fathers to extend city limits by the purchase of more city
territory.
APPROVED BY RESEAECE CCMMITTEE, AUGVST 1978

PhiZip L. Tideman, Chairperson

ORROCK IN TRANS IT/ON
Dori J. Nortfaoop

This study was a compl latlon and Interpretation of the historical geography of Orrock Township in Sherburne County In the State of Minnesota. The
time frame was from 1837 to 1978.
The research data was gathered prlmarl ly frcm personal interviews of
former Orrocklans. Other source materials were obtained frcm newspapers, th·e
Sherburne County Historical Society, the Sherburne County Court House in Elk
River, and the l~lnnesota Historical Society.
The study Is Introduced by a summary of the origin of Sherburne County
and Orrock Township. Discussion of the major physical features of the area
follows Including Information on the geological foundations, sol I types,
precipitation, and terrain. The study also encompasses the flora and fauna
In Crrock past to present.
Several other topics were researched as wei 1. The development of early
Institutions In the township are noted In the text as wei I as In the maps.
People on the land Is a recurring theme In the paper beginning with Robert
Orrock who arrived In 1857. Other prof! les of early prominent Orrockians are
Included. At the turn of the century, the Knowleton and Larson faml ly names
dominate the changing Orrock scene.
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Commerce and agriculture In Crrock was vital to a study ot this region.
Spec i a I emphasis was gIven to the Ioca I stores and raw fur trade from 19Q;.1946. The transition In Orrock agriculture from virtuall y alI farm land to
minimal acreage today Is a basic part cf the process of change.
Various historical eras that were not only times of upheaval and chl!lnge
in the nation, but for Orrock as well are discussed. Particularly the
Grel!lt Depression era l!lffected change in Orrock which became a ~lnnesota Dust
Bowl. The Sand Dunes State Forest grew out of the determination and perserverance of area conservationists and local Orrock citizens, and Is contained
totally within the township boundaries. The success of the coniferous
plantings in the Sand Dunes area also resulted In the origin of commercial
Christmas tree farming In Orrock.
In addition to the Sand Dunes area, the creation of the Sherburne Natlonl!ll
WI ldllfe Refuge resultec In the most visible land use change In recent years
In Orrock. Of the 30,552 total acres In the Refuge, 8,204 are situated in
Orrock.
Presently, Orrock Township has a growing population although no major
town is contained within its borders. Public lands comprise the greatest
share of Ia rod hoI dIngs. Together the Sand Dunes Forest and the Sherburne
National WI ldllfe Refuge comprise 18,272 acres of state and federal lane.
Remaining acreage Is divided between agricultural useage and residential
developments which are primer! ly located around the township's lakes.
Because of the proximity to the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area, Orrcck
Township's future wl I I Include dividing the land into smal I plots and/or
acreage for horne sites along the periphery of the Sand Dunes and the various
lakes.
APPROVED BY RESEARCFi COMMITTEE, JULY 1978
PhiZip Tideman, Chairperson

HISTORY
MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA

PUBLIC OPINION TOM14RD GERMANY AS REFLECTED IN
NEV.'SPAPER5, 1935 - 1945

RandaZZ A. Eeeringa
MInnesotans were determl ned to avoId war. Even when a major war i r, Europe
appeared likely, a majority still continued tc hope the United States would
stay out of war If It took action to discourage the European Interests of Its
citizens and If It eliminated possible war profits.
Minnesota's major dally newspapers leaned heavl ly toward non-Involvement
prior to the outbreak cf host! Titles In World War I 1. As German aggression
became obvious, opinion shifted somewhat toward intervention and outright
Involvement with the AI lies. As the war ground to a conclusion, Minnesotans
were slow to realize that the United States Involvement and Intervention
would continue, and that the nation would assume a leadership role In the
postwar wor Id.
Few Minnesotans In the period from 1935- 1939 tried to justify Nazi
persecution. English language Catholic newspapers especially expressed outrage
and Indignation. Most observers realized that even though there were legitimate criticisms cf the Nazi regime; there were stl I I many Imperfections at
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home, and Americans could not always be justified In crltlclzlng the Germans
when there were such obvious prejudicial attitudes toward American mlnorltles.
Two Interest groups appeared In Minnesota during the period of 1939 1941. The American First Committee promoted the view that the United States
should stay out of the war at almost any cost short of losing Its Independence;
whl le the Minnesota units of the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the
AI lies was In favor of the United States aiding Britain, France, and a! I
opponents of the Nazis In every way short of war.
Many Minnesotans professed an Intense dislike of Adolf Hitler and the
pollcles of Nazi Germany. Yet they found themselves In a paradox: Could the
United States provide ald to the AI lies whl le at the same time avoiding war?
Most Minnesota newspapers · favored an Increasing amount of ald, especially to
Great Britain. The confusion over what course to take came to an end only
with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, Minnesotans united In support
of their country. They were determined to fight untl I victory had been
attained. When victory appeared likely, two leading concerns were expressed:
prevention of future German aggression and the growing threat by the Soviet
Union and her apparent desire for expansion even into Germany itself.
APPROVED B:t RESEARCH COMMITTEE, .i'TJL:I 1978

Dale W. Peterson, Chairperson

THE SECURING OF THE ENGLISH THRONE BY EXECUTION
1485 •

1603

Linda L. Jude

PROBLEM: When Henry VI I claimed the throne of England In 1~85 it seemed to be
simply another victory by a magnate In the continuing struggle for control of
Eng Iand. Yet Henry YI I' s descendants he Id tr,e throne and the crown passed
smoothly from hlm to his son and grandchl ldren. This paper wl I I attempt to
explain how the Tudors secured the succession through the execution of rivals
and others who presented a threat.
PROCEDURE: Numerous histories and source materials on the Tudor Era were
studied and compared to determine If the Tudor sovereigns had secured the
throne through the ellmlnatlon of their rivals.
FINDINGS: By the end of Henry VI 11 s reign In 1509 the loyalty of the English
lay with the Tudors. Henry VI I I succeeded without a struggle and without
opposition. In 1547 the crown passed to a nine-year old boy, Edward VI.
Althcugh factional struggles developed, the Tudors remained on the throne. In
1!53 the Duke of Northumberlano vainly attempted to divert the crown to his
own faml ly. Despite Mary Tudor's sex and her Cathollclsm, she had been left
the crown In Henry VI I l's wl II and the English populace viewed her as the
rightful heir. In 1558 the crown passed to the last Tudor. Elizabeth died
without Issue In 1603 and the crown passed smoothly to a eel lateral I ine, the
House of Stuart. The English believed that Elizabeth had named James VI of
Scotland as her successor and he ascended the throne without cpposltlon.
SL~MARY AND CONCLUSIONS:
The Tudors obtained their throne through battle.
During their reigns they ellmlnated rivals who c laimed royal descent and those
who possessed enough wealth and power to oppose them. The desire tor stability
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and prosperity on the part ot the peop.le ot England, their identification of
Tudor interests with those of the nation, and their acquiescence In the
execution of rivals and rebels, prevented any lasting or dangerous d ispute
over the success.lon during the reigns of the Tudors.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

Paul Vaughter, Chairperson

MATHEMATICS

A STUDY OF THE ENUMERATION OF FINITE SEMIGROUPS

Leon J. SahiZmoeZZer
Semlgroups can readily be represented and manipulated using a matrix to
express the binary operation products ot the ~lgebralc structure. Given
order n, each element of an n x n matrix represents a product of two elements
of the set ot n elements en which the operation Is defined. In fact, every
distinct n x n matrix, whose elements are values from 1 to n, represents a
unique binary operation.
The task ot enumerating alI non-equivalent semlgroups of a given order
n has been completed for order n, n ~ 7, through the efforts cf several
mathe~~tlclans, with some of the results being produced both by hand and via
digital computers. In this work, we discuss the properties needed to produce
non-equivalent semlgroups. Algorithms for each aspect are carefully explained
and developed.
After seeing algorithms which wl I I In fact generate alI non-equivalent
semigroups of a given order, a new concept is introduced which can use some of
the existing algorithms In a different fashion. This concept Involves
modifying artificial Intel I lgence and heuristic programming techniques to
form a new algorithm tor enumerating semlgroups.
In conclusion, the prospective of combining techniques to term more
efficient algorithms Is presented, as wei I as concepts of how these Ideas
and findings can be Implemented Into an educational environment.
APPROVED E! RESEARCH COMM-TTTEE, MAY 1979

Bowa:l'd Bird, Chairperson

SOCIAL SCIENCE
AN INVESTIGATION OF YOUTH INVOLVEMENT AT GENERAL PARTICIPATION
FESTIVALS:
A CROSS CULTURAL ANALYSIS
Ba:l'ry C. ct.ough

PROBLEM:
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This i nvestigation attempted (1) to find out the extent of youth

partlclpatlon at lccal festivals ln selected communities of Minnesota,
C2l to determine which activities of the festivals lr.volvec the greatest
youth participation, C3l to put community festivals In a cross-cultural
context and (4) to derive conclusions and make recommendations to those
seeking additional Input Into how to manifest youth participation at a
community festival.
PROCEDURE: The methodology for this study employed both secondary research
and primary investigation field research. The secondary research was
provided by a cross-cultu~al analysts of youth participation at general
pa~lclpatlon festivals aval !able by a ~evlew of the llteratu~e.
P~lmary
data were collected by thls Investigate~ and other members of the Festival
Behavlo~ Study P~ogram sponso~ed by St . Cloud State University and The
Eveiyn Payne Hatche~ Museum of Anth~opology unde~ the dl~ectlon of D~.
Hatche~.

A ccmpa~atlve app~oach to the study of festivals was avai !able since
thirteen dlffe~ent festivals were studied. A linear study was achieved
since some of the same festivals were studied over as ~any as six years.
FINDINGS: The review of related literature provided a cross-cultural comparison of youth participation during festival events of the past and In
present-day non-western and western cultures. Non-western cultures recognize
the transition of youth to adulthood ln more formal and certain ways than In
western cultures. This led to a celebration thus involving youth directly in
festival activity. In western cultures, such as the United States today,
youth have not proportionately participated in alI festival activities.
Youth, defined as thirteen to twenty years old, .... ere well represented In
proportion to the general population of the United States, very wei I
represented or a majority of those present when an event of a festival was
speclflcal ly for them, when the event was hosted or organized by youth, when
the event was characterized by action, when youth were allowed to participate
actively rather than just to observe the event, when the events were competitive, when the events were characterized by qualities of festiveness or
adventure or, In summation, when their Involvement was allowed.
SUMMARY AND RECC~~ENDATICNS: Youth involvement at community festivals Is
helpful In order to transmit the festival events to future generations. Thus
youth stand out as an Important group festival orsanlzers need to consider
when hosting a festival. Hew this is accomplished largely depends on what
type of events are offered durIng the fest! va I. Thus organIzatIon and prefestival planning are essential requirements to carry out this task. Ful I
participation of every individual in a cOIT'munity festival Is reall y not a goal
of festival organizers, but a proportional number of people from alI age
groups should be the goal If a true community festival is desired. Youth
Involvement could be achieved If festival orsanlzers lr.cluded youth in the
planning stage. Since school Is ln session long before most Minnesota
festivals take place, this would be the ideal setting for Ions term planning.
Al'PZ':OVED EI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAI 1980

Robert La:tJenda, Chairperson
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SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY

kKJTHER, FATHER, AND NONPARENT VEP.BAL INTERACTIVE BEHAVIORS
ADULT-CHILD DIS COUR5 E

IN

Barbara E1.aiM Commers
PURPOSE: It was the purpose of the present study to determine the nature end
frequency of verbal Interactive behaviors In adult speech to children using 13
operetlonel ly defined verbal Interactive cetegorles, end to determine whether
mothers, tethers, femele nonperents end mete nonperents differ with regard to
their verbal lnterectlons with language learning children.
PROCEDURES: Four children and 16 adults served as subjects. Each child was
paired with four adults: the chi !d's mother and father and a mete and female
nonparent. Every adult In the group Interacted with the child In a ~lay situation for approximately 30 minutes. The spontaneous behavior of the adults and
children was audio-video taped. The experimenter obtained verbatim written
transcripts of the speech of alI adults and children from the audio-video tape
recordings. The transcripts were then segmented and coded Into 13 categories
of adult-child verbal interaction according to procedures described by
Germono and Powers (fn preparation> . AI I adults utterances were analyzed
according to the 13 categories of verbal Interaction. The F minimum test was
appl led to determine whether the variances between: ll each adult-type group
and the total adult group, and 2) each adult-type group, when compared to
each other, di ffered significantly.
FINDINGS: Analysts of adult-child verbal Interaction clearly Indicated that
the adult-types (mothers, fathers, female nonparents end male nonparentsl
provided essentially the same verbal environment to language learning children.
The nature of adults' verbal Interaction with children Indicated that more than
half (51%> of elI adult verbal Interactive behaviors consisted of questioning
the child end supplying "fillers." Less than one-fourth <22%> of adult Input
was comprised of the "typical" language teaching techniques, I :e., requiring
verbalizations, providing evaluative feedback of the chi !d's utterance and
providing referential or problem solving Input. The other 26% of adu lt
utterances were comprised of suggestions which did not require a verbal
response from the child and did not relate themetlcal ly to the chi !d's preced1ng utterance.
Al'PROVED B1 RESEARCH COMMITl'EE, FEBRUARY 1979

GeraZd L. Powers, Co-Chairperson
StanZey C. Xnoz, Co-Chairperson

MENTAL AGES AND THE ABILITY OF THE SEVERELY AND PROFOUNDLY
RETARDED TO LEARN AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
Karen L. Ochsendorf

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study was to Investigate the relationship between
mental ages obtained on the Arthur Adaptation of the Letter International
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Performance Scale and the abl I lty of Institutionalized severaly and profoundly
mentally retarded Individuals to acquire American Sign Language to express
their basic needs and desires.
PROCEDURE: Ten randomly selected residents of Glacial Ridge Training Center,
WI I !mar State Hospital, WII !mar, Minnesota, were taught American Sign
Language. Residents who were physically handicapped, or who had previously
been taught sign language were excluded from the random selection. The
subjects abl llty to learn signs was compared with their mental age, as found
using the Leiter International Performance Scale, Arthur Adaptation. The
Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient was uti !!zed to explore the
relationship between mental age and number of signs acquired.
FINDINGS: AI I subjects were capable of learning one or more signs. Those
with a mental age below two years were unable to learn mere than two signs
over twenty sessions. Individuals with a mental age of two years learned
more than four, but less than a! I twenTy signs over the twenty sessions. Two
Individuals who scored above four years learned a! I twenty signs in less
than twenty sessions and continued to learn more in the remaining sessions.
Significant results were found at the .05 level of confidence when alI
ten subjects were used In the statistical analysis. 'llhen the data was analyzed
using nine s~bjects, discounting one with psychotic tendencies, results were
found to be significant at the .01 level of confidence.
CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study suggest that the Leiter International
Performance Scale, Arthur Adaptation, is a good predictor of the severely and
profoundly mentally retarded Individual's abi llty to learn American Sign
Language. The results suggested that Individuals who scored above a mental
age of two years on the scaie should be given higher priority when selecting
candidates for an expressive sign language program. In addition, the results
Indicate that the higher an Individual scores on the scale, the greater his/her
probabi !Tty of learning a functional sign system.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAY 1978
Gera'ld L. Powers, C"tla'irperson

ADAPTATION IN THE INTELLIGIBILITY OF MISARTICULATED SPEECH

Jean D. RoZZe
PRCSLEI~:
Teachers frequently report an abi I lty to understand a chi Id's
mlsartlculated speech better after a period of time even though there has been
no or little change. The purpose of the study was to determine whether
adaptation to defective speech occurs.

PROCEDURE: Five subjects listened to selected verbal material which was
mooifled In a specific manner and prerecorded. The subjects were chosen on a
basis cf equality of age, Intel llgence, and hearing acuity. The material was
presented In five separate units or messages. The messages were degraded by
omitting the /s/, /z/, 151, It)/, ld3/, Ill, /r/, 13"/, and /~/ phonemes. A
normal adult female speaker prerecorded the messages simulating defective
speech through omission of the sounds thus producing a degraded speech signal.
The subjects listened Individually to the five messages In a counter-balanced
design. An Intel I iglbl lity score for every message by each listener was
determined by the percent of key words correctly wr!tten dcwn by the sub j ect.
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A Fri edmar. P.na Iys Is of Var! ance was performed on the hypothes is of no difference
between subject ab! !tty, In message difficulty, in subject listening scores
over trials, and in message Intelligibility over trials. A simple linear
regression line was computed for the listening scores.
FIND l NGS: The nu I I hypothes 1s w-as not rejected tor subject ab 1 II ty, message
difficulty, and subject listening scores over trials. The nul I hypothesis was
rejected for message lntelllslblllty over trials. The regression line showed
a positive value. The results are discussed and the conclusion drawn that
adaptation does occur.
AFPRCVED B:i RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1977

Mc:rtin A. Karrrmzrrruzier, Chairperson

IDENT'IFICATION OF DIFFERENCES
NORA'!AL SPEAKERS

Judith

Ann

IN THE ARTICULATORY SKILL

OF

Wenner

PROBLEM: Measureab!e differences In the artlculatoi"Y ski I I of normal speakers
seemed probable although not read! !y apparent under conversational conditions.
The purpose of this study was to determine If a range of articulatory ski I I,
as evidenced by Intel I iglbl I lty scores, could be created under distorted
listening conditions, and It the scores along this range would be mainta i ned
as the listening conditions became Increasingly more detrimental to Intel liglbi I ity.
PROCEDURE: Thirty-nine col lege students with normal hearing and no speech
defects were selected as the norma l speakers. lnt~l llglbl llty scores derived
from Black's MUltiple-Choice InteZZigibiZity Test served as measurement of
each speaker's articulatory ski I I. Variables which could affect Intel liglbl l lty scores were Ident i fied and controlled.
Tape recordings were made oi each speaker under three lncreaslnsly
severe conditions of low-pass frequency fl !terlng and were presented to five
I Isteners to be eva I uated for l nte I I l g l b I I l ty. I nte I I I g l b l I l ty scores
represented the percent of words correct Iy !"dent If led by the listeners.
Motivation tor accurate scoring was provided by monetary reward for agreement
between listeners. To assure reliable measures, each speaker's scores was
an average of the scores derived by the five listeners. The range of scores
under each listening condition was compared using the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient.
FINDINGS: A range of art i culatory ski l I was demonstrated by the spread of
scores under each listening condition. The correlations between scores under
each condition were positive and statistically significant.
It was concluded that differences In articulatory ski I I exist among
norma l speakers and that the differences can be demonstrated.
AFPROVED BJ RESEARCH COMUTTEE, AUGUST 1977

Martin A. Kammermeier, Chairperson
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SPECIAL STUDIES

EVALUATING COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES:

A MINNESOTA

SA!.I'LE

Marie K. EZ.sen

PROBLEM: The pu~pose of this study was (1) to Identify c~lte~ia ~o~ evaluatIng unlve~slty a~chival p~ograms, (2) to a~range the criteria In priority order
for the development and maintenance of such programs, and (3) to construct a
prof! le of Minnesota university a~chlval programs In relation to the ranked
c~lte~la.

PROCEDURE: A checklist of c~lte~la Items applicable to unlve~slty archives
was developed and dlst~lbuted to the archivists of pub I lc and private fou~
year unlve~sltles In Minnesota. Respondents were asked to rank the criteria
In the order of their lmpo~tance to the development and maintenance of an
archival program, and to evaluate their Institution's program I~ relation to
the criteria. lnte~vlews were conducted with two public and two private
unive~sity archivists.
FINDINGS: Nine basic areas or elements were identified as essential in the
organization, development, and Implementation of university archives:
(1) the archives were officially established as a distinct program of the
Institution; (2) goals and priorities were Identified In wrttrng; (3) adequate
funding was budgeted; (4) adequate staffing was provided; (5) adequate fact Ifties and equipment were provided; (6) an acquisitions pol ley was developed to
define col lectlng goals and limits; (7) processing procedures were developed
In accordance with archival principles; (8) a policy was developed to out I ine
refere-nce servl ces and procedures; and (9 l off! cIa I reco~ds were cont~o I Ied
t-y a records management p~ogram.
Only one Minnesota institution, a private university, reported that it
had achieved or was actively working toward achieving alI nine criteria. The
overal I compl lance level for the ninteen reporting university archives averaged
less than fifty percent.
SUMMP..RY AND CONCLUSIONS: Corrments from the survey and from those made during
visits with four archivists Indicated that the essential ele~ents of a
university archival program had been identified In the criteria. It was
evident that many of the programs In Minnesota failed to meet the criteria
because they had not advanced beyond the lnfonr.al beginnings of manuscript
col lectlons. The primary archival function was not understood by ei+her the
archivist or tre university administrators; ccnseqwently, the scope of the
program and the authority of the archivist were i i !-defined, and inadequate
staffing, funding, and housing resulted.
AEP.'9.0v"ED BY RESEA.T?.CE. COMMITTEE, !1A.P.Cll 1979
Antr~y

C. Schulzetenberg, Chairperson
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A STUDY ON FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE 1975 STATE 0/r'.NIBUS
LAW ON SELECTED kUNNESOTA SCHOOL DISTRICTS

EDUCATION

David J. Eriaksor.
STUDY: Prior to 1976, school districts In Minnesota reported to the state on
various versions of cash basis accountln;. A 1976 Minnesota law mandated that
both cash and non-cash transactions must be recorded and reported. This law,
UFARS (Un 1form F I Mnc I a I AccountIng and Report! ng Standards) provided th21t
211 I schoo I dIstrIcts In M1nnesota must report theIr t I nanc Ia I d21ta on a
modified accrual basis effective with the 1976-1977 school year and that alI
school districts must computerize their financial data by July 1, 1980. It
Is the purpose of the 21uthor to show the financial effects of that bl I I on
selected Minnesota public school districts. The thirty-one Minnesota school
districts that have their financial accounting processed by Region I I I
M!ln!laement Information Services loc21ted In St. Cloud, Minnesota, were selected
tor this study. Reglo~ I I I Is Interesting because It represented the largest
group of out-state schools on a single computer system In Minnesota at the
time of this study.
FINDINGS: The thirty-one school districts In the sample represent seven
percent ot the total 440 school districts In the state of Minnesota. Student
population In the sample ranges from 409 students to 6,393 with the average
being 1,486. Pup! I unit weighted enrollment for the two-year period of thls
study (1975-76 and 1976-77) remained stable wlth 1976-77 showing a slight
increase of .64 percent over 1975-76. General Fund Budgets Increased during
thls period 9.6 percent or $5,075,636 wlth a mean budget per district of
$2,077,136. Thirty schools pald 21 data processing tee of $3.00 per pupil or a
total of $133,776 with the mean being $4,459 per 9Chool district for 1976-77.
The cost of audits reported In this study increased 55.5 percent whereas the
General Fund Budget Increased 9.69 percent. Slx schools s~ltched to having
an outside auditor prepare their annual financial report which helps explain
the consideration that UFARS was more comprehensive and complicated. Nineteen
of twenty-three schools did not switch audit firms. Eight of nine schools that
added positions to their accounting and reporting st21ft dld so because of
Increased reporting requirements or computerization of financial data.
Nineteen accountants-bookkeepers, fourteen superintendents, eleven business
managers, ten secretaries and nine other titled personnel attended the UFARS
training sessions. Cost of overtime wages to ~~ke up work lost whl le
attending the UFARS sessions was reported at $3,371 or a mean of $241 per
district. Twenty-tour schools sald that UFARS provides adequate financial
disclosure. Twenty-six schools Indicated that the six day-long training
sessions were at least helpful.
CONCLUSIONS: There were financial effects caused by the UFARS Act because of
the computer data processing tee school districts were required to pay, the
increased cost of 21udlts, the additional personnel necessary to effect
computerization of records and the overtime wages paid by some school districts
to personnel who attended the UFARS training sessions.
APPROVED BI RESEARCB COM!I.ITTEE, AUGVST 1979

Marvin E. BoZmgroen. Chairperson
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BEHAVIOR

Jl;f)f)IFICATION TRAINING AND ITS

WPACT ON INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

John A. GayZord

PROBLEM: The purpose of this study w~s to determine If the number of Industrial Incidents could be decre~sed through the use of behavior modification
training.
PROCEDURE: The procedure used in this study w~s to rese~rch related I lter~ture
~nd to survey the top six companies in the United States with no Injury records
as wei I as five companies of slml Jar size and type of m~nutacturlng processes
within the state of Minnesota. An effort was made to determine It the use of
behavior modification training w~s financially beneficial to the employer and
employee through the use of a self-Insured workman's compensation record
(Company "A"l.
FINDINGS: The research of related llter~ture reve~led th~t while approximately
15 to 20 percent industrial incidents were caused by physical hazardous conditions, approximately 75 to 90 percent were caused by the unsafe behavior of
employees. It was fcund that the lndlrect costs of industrial Incidents were
anywhere from 10 to 50 times the known cosTs. No definite "rule of thumb" has
been set and there ls no known formula by whlch Indirect incident costs maybe
computed. The Minnesota Dep~rtment ct Labor reported workman's compensation
payments in the United St~tes for !976 was over $6 bi I I ion. MinnesoTa
workm~n's compensation payments were ever $275 mi I lion.
Contact with five
Minnesota companies of equal size and simi Jar manufacturing processes, revealed
that industrial safety training would m~ke a difference in incident experience.
The top six companies with the most sate plants In their particular Industry
were a Iso contacted. - ThIs rese~rch I I I ustrated that they used a type of
behavior moditic~tlcn training.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Industrial safety !s both humanlt~rlan and economically beneficial to Industry and Its workers. With nationwide wor~man's
compensation p~yments exceeding $6 bl I lion In !976 ar.d over $275 mi I lion In
Mlnnesot~ something must be done to reverse this trend.
Major questions:
T. What can be done to effectively affect this rising trend in
workman's compensation payments?
2. How wi II this action ~~ke a significant difference in the
increasing number of industrial incidents?
The top six companies listed by the National s~tety Counci I as the most sate
in the United States apparently have the answers, at least for themselves.
They use a type of behavior modification safety training program, a particular
type of training, different from each other, suitable to their own Individual
situation.
It was shown that within a 2 year period Company "A" was able to place
over $52 thousand back in the budget due to an effective safety program.
Figures from an actual employee accident prove that a safe work attitude and
sate working habits pay.
It was concluded that an effective safety training program would:
T. 8e an attitudinal or behavior modification type.
2. ee economically beneficial to the company and employee.
APPROVED BY RESEARCH COMMITTEE, NOVEMBER 1979

Boward Matthias, Chairperson
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COMkXJNICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT ACROSS NATIONAL
-'ROOTS' IN JAPAN-

BOUNDARIES

Kaol"U Baraoka

PROBLEM: The primary purpose of this study was to describe and compare public
reactions arisin; trom the television show "Roots" in both the United States
and Japan in order to understand the utilization of a mess medium, particularly
television, as an important vehicle of international ccrrmunication. The study
was an attempt to assess how the television dra~a or "Roots" brought hf;h
audience ratings in both countries in spite of the , viewers' different national
and cultural Identifies.
PROCEDURE: The general method used in this study was a descriptive analysis
of several scholarly literature, newspapers, magazines, and periodicals lr
both countries. The Japanese date about the television show "Roots" were
primer! ly cited from various sources Including that of Mr. Akira Uekl, a
producer of Television ~. sahl which televised "Roots" in Japan.
FINDINGS: According to this study, the popularity of the television drama of
"Roots" 10as In part due to the toi lowing factors:
1. The Intensity of the publicity campaigns conducted in both countries
prior to the viewing of the television drama created public interest
and curiosity.
2. Although the historical backgrounds of Alex Haley's "Roots" were
American--the story of an American slave fami iy's struggle tor
survival--the universal elements of the drama were appealing to beth
American and Japanese viewers.
3. "Roots" deinonstrated the potential of television as a powerful medium
of entertainment cutting across International boundaries.
CONCLUSIONS: AeC's television dr21ma of "Roots" was accepted in both the United
States and Japan bridging national and cultural boundaries. The United States
and Japan are two of the most industrialized countries with some simi laritles
apparent in their economic structures. They are also served by simi far mass
media systems. The author's observation was that the commonalities arising
fro~ simi li!lr economic and media structures might have contributed to such
appreciations by both nations.
APPROVED BI RESEARCH COMMITTEE, MAI 1979

Amde M. Babte, Chairperson
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